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THEUKRIDE: IRELAND

Dingle All TheWay
Ireland’s Dingle Peninsulawas once

the edge of the knownworld, and our ride
proves there’s no need to go further afield.
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TECH:CONCEPTBIKES
Imagine That

Concept bikes allow a designer’s imagination to
runwild, but they do serve a practical purpose.

SPORTIVE:MILAN SANREMO
La Primavera

A granfondo that follows the route of the year’s
first Monument is just as epic as you’d expect.

REVIEW
Bikes

Tested – bikes fromColnago, Cannondale and
Formigli, plus Huntwheels and Sram’s game-
changingwireless eTap electronic groupset.

BUYER’S GUIDE
Stockists

Where to find the stuff you’ve seen in themag.

LASTGASP
Felix Lowe

You haven’t reallymade it as a pro unless you
have a nickname. Felix Lowe picks out the best.

PROFILE:
Alberto Contador

Theman known as El Pistolero reveals the titles
he is gunning for inwhatmay be his last season.

THEUKRIDE: IRELAND
Dingle All TheWay

Dingle Town is probably the best place on earth
to enjoy a ride and then stop for a beer or 52…

INSIDER: PASSONI
The Italian Passion

Passoni’s bikes comewith a hefty pricetag,
but every one of them is a labour of love.

TOURCLIMB: BONETTE
CimeDe La Bonette

In the first of a new series,Cyclist celebrates
one of Europe’s highest climbs.

PRORACING: POWERPOLITICS
TheGreat Game

Why the organiser of the Tour de France
is fighting the sport’s governing body.

UP FRONT
LeadOut

+ Bianchi’s lightest-ever bike –with a twist
+Gear fromZipp, Stages, Assos andmore
+ Trek owner John Burke looks to the future
+ Base layers get amakeover
+ Doeswearing flouromake you safer?
+ Why velodromes are a ride like no other
+ Frank Strack on how to teach The Rules

THEBIG RIDE: APENNINES
YoungAtHeart

The Apennines provide all the ingredients
to keep a cyclist youthful – clean air, smooth
roads, glorious climbs – and our 80-year-
old Italian ride companion is the proof.

PERFORMANCE: PLANNING
Proper Preparation…

…prevents you knowwhat. LuckilyCyclist
is here to help you devise your very own
training strategy to suit your goals for
the coming season.
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Drone technology provides a spectacular view of
the Col de la Bonette in the first of Cyclist ’s new
series on classic climbs of the Tour de France

102
generally don’t get onwith technology. Anymachinemore complicated than
an electric toaster is amystery tome, and I find the digital world to be a strange,
soulless place that I am happy to avoidmost of the time (as anyonewho has
tried to followme on Twitterwill attest).

That’swhy I like the bicycle. It’s elegantly simple andwonderfully efficient,
such that its basic design has changed little over the past century. It’s easy to see
how all the partswork, and even a cack-handed luddite likeme canmake simple
repairswith a small set of tools. I have so far avoided any temptation tomove from
amechanical to an electronic groupset because I’m certain that disasterwill strike
theminute someone suggests I should updatemy firmware. Besides, whowants
a bike that you have to plug in (unless, of course, you’re planning to cheat yourway
to a CyclocrossWorld Champion’s jersey)?

Despitemy technophobia, there is one advancement that I have come to
appreciate: the drone.When they first appeared I was horrified – the thought of all
thosemachines buzzing around taking pictures like a swarmof nosymosquitos
– but then I saw the photos for our new series of features on the hors catégorie

climbs of the Tour de France. The drone-mounted camera has
allowed us to get a perspective thatwould have previously only
been possiblewith a helicopter.We can soar above the tarmac
and get a feel for the twists and turns in the road that await any
riderwhowants to tackle these classic cols. I think the result
is ratherwonderful, and it has givenme enough faith in the
modernworld that I almostwant toTweet about it. Almost.

April 2016 // Issue 46

PeteMuir, Editor
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I Thedrone-mounted
camera has allowedus
to get a perspective
thatwould have
previously only been
possiblewith a
helicopter
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It’s no accident that our bikes are voted the best in the world year after year, after year. It’s testament

to our commitment to find superior design and engineering solutions by challenging industry conventions.

We call it Rethink: And it means that every one of our bikes is designed to be the best in it’ s class.

The Aernario Comp and Aerfast Comp are no exception. Using the same ground-breaking technologies

found in our top line, super-bikes, they are 100% Storck. From £2549 or £95pm with Shimano 105 and

£2899 or £105pm with Shimano Ultegra groupset. Find out more at storck-bicycle.cc

storck-bicycle.cc
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All the stuff thatmakes you glad to be a cyclist

The
Special

One
The oldest name in
bicycles presents its
newest machine P

Words JAMES SPENDER
PhotographyHENRYCARTER



BianchiSpecialissima
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lot happened in
1885. Louis Pasteur
produced the first
rabies vaccine, Mark
Twain’sAdventures

Of Huckleberry Finnwas published
and Gottlieb Daimler created the first
motorbike, theReitwagen. Yet even
those achievements couldn’t hold a
candle towhatwas transpiring behind
the doors of number 7, Via Nirone, Milan:
the birth of theworld’smost enduring
bicyclemanufacturer, Bianchi.

Its early bikeswere of lugged, round-
tubed steel, the topmodels costing
around £1,600 in today’smoney. Things
have come a longway in 130 years,
however. Most recently, crazy-shaped
carbon frames have crashed the party,
spelling the end of Bianchi’s ‘traditional’
looking top-tier bicycles, which have all
but disappearedwith the advent of the
angular Oltre and the sloping Infinito

ranges. Butwith its latest creation the
Italianmarque has gone back to its roots
to createwhat by current standards is an
almost conventional looking bicycle –
albeit one that costs nearly four times
the price of its forebears.

‘The Specialissima is intended to be
a climber’s bike that handles superbly
on the descents,’ says Bianchi UK
brandmanager AndrewGriffin. ‘Our
Oltre XR2 is the “fast” bike, the Infinito
CV the “comfortable” bike, and the
Specialissima is nowour “light” bike.’

The starting point for the project
– one that’s been over two years in
themaking –was to create Bianchi’s
lightest-ever production frameset.
As such, the Specialissimaweighs a
claimed 780g for amedium frame plus
340g for the fork. By today’s standards
1,140g all-in isn’t class-leading (that
award goes to the Cervélo Rca at 667g
frame, 277g fork), but it certainly isn’t far

off and, indeed, there’s sound reasoning
behind not going the full-skinny.

‘Light and stiff bikes tend to climb
well, butmost get nervous on descents
due to the repetitive, high-frequency
vibrations from the road,’ says Griffin.
‘The Specialissima employs our
exclusive Countervail technology
thatwe use in the Infinito CV and
our time-trial bike, the Aquila CV.’

Countervail is a compositematerial
that uses a specially tailored carbon
fibreweave patternwith a viscoelastic
layer to dissipate road vibrations. How
it does this is a guarded secret, but in
essence the viscoelasticmaterial is able
to deform, return to its original shape
and, crucially, dissipate the energy it
stores during that deformation as heat.
The result is a vibration-dampening
effect that itsmakers claim is at least
twice as good as any othermaterial on
themarket, without sacrificing frame

Bianchi Specialissima,
£7,000 (as pictured),

£3,450 (frameset
only), bianchi.com
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stiffness in the process. It doesmean
adding extramaterial to the carbon fibre
mix, which iswhy the Specialissima isn’t
the lightest in class, but for Bianchi this
is aworthwhile trade-off.

Bad vibes
Countervail isn’t new– the Infinito CV
first used it in 2014, and the Aquila in
2015 – but in those bikes it’s designed to
reduce vibrations for comfort reasons
(discomfort being linked to rider fatigue).
With the Specialissima Bianchi claims
the Countervail serves to keep the bike
as planted as possible, despite its status
as a stiff and nimble climber. The theory
here is that a bike that doesn’t jitter
around at every surface imperfection
is amore stable, better-handling ride.

It’s a compelling argument, but
in truthwe’d love the Specialissima
anywaywithout the science bit. In the
flesh it really is a beauty. Part of that
charm is undoubtedly the straight, nigh-
on round profile tubes, but they aren’t
just there to look pretty. Rather, says
Griffin, the Specialissima’s form is
just a by-product of its function.

‘The shortest route from point A to
point B is a straight line, so a straight
tubed bike is necessarilymade out of
lessmaterial than a comparable curved-
tubed bike. Round tubes also have great
strength-to-weight ratio compared to
other shapes.

‘While the Oltre XR2was theweapon
of choice for rolling, sprint stages, the
Specialissimawas the one that Robert
Gesink chose during themountainous
stages at last year’s Tour de France.
And he finished sixth overall.’

Enough said? Find out in the
comingmonthswhenCyclist puts
the Specialissima to the test.

‘While theOltreXR2
was theweaponof
choice for rolling,

sprint stages, Robert
Gesink chose the

Specialissimaduring
mountainous stages

at last year’s Tour’

At a glance Zipp’s new404NSWwheels don’t appear to have changed
a great deal, aside from perhaps the distinctive hubs, but look closer
and you’ll notice that everything has been tweaked. Zipp claims this is
its fastest 404wheelset yet, but also some 137g lighter per pair than its
predecessor. Our setweighed 689g front and 838g rear, totalling 1,527g.
That’s 23g under the claimed 1,550g.

Improving on something as highly regarded as the 404 has been
the job of Zipp’s advanced development team. These are a bunch of
specialist engineerswhowork inwhat Zipp employees term the ‘Nest’
(NSWstands for Nest SpeedWeaponry), andwith the exception of the
hubshells thesewheels are entirely handmade in its Indianapolis facility.
A key feature of the Cognition hubs is reduced drag at the freehub during
freewheeling. Magnets aid the complete disengagement of the freehub’s
axial clutch, which also has a 36-point engagement for a rapid pick-up.
Both hubs spin on high-quality Swiss stainless steel bearings.

Zipp’s Showstopper silicone carbide grooved brake track, first seen
on the limited Firestrike edition of the 404 in 2015, is further improved
and should ensure decent braking performance in all conditions. The
redesigned ‘Sawtooth’ dimple pattern provides a 34% reduction in
crosswind force compared to 404 Firecrest, Zipp claims, resulting
in increased aero efficiency and better stability.

Zipp 404NSWwheels
£2,150, zipp.com
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• ULTRA-STIFF CARBON SOLE
• TWIN-DIAL & CABLE FASTENING SYSTEM
• THERMO-MOULDABLE UPPER FOR THE PERFECT FIT
• ALSO AVAILABLE IN BLACK, WHITE, RED & NEON-GREEN
• WEIGHT 470G
• NEW NEON-ORANGE COLOURWAYS NOW AVAILABLE
THROUGHOUT THE SPIUK RANGE

ORANGE
IS THE NEW BLACK



The Elemnt bike computer is a surprising little
device, not least becauseWahoo has allowed
some of the vowels to remain in its name,which is
unusual for them. In order to compete in amarket
heavily dominated by Garmin,Wahoo has opted
to take a fundamentally different path in terms
of set-up and connectivity.

‘A consistent trendwe noticed in our consumer
researchwas the need for simplicity,’ says José
Méndez,Wahoo’s head of cycling. ‘Sowe created
an intuitive set-up and update process for the
Elemnt using an app on your phone, rather than in
the computer itself. Apps, unlike device-specific
software, are used every day sowe could capitalise
on the familiar app navigation processes.’

The app combinedwith the Elemnt’swi-fi
capability allows a degree of connectivity rarely
seen at this price point. Highlights include direct
wireless route downloads from the internet and
the option to record outdoor rides and then fully
simulate themon aWahoo indoor trainer.

A final neat feature is the Elemnt’s ability
to locate and direct you to other Elemnt-using
cyclists using its GPSmapping,meaning you
can easilymeet upwith your riding buddies
(or easily avoid them).

Wahoo Elemnt bike
computer
£279.99, uk.wahoofitness.com

t’s a tough job
to persuade
cyclists to part
with £348 for a set
of jockeywheels,

but CeramicSpeed gives it a good
go: ‘Some consumerswill be
put off by the price – it’s hard to
avoid but not our intention,’ says
CeramicSpeedmanaging director
Martin Banke. ‘Everything about
the bearings, cage andwheels,
plus the relationships between
these components, has been
intensively researched, sowe
think the cost is a fair reflection
of the system’s quality.’

The long-arm, carbon fibre
cage houses two large 17-tooth
pulleywheels. CeramicSpeed
claims the design reduces friction

by allowing the chain towrap
around the pulleywheels at less
extreme angles. This, coupled
with thewheels running on
CeramicSpeed’s famed bearings,
saves 2.4watts over conventional
set-ups, according to Banke.

‘The idea for the oversize
pulleywheel system came about
in 2013when an independent
test including our pulleywheels
showed bigger pulleys could have
a bigger impact on performance,’
he says. ‘From that daywe spent
two years perfecting this system.’

If 2.4watts is toomarginal a
gain for you, CeramicSpeed says
thewattage saving increases
as your chain gets dirtier – but if
you’re spending thatmuchmoney,
are you really going to get it dirty?

CeramicSpeed
OversizedPulley
WheelSystem
€459 (approx £348), ceramicspeed.com
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Rotor has been championing
ovalised chainrings for
years, claiming they offer a
smoother pedalling action
and better power generation,
and its latest Qarbon ring
boasts improved stiffness
and lighterweight. A 3K
carbon fibre inlay reinforces
the chainring, allowing for a
thinner aluminium body and
resulting in a precious 20%
increase in stiffness and 8%
weight saving. Qrikey.

Q-Rings
Qarbon
chainring
£150,
velotechservices.co.uk

Tubeless tyres havemany advantages
when it comes to rolling resistance
and puncture-proofing, but pumping
themup can be a problemwithout an
air compressor or CO2 inflator to deliver
a rapid blast of air to ‘seat’ a stubborn
tubeless tyre on a rim. The Airshot
is essentially a cheaper, re-useable,
manual air compressor, which can
be charged up to 160psi using a track
pump, then discharged into your tyre.
Thanks to the clever head, it can connect
via the valve core of a tyre orwith the
core removed to aidmore rapid inflation.
It could prove to be a vital weapon for
the growing tubeless army.

Airshot tubeless
inflator
£59.99, airshotltd.com

tages powermeters became popular owing
to the neatness and simplicity of having strain
gauges built into the left-hand crank arm,
but that also threw up a problem. Stages
previously steered clear of carbon fibre crank

arms because theywere considered too challenging due to
the potential inconsistencies in theway carbon fibre behaves.
Thiswasn’t a problem if you used alloy Shimano cranks, but
ruled out anyone using high-end FSA, Sramor Campagnolo
chainsets. Until now that is.

‘We could havemade a carbon powermeter a long timeago,
but it would have required constant and vigilant zero resets,’
says SamMorrison, StagesCycling engineer. ‘Carbonexpands
and contractswith temperature very differently tometal. The
biggest hurdlewas designing the [power]meter to handle
temperature changes in a predictablemanner and allow us to
correct for these changes automatically. After extensive testing
wenowhave a solution thatworks across the board.’

This latest developmentmeans Stages nowhas a crank
tomatch almost every chainset out there, andwhat’smore
the prices are not overly inflated either.

StagesPower
Carbonpower
meter
(As pictured FSA BB30
£599.99, saddleback.co.uk
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A disc brake rotor should
be a lot like your perfect
partner. It needs to be good
looking, stay true, remain
cool under pressure, and not
chatter too loudly. Sram’s
latest CenterLine X rotor
ticks all those boxes, looking
decidedly neat, weighing
just 84g (140mm) and 104g
(160mm) and, thanks to its
dualmaterial design (an
alloy core riveted to a steel
outer), it won’t warp, rattle
or overheat. If only it could
bring you tea in bed.

Sram
CenterLine
XRotors
£57 each, sram.com While the LL.habuTights_S7 titlemay

look like someone accidently leant
on a keyboard, anyone familiar with
Assos’s peculiar naming conventions
will recognise that these bibtights
fall somewhere between Tiburu and
Bonka inwarmness terms. For the
Swiss, that denotes ‘earlywinter’, but
for us hardy Brits theywould suffice
well into deepestwinterwhile still
being flexible and breathable. Themost
exciting feature is perhaps the S7 pad,
released two years ago across Assos’s
bibshorts range, and nowmaking its
first appearance in a bibtight. Sadly
the infamous ‘cuckoo penthouse’
privates pouch is not included.

Assos
LL.habuTights_S7
£255, assos.com

o paraphraseWilliamCowper’s
line from his 1785 poem ‘The Task’:
versatility is the spice of life. If
this is to be believed, the newest
do-it-all discwheelset from the

pioneering tubeless-ready brand Stan’s NoTubes
is very spicy indeed.

‘Thewheel is designedwith awide-section rim
for use on the road, gravel or in cyclocross,’ says
Simon Beatson, Stan’s brandmanager at distributor
Paligap. ‘Its 20.3mm internal widthwill take a range
of tyres – 25mm to 40mm–whatever the frame
can accommodate. Thewheels aren’t designed
to be a super-light road option, but for real-world
use in tough conditions. The rim profile seats tyres
easily and securely.’

These rims have Stan’s 3.30 hubs, but soon the
ZTRGrailswill come pairedwith the company’s
all-newNeo hubs. The CNC’d aluminium design
is lighter and contains oversize bearingswith
better seals to resist the ingress of corrosive
muck, ensuring these hubswill last just as long
as the rims they’re laced to.

Together thewheelsweigh 1,678g –which isn’t
badwhen you consider they retail for just £500 –
creating a discwheelset that is affordable, light,
reliable and tubeless. Now that’s versatility.

Stan’sNoTubes
ZTRGrail Team

£500, paligap.cc
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MCipollini exclusively distributed in the UK by www.paligap.cc

Test ride the 2016 NK1K at your nearest MCipollini stockist.



THE EDELSTOFF BIKE WEAR COLLECTION IS AVAILABLE FOR SALE FROM THE FOLLOWING UK DEALERS:

Primo Cycles, Cambridge | Push Cartel, Ambleside | Velocafemagasin, Belfast
Larkfield Cycles, Maidstone | The Bicycleworks, Edinburgh



JohnBurke
The owner and CEO of Trek, John Burke, tells us about running amultinational
brand, the future of cycling andmountain biking with George Bush
Words PETER STUART Photography ERIC BJORLING

side or the road bike side, the stuff is
amazing and it just keeps getting better.
Thatwasn’t the case 10 years ago.

Cyc:Why hasn’t Trek gone down
the route of other brands, such as
Specialized, who havemoved all
production to the Far East?
JB: Specialized doesn’t physicallymake
anything [in the US]. They’re really good
atwhat they do, and they’re definitely
very good atmarketing, butwe actually
make things right here in this facility.
That helps for those products thatwe
make in the Far East too – it meanswe
can add technology and featureswe
otherwisewouldn’t be able to. It’s not
only an amazing high-end bike factory
but it’s an amazing R&D facility. You can
only get those R&D benefits if youmake
stuff on site.

Cyc:Which products excite youmost?
JB: The newMadone. Just look at the
bike – Imean, it’s an amazing looking

John Burke remains
proud of the Trek bikes
that Lance Armstrong
rode on the Tour de
France but isn’t one
to dwell on the past:
‘We’ve developed the
capabilities to design
and build the best bikes
in the world. The stuff
is amazing and it just
keeps getting better’

Cyc:Wegather you’ve cycledwith
GeorgeWBush. Howdid that happen?
John Burke: I was on the President’s
Council of Physical Fitness. Back then
GeorgeWBushwas a big runner but he
was having problemswith his knee. I
sent a note to someonewho knewhim
that he should get a bicycle – theWhite
House called about 20minutes later. So
all of a sudden he got into biking, and he
turned out to become a hugemountain
biker, so I’d go down there and ridewith
him once in awhile.Wewould discuss
all sorts of things. Hewas great fun
to ridewith. Therewould usually be a
group of eight or so and hewould just
hammer it and if you got dropped you
were kind of out.

Cyc:Did it offer him a perspective
on cycling and its role in transport?
JB:Not really. He just loved to ride.

Cyc:Was there a presidential security
team in tow?
JB:Yeah, therewould be some secret
service guys on the bikes. Man, those
guyswould try so hard to keep up. His
goalwas always to drop the secret
service guys.

Cyc:How is Trek today different from
Trek a decade ago?
JB: The product hasmoved on a lot.
We’ve developed the capabilities to
design and build the best bikes in the
world.Whether it’s on themountain bike

‘I think safety has been a growing problem in cycling.
We have a lot of political involvement in road safety
– in the USA that’swherewe’re active. I see the light
at the end of the tunnel and it’s not a train’ P
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bike, and then you take a look at the
technology that’s gone into it.When
Trek came outwith the Y bike in 1995,
thatwas a really cool bike andwaswell
ahead of its time in a lot of different
ways. If I take a look at the newMadone,
it has that same striking element to it.

Cyc:What do you consider themost
competitive part of themarket?
JB: That target always changes. There
are certain things that are harder than
others, but it all depends onwhat
your capabilities are too.Wheels are
definitely hard, but theworkwe’re
doing on roadwheels is phenomenal.

Cyc:What do you see as the big issues
facing the future of Trek?
JB:Wecreate a lot of different products
and being able to focus in and execute
that in every single area is a big
challenge. Another big issue in the
wider picture of people riding bikes
is safety. People competingwith cars
for space on the road – forme that’s
a really big deal.

Cyc:Howdo youwork as a brand
to try to dealwith that problem
of rider safety?
JB: I think safety has been a growing
problem in cycling.We have a lot of

political involvement in road safety – in
the USA that’swherewe’re active. I see
the light at the end of the tunnel and it’s
not a train. I think there’s a convergence
of two things going on. Things like our
Flare back light – you can see it from
about 2km away –makes amassive
difference. Not a little bit of difference, a
massive difference. I think you’re going
to see better versions of this. You’re
going to see technology in cars sooner
rather than later that’s going to showup
on your dashboard that there’s a cyclist
100maway. And you’re going to have
more infrastructure built that’s going
tomake cycling safer. I’m optimistic.

Cyc:Do you think the decision to fund
Trek Factory Racing exclusively back
in 2014was a good investment?
JB: I’ll tell you something, it’s been
an amazing learning experience, and
that’swhere it’s really paid off themost.

Sometimes you do business deals
and you enter it thinking the benefit
is going to be the brand andwhat you
really get out of the deal is the factory.
With Trek Factory Racing, rather than
branding, one of the huge benefits
has been product development. Much
more so thanwewould have imagined.
If nothing else, we’ve got 28 Trek
athleteswho are testing our product
every day, and thenwhen you have a
newproduct that youwant tested, it’s
a phone call away and it gets done
when youwant it.We didn’t have
that before and that is really good.

Cyc:Despite all that’s happened, are
you still proud of the bikes youmade
for Lance Armstrong?
JB: I think it’s a piece of history, and I love
history. You see those bikes andwhat
those bikes are part of – therewas a
good part and a bad part.We did some
really greatwork on those bikes, butwe
do some really goodwork today too.
We like to look forward. There are great
athleteswho are riding Treks nowwho
are crucial towhat thatmeans today.
You see Fabian andwhat Fabian does
andwhat he’s helped this company
do. Equally I’m so happywith our
associationwith Jens Voigt. I mean
that guy is…what a great person.

Burke has crossed a lot
of things off his ‘to-do’
list, but there’s still
plenty on it, including
working to improve
rider safety, developing
Trek’s wheelset range
and, it seems from the
board above, a plan
to ‘buy stores’

‘With Trek FactoryRacing,
rather than branding, oneof the
hugebenefits has beenproduct
development. If nothing else,
we’ve got 28Trek athleteswho
are testing our product every day’
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C A M P A G N O L O . C O M

The serious cyclist pays excruciating attention to even
the smallest details.
Alongside the performance, sophisticated materials,
advanced construction and reliability that Campagnolo
incorporates into each component and wheel there is a
healthy dose of authentic cycling soul.
Only a company that lives by the code of the passionate
cyclist can develop products that not only perform but
evoke emotion through each and every detail.

CAMPAGNOLO,
THE SOUL OF CYCLING
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ouses, cheesecakes, DNA
double helixes… they all start
with a good base, and it’s no
differentwith cycling kit. Be
it sleeveless, short-sleeve or

long-sleeve, the base layer is a year-round
staple in a cyclist’s wardrobe because it serves
two important functions: towick sweat and
provide insulation. Until recently brands tended
to focus only on the fabric technology, and as
a result the base layerwas simply a functional
item – you could choose between plain black
or plainwhite. But nowdesigners are realising
that an unzipped jersey offers a chance for
riders to show amore flamboyant side, and
they are producing base layers accordingly.

‘This trend has arisen in linewithmore
colours and patterns in all types of cycling
clothing,’ says Yanto Barker, pro rider for One
Pro Cycling and founder of clothing brand Le
Col. ‘I think it’s come about as people look
formoreways to express and differentiate
themselves fromother cyclists. Like the
colourful lining in a smart suit, the base layer
can offer that opportunity to choose something
slightlymore excitingwithout it being too “out
there” and on show all the time.’

Rapha’s James Fairbank echoes Barker’s
reasoning. ‘Themajority of clothingwith
all-over print designs that has flooded the
market in recent years is somewhat at odds
with Rapha’s aesthetic. As the lesser-seen
foundation of an outfit, base layers are the
perfect place to be a bit more playful.’

Here are a few of the base layers on offer
if you’re in need of some inspiration to liven
up yourmonotone undergarments.
For stockists see p168

All about
that base
A new trend for lairy base layers
allows the elegant bike rider an
opportunity for a flash of drama
Words SAMCHALLIS
Photography JENNI LESKINEN
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795 PRO TEAM
#MERCI

Congratulations to Eduardo Sepulveda and to the whole BSE
team for their fighting spirit resulting in ten victories in the 2015
season.
Bring emotion to your ride in 2016 with the 795 PROTEAM.
30 years expertise in carbon, 15 years specific R&D in integration
gives you the best technology for performance, aerodynamics,
lightness and power transmission.
Available in Light or Aerolight (integrated brakes) versions, the 795 brings together 11 patents, 836 carbon parts
– 54 hours manual manufacture – 11.7% aerodynamic improvement and 20% braking improvement (Comparison
with a LOOK 695).



lourescent clothing has
long been the safety-
conscious commuters’
choice, and it has
enjoyed a recent surge

in popularitywith fashion-conscious
road cyclists, too. But in spite of its
obvious attention-grabbing qualities,
debate rages aboutwhether fluoro
and brightly coloured attire actually
makes itswearer safer than a rider
who prefersmoremuted shades.

It might seem intuitive that bright
clothing ismore noticeable, yet
academic studies and empirical
evidence suggest it may actuallymake
little difference in the real world, or
even provoke a negative reaction in
some drivers. In the name of clarity, we
decided to examine the evidence on
both sides to find out if wearing fluoro
really is the sensible thing to do.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, The
Highway Code comes down clearly in
favour, recommending ‘light-coloured
or fluorescent clothingwhich helps
other road users to see you in daylight
and poor light and reflective clothing
and/or accessories (belt, arm or ankle
bands) in the dark’. But the reality of

Doesfluoro
kitmakeyou
safer?
Some people claim ‘fluoromakes no
difference’, and others insist ‘you should
always be as bright as possible’. So who’s right?
WordsMICHAELDONLEVY IllustrationsROBMILTON

being seen out on the road ismore
complex thanwearing yellow Lycra.
Gary Rubin, professor of ophthalmology
at University College London, says,
‘Howwe perceive colour is determined
by photoreceptors in the eye and their
connectors in the brain, but colour isn’t
necessarily the key to being seen.

‘Visibility comes down to contrast,’
he adds. ‘The colour itself makes no
difference so long as it contrastswith
the background. In a rural setting, such
as riding throughwoodland, white
would be the best colour for standing
out tomotorists.’

So is he suggesting that hi-viz kit is
actually irrelevant? ‘No, fluorescent kit
is important,’ says Rubin. ‘Fluorescent
paint, for example, has the capacity
to turn energy fromonewavelength
to another, so it can appear brighter. It
boosts the contrast by amplifying light.
Fluorescence applies evenmore in low
light conditions because it reflectswhat
light there ismore than ordinary kit.’

Realworld problems
It’s worth taking a quick look at the
latest statistics from the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Accidents: 80%

of cycling accidents occur in daylight
(whenmost cycling takes place) but
accidents in the dark aremore likely
to be serious; 75% happen at or near
a junction; and a quarter of fatalities
occurwhen the vehicle hits the rider
from behind.

Fluoro kit won’t help around the
clock, however. A study in Australia in
which driverswere required to spot
stationary cyclists on a closed circuit
found that fluorescent clothing offered
no significant improvement over black
clothing at night.

‘Fluorescent clothing needs UV rays
to be reflective and so doesn’t work
at night,’ says Dr Philippe Lacherez
from the School of Optometry &Vision
Science at the Queensland University
of Technology, who conducted a survey
of 184 cyclistswho had been involved
in a collisionwith a car. ‘Cyclists should
add reflective strips to their knees and
ankles because the pedallingmovement
makes light from the headlights bounce
back to the driver, making it easier to
register they are there.’

‘Reflective kit is evenmore effective
than fluorescent clothing because it
fires light back at themotorist,’ Rubin

Fluorescent kit may be
bright, but that doesn’t
necessarily mean you
are more visible to
motorists – especially if
you are cycling against
a bright background

P
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agrees. ‘Shoeswith fluorescent or
reflective panelswould also increase
visibility. Movement does capture
attention – our visual system ismore
sensitive to amoving target.’

Case closed, youmight think, but
in 2014 a study in Canada found that
whilewearing light (not necessarily
fluorescent) clothing decreased the
risk of an accident in daylight, wearing
fluorescent clothing (and using lights)
actually increased the chances of being
in an accident at night.

The researchers believe this could
be down to ‘risk compensation’ – the
fact that cyclistsmay overestimate
howvisible they are and the level of
protection offered by fluorescent kit
and so takemore risks in traffic.

Impolite notice
And herewe find ourselves entering the
realms of psychology.When it comes to
collisionswith vehicles, it’s not simply
a case of being seen – sometimes it
comes down to how the driver feels
aboutwhat you’rewearing.

Dr IanWalker is a senior lecturer in
psychology at the University of Bath,
and a professional interest in traffic
and transport psychology led him to

conduct his own experiment into the
effectiveness of cycling kit.

Over severalmonths, one cyclist
wore seven different outfits on his daily
50km commute between Berkshire
and outer London. Using an ultrasonic
distance sensor he recorded how
much space passingmotorists gave
him, logging data from5,690 vehicles.
The outfits ranged from racing kit to
a vestwith ‘novice cyclist’ printed on
the back. Some of the outfits included
high-visibility jackets and vests, while
another bore the legend ‘POLICE’,
alongwith the slogans ‘move over’
and ‘camera cyclist’. Finally, for
comparison, one similar high-vis
jacket bore theword ‘POLITE’.

One lettermade a big difference.
Walker’s results found thatmost of
the different outfits had virtually no
impact on how close themotorists
got, bar one. Only themock-up police
jersey encouragedmotorists to give
the cyclist awider berth.

‘It’s striking that driver behaviour
to POLICEwas so different to POLITE
given the keyword differed by just
one letter,’ Walker says. ‘Not onlywas
passingmuch closer on averagewith
POLITE, but subjectively the rider

reported feelingmuchmore at risk, and
encountered overt acts of aggression
from several drivers.

‘Based on the data, it’s unlikely that
cycling outfits could ever provide a
sustainable solution to rider safety,’
Walker says. ‘The optimum solution
to the very closest overtakeswill
not liewith cyclists themselves, and
insteadwe should look to changes in
infrastructure, education or the law to
prevent drivers getting dangerously
closewhen overtaking cyclists.’

It’s worth thinking aboutwhat
actually causes accidents,Walker adds.
‘There are only three possible reasons
amotorist could hit a cyclist: 1 Failure
to spot the cyclist; 2 Saw the cyclist but
misjudged themanoeuvre; 3 Deliberate
aggression. In the best of all possible
worlds, hi-viz could only ever address
the first. The fact it doesn’t seem to fix
things suggests thatmost collisions
happen for reason number two.’

So should youwear fluoro? The
science says it’smore noticeable to the
eye but, in the complexworld of riding
on the roadwhere you are dealingwith a
variety of human factors, it is not proven
to protect you. The bottom line, though,
is a bit of fluoro never hurt anyone.

‘‘‘‘IIIIIttttt’’’’’ssssss uuuuuunnnnnnnnlllllliiiiiiikkkkkkkkkkkeeeeeeellllllyyyyyyy ttttthhhhhaaaaaaatttttttttt ccccccyyyyyccccclllllliiiiinnnnnnggggggg
ooooouuuuuuutttttfifififififitttttssssss cccccccoooooouuuuuuuulllllldddddddeeeeeevvvvvvveeeeeerrrrr ppppppprrrrrrrooooovvvvvvviiiiiidddddddddeeeeeeeeeeee

aaaaaa sssssssuuuuuuuuusssssssttttttaaaaaaiiiiinnnnnnnaaaaaaaaaabbbbbbbbbbllllleeeeee ssssssoooooooooollllllluuuuuuuttttttiiiiiioooooooonnnnnn
ttttttooooo rrrrrriiiiiddddddddeeeeeeeerrrrrrr sssssssaaaaaaffffffeeeeeeetttttyyyyyyyyy.... TTTTTTThhhhheeeeeeee

ssssssoooooooolllllllluuuuuuuuuuttttttiiiiioooooooonnnnnnnwwwwwwwiiiiiilllllllllllll nnnnnoooooooootttttt llllliiiiieeeeeeeewwwwwwwwwiiiiitttthhhhhhhh
ccccccccyyyyyyycccccccllllllliiiiiissssssssstttttttsssssss ttttttthhhhhhheeeeeeemmmmmmmssssssseeeeellllllvvvvvvvvvveeeeeeeeessssss,,,,, ssssssssoooooo

iiiiinnnnnnnnsssssssttttttteeeeeeeaaaaaaaadddddddddwwwwwwwwweeeeeee sssssssshhhhhhhhoooooooouuuuuuulllllddddddd llllllooooooooooooookkkkkkk ttttttttooooooo
ccccccccccchhhhhhhhaaaaaaaaaaannnnnnnnnngggggggggeeeeeeesssss iiiiinnnnnnn iiiiiinnnnnnnffffffffffrrrrrrrrrraaaaaassssssttttttttrrrrrruuuuuucccccttttttuuuuuuurrrrreeeeeee,,,,,,,,

eeeeeeeddddddddduuuuuuuucccccccaaaaaaatttttttiiiiiiiooooooonnnnnnoooooooorrrrrrrrr ttttttttthhhhhhhhhheeeeeeeee lllllaaaaaaawwwwwww’’’’’

Surprisingly, one study
found that wearing
fluoro kit increased the
chances of being in an
accident at night, which
researchers believe
is because cyclists
take more risks when
they think they are
more clearly visible
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W E R A C E S H I M A N O

John Degenkolb // Team Giant-Alpecin

When I was a kid, I dreamt about being a professional. Being part
of something bigger. Working with Shimano has shownme cycling
is not just about one guy crossing the finish line, it’s a team effort.
And it works both ways: it becomes a part of you too.

weraceshimano.com



www.rotorbike.com

PushyourGoals

Q-Rings work with your body´s biomechanics to yield

maximum efficiency in tune with your distinct pedaling

style. Take advantage of your most productive zone to

go farther and faster without increasing fatigue.



he angle of the banking
at the Sir Chris Hoy
Velodrome in Glasgow
is 45°. That’s a gradient
of 1:1 or 100%. It’s the

steepest track in the UK. Standing in the
cote d’azur – the blue neutral strip just
below thewooded boards – the banking
towers over you like a vast, billowing
wave of Siberian pine.

The last time Iwas there, the track
had to be closed for 10minuteswhile
they cleaned up after a junior club rider
had vomited during a training session. It
wasn’t clearwhether it was the result of
exertion or vertigo, but thewatery trail
seemed a fitting testament to the power
of a venuewhere the laws of physics are
as important as the UCI rulebook.

Whether an ageing outdoor track or
modern indoor arena, velodromes don’t
conform to our normal precepts of space
and shape. That endlessly flowing track
is an invitation for speed,making it the

In praise of…Velodromes

natural home for Hour record attempts,
while the perfectly symmetrical
geometry is awonder to the senses.

‘Those curious swooping curves
are not a part of our usual visual
experience, but belong to a spatial
world very different from the one
whichwe normally inhabit,’ says
former racing cyclist-turned-historian
Scotford Lawrence of the National
CycleMuseum. ‘At the centre of a
velodrome, you arewalled in by the
track, but the enclosed length and
width are far greater than one imagines
when viewed from the outside, creating
a sort of cycling Tardis effect.’

German electronicmusic pioneers
and cycling fans Kraftwerk embraced
what Lawrence calls ‘the otherness of
cycling tracks’ when they performed at
theManchester Velodrome in 2009. As
they played their hit ‘Tour de France’,
TeamGB’s Olympic goldmedalwinning
teampursuit squad – Geraint Thomas,

Ed Clancy, Jason Kenny and Jamie
Staff – took to the boards in their blue
and red livery. Only a velodrome could
have hosted such a kaleidoscope of
art, music and sport.

On the eve of the gig, Kraftwerk
founder Ralf Hütter, who used to cycle
the last 100miles to each venuewhen
the bandwere touring in the 70s, waxed
lyrical about cycling in an interviewwith
amusic journalist: ‘Cycling is theman-
machine. It’s about dynamics, always
continuing straight ahead – forwards,
no stopping. There are really balanced
artistswho can remain upright at a
standstill, but I can’t do that. It’s always
forwards. Hewho stops falls over.’

My coach at theManchester
velodromewas slightlymore prosaic
when I took to the boards riding a fixed
gear Dolan track bike for the very first
time a few years ago.

‘Never stop pedalling,’ he said. ‘If
you’re going too fast, you’ll get thrown

Britain now boasts more
indoor velodromes than
France and Italy put
together, which goes
someway to explaining
our recent dominance
in this form of cycling

Sweeping, endless and occasionally intimidating, the
velodrome is one of sport’s most dramatic arenas

Firstperson
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off the bike. If you’re going too slow,
you’re going to slide down the banking.’

It took several circuits before I’d
mustered the courage – and speed – to
venture above the blue ‘stayer’s line’.
By the time I finally climbed above the
adverts painted on the track, it actually
felt colder than at ground level. And
when I plunged back down onto the
straight, my stomach seemed to take
a second or two to catch upwithme.
I was instantly hooked.

‘A Zen-like state can be achieved
that is difficult to achieve elsewhere on
a bicycle,’ says Eddy Rhead, a regular
rider at TeamGB’s base inManchester
and publisher of TheModernist
architecturemagazine. ‘The appeal of
the velodrome is its purity. The London
2012 velodrome set new standardswith
its simplicity and grace of architecture
thatmirrors the key qualities of the
sport it was built to house.’

These days, the simplicity of
cycling is often lost in a confusion
of incompatible components and

haute couture accessories. But in the
velodrome, it’s stripped back to its
bare, beautiful basics – an endless
trackwithout impediment, a bike
without brakes or gears.

Yes, road racing can produce its
fair share of dramatic spectacles, but
there are few sights as compelling
as a teampursuit in a velodrome: up
to four cyclists in perfect, seamless
synchronicity, flying around the track
as if they are a single organism, their
wheels justmillimetres apart, their
aero helmets and visors giving them a
machine-like veneer that reflects the
‘otherness’ of their surroundings. (What
a pity thatwhen Geraint Thomas et al
came out during the Kraftwerk gig they
chose to do a few, untidy laps of honour
rather than some precision drills to
match the pulsating soundtrack.)

Attack of the dromes
Velodromes hark back to the earliest
days of cyclingwhen they offered an
accessibleway for the public to view

Velodromes hark back
to the earliest days of
competitive cycling,
and today they offer a
taste of the sport in its
purest form: an endless
track on a bike with no
gears or brakes

There are few sights as compelling as a teampursuit in
a velodrome: up to four cyclists in perfect synchronicity,
flying around the track as if they are a single organism

Firstperson
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this new and exciting sport (and a better
surface to race on than rutted roads).
One of the oldest in theworld opened
in Preston Park, Brighton, in 1877 and
is still in use today, its original cinder
track resurfacedwith tarmac in 1936.

Some velodromeswere better
than others. Scotford Lawrence recalls
various European trackswhere the
transition from straight to curved
bankingwas so abrupt ‘it required a
sudden hill-climbing exercise and an
equally alarming descent’. One long-
demolished track inMunster, Germany,
was so steep and tight in the curves that
riding behind amotor-pacer ‘produced
G-forceswith the potential for either
themotorcyclist or rider to black out’.

The legacy of Britain’s velodromes –
it now boastsmoreworld-class indoor
arenas than France and Italy combined
– is its supremacy on the track and
the number of track riderswho have
graduated to success on the road.

For Eddy Rhead, the knock-on effect
of this adds to the allure of velodromes:
‘Inwhat other sport can you share the
same venue as the best in theworld,
andwhere else doworld champions
have towait for you to finish your
session before they can get on?’
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Pick ’n’Mix
Roll up, roll up, pedal this way…

1 ADIDASEVIL EYEEVO
PROVARIOGLASSES
£189.99, adidas.com
Back in Ancient Greece an evil
eyewas nothing to be proud of
– amagical curse thatmanifested
in anything fromexcessive hiccups
to feverous death-knells. Today,
though, an Evil Eye is a thing
of sunglass envy, providing
superbwide-angle vision and
nowcoming completewith
Adidas’s latest photochromatic
Vario lenses.

2 TRUESTARTCOFFEE
£5.95, truestartcoffee.com
It’s said that snakes don’t drink

coffee because it makes them
viperactive. That’swhy Truestart
has developed an instant coffee
for cyclists that guarantees the
amount of caffeine per cup to
help you finely tune your intake
and boost performance. Because
all those little gains adder up
[you’re fired – Ed].

3AIRSMITHMINI
FLOORPUMP
£50, neoscycling.co.uk
With a chamber capacity of 234
cubic centimetres, it would have
taken 854,700,855 strokes to
inflate the Hindenburg airship
with the Airsmith pump, your

hand having travelled 393,162km
back and forth in the process.
Luckily bicycle tyres are a little
less voluminous,meaning the
Airsmith can comfortably pump
a 25c tyre to 100psi in 133 strokes,
or just 31 hand-metres.

4SISWHEY20GELS
£7.99 for 4, scienceinsport.com
Each four-pack of SiS’sWhey20
gels contains a custard serving’s
worth of sugar, two oysters’ worth
of fat, a bowl of Shreddies’ worth
of calories and a small chicken
breast’sworth of protein.Which
is to say that for every 1.4g
sugar, 0.1g fat and 88kcal,

a singleWhey20 gel provides
20g of protein, and definitely
tastes awhole heap better than
a custo-shricken smoothie.

5BROOKSBARTAPE
From£25.99, extrauk.co.uk
The greatMel Brooks once
remarked, ‘If Godwanted us to fly,
Hewould have given us tickets.’
Clearly, then, Hewanted us to
cycle, as the great Brooks bike
company has just bestowed upon
us a new line in glorious synthetic
bar tape. It has all the charm of
its famous leather, but is softer
to the touch and easier towrap.
Cue singing angels.
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The road doesn’t stop. What about you?
The Sensium needs no introduction. Tried and tested on roads the world over, the Sensium has become
the Lapierre icon for keen long-distance sport cyclists and endurance competitors. Like the Pulsium,
with its perfect balance of power transfer and shock absorption, the Sensium is a true endurancemodel.



Dear Frank
As a disciple of the Velominati, I try to observe
Rule #3 – ‘Guide the uninitiated’ – but I’ve
noticed that fellow riders don’t take kindly to
me pointing out their sartorial or behavioral
misgivings.What’smy best course of action?
Greg, by email

Dear Greg
The Rules are numbered in the order inwhich
they entered the canon, not necessarily by their
importance. This is largely becausewe never
‘wrote’ or ‘invented’ The Rules. Theywere
merely documented by us, the Keepers of the
Cog, observed from the large body of history,
culture and etiquette that is our beautiful sport.

I myself have always taken an enormous
amount of pleasure in emulatingmy heroes,

through Velominati, and I know the other
Keepers feel thisway too.

It hasn’t comewithout criticism. People
assume us an elitist group, bent on holding our
code piously above thosewho do not follow it.
Roadies have this reputation already, and I can
understandwhy someonemightmisinterpret
our intent. Butwe aim purely to help others
find the same love for the sport aswe have.
If it doesn’t work for someone and they have
anothermeans of finding a passion for riding
a bike, I look forward to ridingwith them soon
and sharing in the pleasure of riding a bicycle.

Providing unsolicited butwell-intentioned
feedback is tricky, mostly because however
well-intentioned the advicemay be, the fact
that it is unsolicited automaticallymakes you
sound pompous. Yet, when our life’s path joins
with another’swho has yet to be indoctrinated
into La Vie Velominatus, we feel compelled to
lead them towards enlightenment.

The art of not being considered piouswhen
giving advice comes down to the application of
two additional Rules in combinationwith #3.
Firstly, we have Rule #2 (Lead by example).
This has nothing to dowith providing coaching
or input to another rider – it has to dowith
inspiring others to adopt your practices.
Leading from the front and demonstrating an
impeccable sense of style and technique is
themost effective tool we have at our disposal
when it comes to bringing others along this
path of enlightenment. According to the Austin
Powers Principle (menwant to be him,women
want to bewith him), it’smuch easier to take
advice from someone inwhose footsteps you’d
like to follow than a dishevelled clownwith a
bounce in their stroke.

Secondly, I can’t stress Rule #43 enough
(Don’t be a jackass. But if you absolutelymust
be a jackass, at least be a funny jackass).
Sometimes, when the contravention is
egregious enough, there simply is no keeping
ourmouths shut. Butwhen a difficult message
needs to be delivered, doing sowith a sense
of humour andwithout judgement canmake
its acceptance thatmuchmore palatable.

In closing, I recommend that you begin
by leading by example and taking the rider
in question under yourwing. Then, provide
feedbackwhen asked, and if something cannot
go unsaid, be lighthearted and funny about it.

No one takes advice from a jackass, after all.

Spreadingtheword
whether it was copying theway they sat upon
and pedalled their bikes or how they dressed.
Every last detail was paid close attention to:
how did their pockets bulge under their race
numbers? Howdid theywait at the start line?
Howdid they pedal flat out? Howdid they pedal
at a casual pace? Howdid they hold their bodies
when avoiding an obstacle ormoving in and
out of the pace line? All these things have a
lifetime ofmeaning hiddenwithin them, and
I have always found it a fascinating prospect
to decode themystery.

I obey The Rulesmostly because they help
me feel closer to the sport. They help keep the
fire alive even now,more than 30 years after I
first started pedalling a bike in earnest. This gift
is something I personally feel hugely privileged
to have been able to share on a larger scale Ill
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Frank Strack is the creator and
curator of The Rules. For further
illumination see velominati.com
or find a copy of The Rules (Sceptre)
in all good bookshops. Email
your questions to him at
cyclist@dennis.co.uk

Passing on your knowledge and application of The Rules can
be a tricky business, but don’t lose faith, says Frank Strack

]
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Building Harmony between Specialist Retail and E-Commerce

NEOS Cycling is different. Different because what we do and the way we do it is NEW.
- We strive to provide you with new, high quality, innovative products
- We work exclusively with our network of Specialist Retail Partners who carry our products
and will look after you in-store

- Or you can buy online from us and still get that in-store service from our retail partners

Great benefits when you buy from NEOS Cycling

- We are building a network of Specialist Retailers who will take care of you whether you buy in-store or online at www.neoscycling.co.uk
- We will offer you deals and promotions throughout the year to make your money go further – online deals can be matched in-store too
- Your local specialist retailer is also there to help you manage returns, click’n’collect or just for friendly advice
- We are currently developing more services for you linked to your NEOS Specialist Retail Partner
- If you don’t have a NEOS Specialist Retail Partner near to you we are happy to receive your recommendations

NEOS CYCLING is committed to building our network of fantastic Specialist Retail Partners
so, as a rider, you can have the best service available

www.neoscycling.co.uk

 info@neoscycling.co.uk
NEOS CYCLING
PO Box 12166
CM23 9JH

 01279 315780

The stunning JCOOL MRC Pouch
Tool Set could be the best tool kit
you will ever own.A ratchet smaller
than your index finger, 10 bits and
an extender all contained in a
pocket size pouch.A must-have for
all riders!

Quality, engineering and design
from a truly innovative helmet
brand

The AI 25L Backpack is 100%
waterproof with masses of storage!
Equally at home as your weekend race
bag or as your week day commuting
backpack!

The finest rubber you can ride.
Arisun may be new to market
but their technology and
performance is unquestionable

 facebook.com/neoscycling  twitter.com/neoscycling  @neoscycling





cyclist.co.uk/trackday

Bike shows are great places to see the latest road bikes up close, butwouldn’t you rather get on them and ride? That’s exactlywhat you can do at the
first everCyclist Track Day.We’ve brought together 10 of the biggest brand names in cycling, whowill have their top bikes available to test. If you’re
considering a newpurchase in 2016 or just fancy getting a feel for the best kit our there, it’s the perfect opportunity to comparemodels and find
the right bike for you. The actionwill take place on Sunday 17th April at the Olympic Park in east London. Located next to the iconic velodrome,
themile long outdoor track is purpose-built for road riding and offers a fast, winding circuit to get the best out of each bike. The ticket price
includes lunch, coffee and a free goody bagworth over £50, so visit cyclist.co.uk/trackday to find outmore.

Sunday17thApril 2016,LeeValleyVeloPark,London

Don’t just look…ride!
Testsomeof theworld’sbestbikesat theCyclist TrackDay





The perfect roads and uplifting scenery of the Apennines are
enough to keep anyone feeling youthful. Or that’s the theory…
WordsMARKBAILEY PhotographyPETEGODING
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ig-zagging up the slopes of the 2,142m Blockhaus
mountain – an imposingmass of rock in the central
Apennines of Italy often likened to Mont Ventoux for
its stark and sinister allure – I can feel the late summer
sunshine boilingmy brain to gnocchi and the razor-
sharp gradients gnawing at my legs. But the true pain,
the one that will still makemewince tonight, stems from

the fact I’m being beaten uphill by a cycling-mad
octogenarian with a jersey full of pastries and

a pair of youthful lungs stolen, it seems, from
Vincenzo Nibali himself.

Nunziato Pellegrini is the suitably
bubbly name of the vivacious 80-year-

old local cycling legend
who has agreed to
accompanyme onmy

Apennine adventure. He was riding besideme aminute
ago, chatting about the figs and grapes he grows in his back
garden. Now he’s a distant blur of tanned, leatherymuscle
whirringmerrily somewhere up the road, like an extra
who has just pedalled straight off the set of Cocoon.

More shameful still is that Nunziato had knocked back
pizza and beer for lunch, whereas I had adhered stoically to
bread and lemonade.While I’ve been sipping a carb-dense
energy drink, he’s been guzzling natural mineral water
from an elaborate network of fountains, taps and rivers,
the locations of which only he and the local shepherds
seem to know.Whenever I tinker withmy Garmin for
elevation data, he simply peers contentedly up the road
and carries on pedalling.

As I crawl up themountain, I notice a solitary shaft of
light intermittently shining down onme from breaks in
the wispy clouds, like a searchlight scouring the barren

Waryofanylate
mishaps,ourguide
regularlyremindsus
thatthereisastingin
thetailoftoday’sride

Below: Cyclist ’s
octogenerian ride
partner pushes the
pace on the climbs.
He doesn’t stay
behind for long

TheApennineway
FollowCyclist’s path to redemption
To download this route go to cyclist.co.uk/46apennines. Beginning in Pretoro, follow the
SP539 east, then travel south on the SP214. Continue south all theway through Bocca
di Valle, Fara SanMartino and Corpi Santi to join the SS84. Around 63km into the ride,
a blue sign points you north to Campo di Giove. Follow the SP158 and SP12a north to
Campo di Giove, then continue north using the Strada Provinciale Per Caramanico and
the SS487. About 110km into the ride, take a right onto the SP22 to Roccamorice and
carry on up to the summit of the Blockhaus. Then follow the SP220 back to Pretoro.

Total distance:
146km
Total elevation:
3,211m

ITALY

Pretoro

P

Bocca di Valle

Fara SanMartino

Corpi Santi
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terrain for criminals. It illuminates mywriggling form,
disappears, then returns. Is it the Lord himself, I wonder,
angrily highlighting all my sins? Pride, envy, gluttony,
sloth… The other option is that I’m a touch dehydrated and
paranoid. But there is one thing of which I’m certain: when
cyclists around the world contemplate old age, Nunziato is
who they all want to be: healthy, happy and fit enough to
sock it to the young ’uns. Evenwith a belly full of pizza.

The spine of Italy
For cyclists the fearsome Blockhaus is one of the highlights
of the Apennines, a wild and characterful mountain range
that marches down the central spine of Italy for more than
1,200km. Today I’m exploring a heart-shaped 146km route
in the Majella National Park, which is sandwiched between
Pescara in the east and Rome in the west, in the Abruzzo
region of central Italy. The landscape here is a medley
of hulking limestone peaks, hidden grottos and caves,
windswept plateaus, vast openmeadows dotted with
forts andmonasteries, deep glacier-carved valleys and
solemnly beautiful vistas.

The Apennines don’t resonate with asmuch cycling
history as the Alps or the Pyrenees (although their
peaks have often featured in the Giro d’Italia) but that’s
part of the allure. Rides here aremuch quieter and the
area is bulging with opportunities for adventure. These
mountains aremillions of years younger than the Alps and
geologically much closer in character to the rugged Atlas
Mountains of North Africa and Dinaric Alps of the Balkans,
so the region entices cyclists with a passion for exploration.

P

The 16th century
Church of San Nicola
in Lama dei Peligni
is the backdrop for a
brief cobbled sector

The rider’s ride
PinarelloMarvel 105, £2,650, yellow-limited.com
Thiswill be a horribly biased review because I own a Pinarellomyself. In
fact, I felt like a cheating loverwhen I left my 2012 Quattro at home to enjoy a
weekend jaunt in the Apennineswith this younger and slimmer 2015model.
With geometry and tube shapes derived from the higher-spec Paris, the
Marvel is a smooth ride that, like all Pinarellos, rewards youwhen you put your
foot down.With its quirky asymmetric design, the bike felt well balanced on
the Apennines’ rustic roads, while the tapered head tube offers extra lateral
rigidity, which is noticeable as you climb out of the saddle. The internal cable
routing andwavy fork are nice touches, andwhat you’re getting here is a
slick bike at a great price. I normally use Ultegra components, but ridingwith
Shimano 105 remindedmewhat a solid system it is for anyone on a budget.
If you’re looking for your first carbon bike, this is a fine option.
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Given the Apennines’ terrain, it’s no surprise that it is
home to unique characters like Nunziato. A former doctor,
he took up cycling at the age of 60 in a bid to lose weight.
Now he cycles up to 300km aweek and has tackled climbs
all over Europe. His reputation is such that he is allowed to
enter local races for free and is always given the ‘No.1’ bib.

My other cycling companion today is Gianluca Di Renzo,
whose bandana, beard and earringmake him as worthy of
the nickname ‘Il Pirata’ as the late Marco Pantani himself.
Gianluca is a cycling guide, bricklayer and guitarist (he’s
not sure in what order). This is a manwhowas late for
his ownwedding because he was busy watching Pantani
tearing up the Giro on TV. He eventually turned upwith his
beard dyed blue in honour of Pantani and, miraculously,
his wife-to-be still said yes.

Following us in a big green Fiat Ducato van that looks
like it was purchased from the TeenageMutant Ninja
Turtles is Angelo Bandini, founder of the ABCycle touring
company that offers guiding and logistical support for
visiting cyclists. In this lesser-known cycling realm, local

TheApenninesdon’tresonate
withasmuchcyclinghistory
astheAlpsorthePyrenees,
butthat’spartoftheallure

P

Inevitably it is the
sprightly Nunziato
who leads the way
up every climb
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HAVE MORE FUN WITH EARLY RIDER’S
LIGHTWEIGHT KIDS BIKES THIS EASTER
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BELTER 20" URBAN 3 BELTER 16" URBAN ROAD RUNNER

AWARD 2012

“I can ride as
fast as you!”



expertise is a huge help if youwant to discover the best
roads.Witty and erudite, Angelo is as happy discussing
the writing of Bruce Chatwin as he is reflecting on his days
working as a postman. In an email exchange before I flew
out, Angelo hadwarnedme about the Blockhaus: ‘Local
cyclists draw a line between the ones whomake it and the
ones who fail.’ Wary of any late mishaps, he also regularly
reminds us that there is a sting in the tail of today’s ride.

Into the silence
Our ride begins in the atmospheric mountain town of
Pretoro, a chaotically beautiful jumble of stone houses
clinging to the sides of a steep slope. Heremen play
cards in cafes, ladies in aprons waddle past with bags of
vegetables, and tiny birds dart through themaze of narrow
lanes. On the day we arrived, a ferocious electrical storm
lashed the town, but the chilly welcomemelted awaywhen
our host Patrizia, the owner of Hotel Casa Mila, offered us
some sugary delicacies freshly baked by her ownmother.

Wesneak
warily
pastsome
enormous
cowsthatare
thuggishly
blocking
theroad

On the day of our ride we awake to blue skies and
sunshine. Our breakfast is made up of muesli, salami,
fresh pastries and nuts. As I tinker withmy bike outside
the hotel, an oldman strolls over, gently strokes the black
Pinarello Marvel andwhispers ‘bella’, before informing
me that he prefers motorbikes by pointing at his chest
and twisting an imaginary throttle.

After assembling in Pretoro’s sun-drenched piazza, we
enjoy a gentle descent past the vineyards and orchards that
I’d seen far belowwhen I opened the shutters of my hotel
room this morning.We toast our legs on a short climb to
the village of Pennapiedimonte, where a cluster of white
houses bursts out of the forested hillside, and cross a
bridge at Bocca di Valle where tall, thin Cypress pines stand
guard.We glide past a shrine carved into the rocks where
Andrea Bafile, an ItalianWorldWar One hero, is buried.
Nunziato tells me that he took part in a special sportive
last year in honour of the centenary ofWWI, which is
why he has a photograph of soldiers taped to his bike.P

The gruelling 32km
Blockhaus climb (or
Blok-Haus if you’re
Italian/German) gets
its name from a stone
garrison at the summit

P
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Aswe enter more open countryside, we soak up
sweeping views of corrugated fields and distant peaks. To
our right, a fragile wall of rock is being held back by giant
metal nets. To our left, lumpy pastures roll all the way to
the horizon, like the snug duvet of a vast unmade bed.

Around 30km into our ride we begin a long, 40km
section of climbing towards the Valico della Forchetta
– not a single climb, but a series of shorter ascents. I can
hear only the whispering of the trees and the chatter of
cicadas. It’s no surprise that this region has attracted
monks and hermits over the centuries. Peter of Morrone,
the founder of the Celestinemonastic order who became
Pope Celestine V in 1294, lived in a nearby cave from
where he could savour the vast, silent landscape.

Pasta, pizza and pigs
At the town of Fara SanMartino, Nunziato and Gianluca
slow down to tell me about the enormous building up
ahead. Nestled beneath a sparkling white rock face lies the
factory of the De Cecco pasta company, which has been

P
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producing spaghetti, linguine and fusilli for 120 years.
I realise I’ve got several packets inmy cupboards at home
and I silently thank them for themanymiles their dense
carbohydrates have helpedme cover over the years.

As we slice through the country terrain, I can feel
the sun’s rays bouncing off the roads, which are cracked
with fissures. At the town of Lama dei Peligni wemake
a short diversion to look at the sixteenth century Church
of San Nicola, with its stone colonnade and squat bell
tower. Shortly afterwards we stop for a break in Palena’s
bustling Piazza Municipio. I resist the temptation to
buy a pair of €1 pants, andwe set up camp outside

Left: The Blockhaus
is certainly capable
of making you feel
very small

Below left: There
are at least plenty
of cyclist-friendly
fountains along
the route

a local cafe while Angelo heads inside to order a platter
of pizzas, sandwiches, beer andwater.

I’m concerned by an ominous poster in a tourist shop
window showcasing the various types of bears that roam
through the Apennines. Wolves are also present in the
mountains but Gianluca tells me the only wildlife cyclists
need to be careful of are wild boars whosemuscular bulk
would play havoc with a set of bike wheels.

Refreshed and refueled, we navigate themazy streets of
Palena and continue our journey along a stunning balcony
road. Once I overcome an initial dread of peering over the
edge, which is guarded feebly by broken stone barriers,

I’mconcernedbyanominousposterinatouristshop
windowshowcasingthevarioustypesof bearsthat
roamthroughtheApennines.Wolvesarealsopresent

P
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it offers wonderful views of the forests and fields
below. The shadows of clouds dance over the landscape,
momentarily turning patches of earth into darker tones,
before the sunshine lights them up oncemore.

Our ride is soon ignited by a series of long, straight
stretches of road where we hit the drops and crank up the
speed, before we curl around themonolithic peak of Colle
della Madonna and begin the second half of the ride. As
we start to climb north towards the ski resort of Campo
di Giove, the roads become narrower and rougher.We
sneakwarily past some enormous cows that are thuggishly
blocking the road and I’m forced to launch into another
impromptu sprint to escape a cloud of flies that seems
to have decided I smell suspiciously like a cow.

Up ahead lies a vast canvas of dark forests and looming
mountains. The peaks aremarkedwith patches of white
and grey scree that tumble down their faces like tears.
I suspect tears will soon be tumbling downmy own face
because after pedalling past the cliffs of the Passo San
Leonardo and darting through a tunnel at Caramanico
Terme, we reach the village of Roccamorice, whichmarks
the start of the Blockhaus climb.

Mental block
The Blockhaus earns its un-Italian name from an old stone
garrison on its summit that was christened ‘Blockhaus’
by a German commander in the 1860s. It has a fearsome
reputation among natives and visiting cyclists alike. In
the bookMountain High, Daniel Friebe recalls how locals
once believed the devil shovelled snow from its summit,

Aswerideuphill the
fogthickensandthecar
headlightsonlybecome
visibledisturbinglylate

P

Ever-worsening
fog forces Cyclist to
abandon its summit
attempt of Blockhaus
and revel in the long,
chilly descent
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Far right: Soldiers adorn
Nunziato’s bike from
when he took part in
a First World War-
themed sportive

Below: Lunch in
Palena’s bustling
Piazza Municipio

By the
numbers
A stat’s a stat

146
Distance ridden in km

46
Age gap in years between
youngest and oldest rider

3,211
Total ascent inmetres

12
Slices of pizza devoured

21
Average speed in kmh

30
Temperature in degrees at
the foot of the Blockhaus

11
Temperature in degrees near
the top of the Blockhaus
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pelting local villages with hail, until the villagers were
forced to ring a church bell to banish him back to hell. The
mountain has also featured in some epic Giro contests.
EddyMerckxwon his first mountain stage here in 1967.

The Blockhaus involves 31.6km of pain and suffering
with a total altitude gain of 1,961m. The suffocating
conditions and exposed terrain only enhance the drama.
When Nunziato and Gianluca peel away, I know I’ve got no
chance of catching them up, so I resignmyself to a long,
solitary battle. Passing a field of burnt white tree trunks
only adds to the feeling of despair. This is a mountain of
solemnmajesty, not pristine beauty, but the challenge
is impossible to resist.

The heat is starting tomakeme feel nauseous and
I graciously accept any emotional lift I can.When a cool
zephyr wafts across the road it breathes life back intome.
Angelo hops out of the van to pass me a banana and give
me a short push uphill and those few seconds of easy

TheBlockhaus
involves31.6kmof
painandsuffering
withanaltitude
gainof1,961m.The
exposedterrainonly
enhancesthedrama

ascent feel like a divine gift. I carry on riding through the
epic mosaic of fields, forests and fragments of rock and
peer at the tabletop plateaus across the valley.

After what feels like an eternity, I reach the crossroads
that mark the last stretch to the summit. Nunziato and
Gianluca are waiting. Up here the road is wreathed in
thick fog and the temperature has plummeted.We pull on
warm clothes for the final siege, but as we ride uphill the
fog thickens and the car headlights only become visible
through themist disturbingly late. Angelo isn’t happy and
hangs out of the window to suggest we turn around. Before
he has even finished his sentence, we perform the fastest
U-turn in cycling history.We don’t needmuch persuasion
to turn gravity from our enemy to our friend.

Expect the unexpected
The descent back down to Pretoro is cold and painful. My
neck and shoulders ache after eight hours in the saddle andP

P
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Howwe
got there
TRAVEL
Ryanair offers flights from
London Stansted to Pescara
from£19.99, although prices
soar in holiday season. It takes
an hour to drive fromPescara
to Pretoro, and Angelo and his
team at ABCycle (abcycle.org)
offer transfers to save you the
hassle of renting a car.

ACCOMMODATION
Westayed at the CasaMila
B&B (bebmila.it), which offers
snug rooms in an 18th century
stone house and a hearty
breakfast from€32 (£25) per
night. The owner, Patrizia, will
also reveal the best places to
eat and drink in town.

GUIDING
A good guide can have a huge
impact on the enjoyment of
your ride in this relatively
unexplored region. Angelo of
ABCycles is a knowledgeable
and entertaining guide, and
any trip herewould benefit
from his company.

my frozen fingers are struggling to yank on the brakes.
We curl around sharp hairpin bends and eventually arrive
homewith our limbs solidified and noses streaming.

On our return to Pretoro, we aremet by a strange
sight. This sleepymountain town has become the scene
of an extraordinary downhill mountain bike race, with
armoured riders blasting through the narrow streets,
leaping down stone steps and sliding around sharp
corners. It’s a bizarre and unexpected end to the day,
but the Apennines is a region in which you should
expect the unexpected.

As if to prove the point, Angelo says he is going to a
raucous birthday party tonight that won’t finish until 3am.
Gianluca, the builder-guitarist-cyclist, tells me he has just
published a book that is proving very popular on Amazon,
especially in Chile. And Nunziato reveals with twinkling
eyes that his wife is cooking him another pizza for dinner.
As I hobble back to the hotel like an oldman, withmy
cleats echoing through the warren of cobbled streets,
I decide I’m going to live here when I retire. Abruzzo:
the land of endless climbs and eternal youth.
Mark Bailey is a freelance journalist who quite fancies
eternal youth, so long as it means he gets to ride a bike
upmountainswell into old age

Wecurlaroundsharphairpinbends
andeventuallyarrivehomewithour
limbssolidifiedandnosesstreaming

The Apennines’ rugged
features mean they
feel very different to
better-knownmountain
ranges, but they are
well worth exploring

]
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DONTRIDE
BLIND

‘

INTRODUCING THE NEW

THE ESSENTIAL COMPANION
FOR EVERYSTRAVAUSER

Cateye smart computers allow you to display your STRAVA data on your bars while
your phone is safely tucked away. Giving you the opportunity to benefit from

your data during a ride, instead of only accessing it afterwards.



Ifyouwant to reachtopform,youneedastrategy.Cyclist gets
theexpertviewonhowtodeviseyouroptimumtrainingplan

WordsSTUBOWERS PhotographyDANNYBIRD

progression, otherwise there’s little point,’
says Hart. ‘You first need to ascertain what
kind of workload your body can cope with, and
then its about progressing the workload and
interspersing rest so your body becomes better
at coping. Then you can gradually askmore of it.’

It seems that the best place to start might
be at the end. ‘Plan backwards from your key
event,’ says Cyclism cycling coach Pav Bryan.
‘I ask clients to tell me about as many of their
events and goals as possible, but then get them
to categorise them into A, B and C. An A goal
would be an event where youwant to be at your
very best. You’d typically have fewer than five
in a year. B goals would be the kind of events
you’d want to be riding strong for but would still
sacrifice for A goals. Finally, C can be interim
goals and races you plan to use as training events.

‘Training cycles get called different things but
essentially it’s about starting with a base period,
or general preparation, then a pre-competition
phase where training becomesmuchmore
specific to your goal,’ Bryan adds. ‘Then there’s
the period closest to the event, where youwant
to sharpen up and taper towards the big day with
short, high-intensity work but with adequate
rest to stay fresh. Following on from the event
theremust be a longer recovery period, the
length of whichwould depend a little bit on
the number of A events you have in your plan.’

Hart warns against trying to squeeze in too
many A events: ‘There’s a danger if you try to
peak too frequently youwill be fresh but not
necessarily as fit as you could be, as you’re
spending toomuch time resting up in a season
and the accumulative effects of training will
be lost. So that reinforces why it’s important

I
n the words of Hannibal Smith, leader
of The A-Team, ‘I love it when a plan
comes together.’ In his case, that usually
meant breaking out of a high-security
compound having knocked together a
tank out of some spare parts found in a

barn, but his catchphrase also rings true for the
cyclist looking to get in shape after the winter
lay-off. Without a proper plan, it’s hard to
structure your training in anymeaningful
way, so where do you start in creating one?

You could always hand over a fistful of cash
to a qualified coachwhowill guide you every
step of the way, but that’s an expensive option.
You could follow a pre-prepared training plan as
found inmanymagazines andwebsites, but they
can’t take into account your personal goals and
situations (that two-hour recovery session on a
Tuesday clashes with the local pub quiz). Instead
you’re better off learning the fundamentals of
how coaches put together their training plans so
you can formulate something that works for you.
And, as our carefully selected experts explain,
a little understanding can go a longway.

Back to school
‘Education is crucial. When I’m coaching, it’s
always better to get people to understandwhy
they’re doing the sessions, and not just say,
“Do this,”’ says coach, sports scientist and Torq
Fitness founder Matt Hart. ‘I like to give people
the tools to understandwhy certain types of
training work in the ways they do. The principle
of periodisation is a key thing to understand.’

Periodisation, as it turns out, is coach-speak
for how you plan your training over a specific
timeframe. ‘Training is fundamentally about P

PROPER
PREPARATION…
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‘There’s adanger
if you try topeak

too frequently
youwon’t beas
fit asyoucould
be, asyou’re
spending too

much time
resting’
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to decide your key goals early. It maymean
you have to accept you’re not going to be as fresh
for some other events or periods. Usually three
“peaks” would be themaximum for a season.’

Meso,macro,micro
You’vemapped out your plan, so what next?
Now it’s about breaking it down intomanageable
chunks. ‘Meso-cycles could be considered your
whole year plan, but thenwe need to discuss
macro-cycles, which are the blocks of training,
and thenmicro-cycles, which are the individual
weeks within those blocks,’ Bryan says.

‘A four-weekmacro-cycle is a perfect
example. You build up intensity over three
weeks, then back it right off for the fourth week
to allow recuperation and the adaptations to
take place in the body. It’s a good system to use,
as most people have the capability to train like
this. For a beginner I might choose to start with
three-week cycles, with onemid-intensity
week, followed by a harder week, then an easier
week, until the client is responding well enough
tomove it on to a four-weekly programme.’

Hart agrees: ‘The steppedmodel seems to be
the best approach. That’s to say, you begin with
a couple of mid-high load weeks, and then back
off for a week, followed by a fewmore weeks at
a slightly higher load than the previous two, and
then another rest week.’

He emphasises that rest weeks aren’t just
about letting your fatiguedmuscles recover:
‘Psychological recuperation is important
too. You need those breaks in training to stop
yourself getting stale mentally. You’ll bemore
motivated when it comes to the hard sessions.

If you can train harder during the hard blocks
your gains in fitness will potentially be greater.
If you know there’s a break coming it will keep
youmotivated if you’re starting to feel fatigued.’

TeamMovistar’s Alex Dowsett, former Hour
record holder and founder of Cyclism, adds a pro
rider view, saying, ‘You absolutely have to rest.
If you don’t you’re inevitably training yourself
to go slowly, as you’ll end up too tired to ride
fast. And you can’t train hard on tired legs. The
better you rest the better you recover. Themore
recovered you are the better you can train, and
usually that means the better you race.’

Clear horizons
With long-term goals set, and a basic plan for
three or four-week training cycles, it’s time

P

‘Thebetteryou
rest thebetter
you recover. The
more recovered
youare thebetter
you can train, and
thatmeans the
betteryou race’

FITNESS LEVEL
In awell-managed

programme the
recoveryweek
(Week 4) allows

your body to
adapt and ‘super-
compensate’ to

the training, which
should see your

performance
increase in a

stepped fashion.
Remember that

proper recovery is
just as important as
the training itself.

TRAININGBLOCKS
Within each block

of training (macro-
cycle), eachweekly
micro-cycle should

be increasingly
challenging, either

through adding
extra sessions or
ramping up the
intensity. In the
high intensity

weeks remember
to do your hardest

sessions early
onwhile you
are freshest.P

Micro-cycles

Macro-cycle
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to look at themicro cycles – the weekly goals.
‘Youwant to be freshest for your key sessions,’
says Bryan. ‘You could begin with a three-day
cycle where the first day is your hardest session,
the next day amedium-intensity session and
then a day with only low intensity. Then a day
off, followed by a two-day cycle with amedium
followed by a low, then another day off. That’s an
ideal micro-cycle. You’ll work all the necessary
areas but still allowing plenty of recovery.’

If you’re on a four-weekmacro-cycle, you
need to assess your fitness after four weeks
and decide how to adapt yourmicro-cycle
accordingly. ‘As you progress you need to decide
whether to increase the amount of time given
over to training or whether time is constrained
and so youmight look to keep the hours the
same but up the intensity to push the body
on, so you don’t just plateau,’ says Bryan.

Hart agrees that increasing intensity is the
best option for the time-poor cyclist, but warns,
‘It depends on the event you’re training for. You
might not need a huge amount of high-intensity
intervals if you’re training for a long sportive for
example. That said, as you get older it’s the fast-
twitchmuscles that suffer most, so older riders
might want to paymore attention to some of
the high-end strength training side of things.’

Bending the rules
Dowsett adds another perspective: ‘Being
flexible [with your training plan] is vital. Within
the week things can change. Youmight have
a bad night’s sleep and not feel up to a certain
session, and it’s pointless training half-hearted.
You always have to be able to take into account
your bodywill have off-days. Listening to your
body is super-important and if you haven’t got
a coach or someone to actually tell you to stop
then you have to be disciplined and be able
tomake the judgement call by yourself.’ Being
able to assess your performance and fitness is
key to knowing how effective your training is,
andwhen to up the intensity or back off a bit.

Finally, there are plenty of hi-tech training
aids out there to assist you, but they are not
essential. According to Bryan, ‘The basic kit
you need to follow structured training is a
bike. That’s it. Powermeters have become
popular, but they can be really expensive. A
heart rate monitor is great, but to be honest if
you’ve not even got that you can still structure
your training. You can simply use a rating of
perceived exertion [RPE] scale, 1-10, where 1 is
“I can do this all day”, right up to 10, which is
incredibly tough. I often still use this in training
plans evenwith clients who train with power.
It’s still valuable and useful.’

Hart is more in favour of powermeters,
saying, ‘The great thing about power is that it
gives you feedback about your effectiveness,
and systematically recording sessions to
make comparisons easy is valuable. It’s non-
subjective. It’s not like saying, “I beat that guy
last week and now he’s beatenme this week,”
as that could be down to any number of other
reasons.With power you know exactly what’s
going on and you can be less emotional about
your decisions.’

However you go about it, knowing your
body andworking to a structured plan is the
secret to getting the results youwant. Anyone
on the A-Team could tell you that.
Stu Bowers is deputy editor of Cyclist and he
planned this article meticulously for weeks

GET TO IT
Some key sessions from
Cyclism coach Pav Bryan
Remember towarm up and cool down
before every session.

Easyweek
Achance to focus on high-cadence spinning
sessions that hone your technique.
Try: Spin up drills - start at 60rpm and add
10rpmeveryminute until your pedalling
form deteriorates. Ease off slightly until
your pedalling smooths out, then hold for
3-5mins. Ride easy to recover, then repeat.

Moderateweek
The building blocks for the hardweeks are
about increasing intensity and adding some
longer rides, depending on your goals.
Try: Intervals at your functional threshold
pace (FTP) eg, 3 x 10mins or 2 x 20mins
with active recovery between each block.

High-intensityweek
These should be themost challenging
sessions, and theseweeksmay alsomean
multiple days of tough sessions, possibly
a ride that simulates your event distance.
Try:Over/Unders – ride 1min just above
your FTP, then 1min just below, for 10mins.
Active recovery, then repeat.
Tabata – 20 secs at 95%max effort, then
10 secs easy spin, repeated non-stop eight
times. Active recovery, then repeat.

‘Asyou
progressyou
need todecide
whether to
increase the
amount of time
givenover to
trainingor up
the intensity’

]
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TheSpaniardknownas ‘El
Pistolero’maydivideopinion,
butnoonecandispute thathe
isamongthegreatGrandTour
riders.He tellsCyclistabout
hisplans toaddthisyear’s
Tour tohispalamarès

Words JAMESWITTS
Photography JUANTRUJILLOANDRADES

Alberto Contador
ranks joint-fourth on

the all-time Grand Tour
winners list with seven,

alongside Coppi and
Indurain. But if he

hadn’t been stripped
of two wins he would

be behind only Merckx
(11) and Hinault (10)
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H
ero or villain?Which one
is Alberto Contador? This
thought runs through
mymind as I await one
of the Spaniard’s rare
appearances in the UK.
He’s certainly one of the
greatest Grand Tour riders

in history, but his record is haunted by suspicion
thanks to Operación Puerto in 2006 and the
clenbuterol affair in 2010.

Grey thoughts match the grey weather
outside the swish grey offices of SaxoBank,
the former joint sponsor of Contador’s team,
which hasmorphed from Tinkoff-Saxo last year
to Tinkoff Sport this year (andwill morph into
something new oncemore in 2017 if team owner
Oleg Tinkovmakes good on his promise to leave
the sport at the end of 2016). When Contador
arrives he is wearing, appropriately enough,
a smart grey suit, and he attracts admiring
glances as he passes through the Canary
Wharf office in London. His tan and golden-
boy smile light up amiserable winter’s day.

‘Goodmorning,’ says Tinkoff press offer
and Contador’s foot solider Jacinto Vidarte.
‘Where shall we start?’

I consider for amoment. ‘Let’s start with
the double,’ I say.

Chasing Pantani
The 2015WorldTour’s main narrative centred
on Contador’s bid to become the first rider since
Marco Pantani in 1998 to win the Giro d’Italia
and Tour de France in the same season. The
seeds, Contador explains tome, were sown after
winning the 2014 Vuelta, despite breaking his
leg at the Tour de France less than six weeks
before. ‘That was the first moment I started to
think about the double,’ he says. ‘I thought if
I could win the Vuelta with such a disrupted
preparation, maybe I could do the double.’

The Spanish call such a challenge
mayusculas – something bigger than life,

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

CONTADOR’S PALMARÈS
For nearly 20 years, El Pistolero has been racking up title after title…

Thrusts
himself

into national
consciousness
bywinning the

Spanish Under-23
Time-Trial

Championships.

Racing for
ONCE-Eroski,

Contadorwins the
first professional
stage of his career
– a 19kmTT at the
Tour de Pologne.

Shows
his blossoming
all-round ability,
gaining his first

professionalmulti-
stage victory at the
Setmana Catalana

de Ciclisme.

Wins stages
of the Tour de
Romandie and
Tour de Suisse in
preparation for the
Tour de France.

Operaćion Puerto
means his team is
refused Tour entry.

Wins the final
stage to take the
biggestwin of his
career so far at

Paris-Nice. Carries
form through to

July towin his first
Grand Tour – the
Tour de France.

Contador presents
a dashing figure, but
beneath that full head
of hair is a scar that
runs ear to ear from
surgery that in 2004
saved his career

something beyond ordinary. Of course, it still
wasn’t quite grandiose enough for the shrinking
violet that is Russianmillionaire Oleg Tinkov.
At the end of 2014 he said, ‘If Quintana, Froome,
Nibali and Contador all agree to ride all three
Grand Tours, I’ll get Tinkoff Bank to put up €1
million. They can have €250,000 each as an
extra incentive. It’s good that Alberto is going
for the Giro-Tour double but the best riders
should race against each other all the time.’

Contador seemed content enoughwith his
reported €4million salary to leave Tinkoff’s
offer on the table and focus on just the two
Grand Tours. Things started well for himwhen
hewon the Giro by 1minute 53 seconds over
Astana’s Fabio Aru, but the race clearly took its
toll, and Contador hadn’t recovered sufficiently
by July tomount a strong challenge at the 2015
Tour de France, where he eventually finished
fifth, almost 10minutes behind Chris Froome.

‘In hindsight, maybe I’d have raced a different
programme,’ says Contador, reflecting on
the year past. ‘If you have the right parcours
[route characteristics] at the Giro and the Tour,
I still think it’s possible to do the double, but
I wouldn’t do it again. I sacrificed everything
in 2015 and after the Tour I felt physically and
mentally drained. It took a while to rediscover
themotivation. I started by cycling lightly,
stopping as andwhen I wished. It also gaveme
time to catch upwith sponsormeetings… and
now I’m training seriously again and looking
forward to the 2016 season.’

Retirement… definitelymaybe
It’s hardly revelatory to say that Contador will
never go for the double again, after the Spaniard
hinted in February 2015 that he’d retire at the
end of 2016 beforemaking the news official in
Milan last September. Still, as Contador says,
he wasn’t in a good place after the Tour - his
motivation was low, every pedal stroke seemed
a chore. But here in London after a long rest,
Contador cuts an altogether more positive

2000
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Makes it
three Tour victories

out of four, but
tests positive for
clenbuterol on the
second rest day.

Later he is stripped
of this title and
2011 Giro victory.

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Becomes the
first non-Italian to
win the Giro d’Italia
since Pavel Tonkov
in 1996. Goes on
towin the Vuelta

a Espana.

Wins his
second Tour de

France title, beating
Andy Schleck
by 4m11s.

On his return
from the

clenbuterol ban,
wins the Vuelta.
Repeats the feat

in 2014.

Almost single-
handedly defies
Astana towin the
Giro d’Italia. Double
dreams dissipate
at the Tour as a

fatigued Contador
finishes fifth.
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figure.Was he a touch hasty in signing off his
career when hewas at such a low ebb?

‘It’s still possible that I’ll race beyond 2016,’
he reveals. ‘But I don’t want to think about that
at themoment as I’m totally focused on 2016.
Mymain objectives are the Tour de France and
the Olympics, but we’ll see what happens after
that. There is a possibility…’

Contador is only 33 years old. For an
endurance athlete, that’s hardly pensionable
age. Just look at Chris Horner. The American
won the 2013 Vuelta at the ripe old age of 41
years and 314 days, so there’s plenty of time
for the Spaniard yet. Whether this proves to
be Contador’s final year probably depends on
how he fares at the Tour and at the Olympics,
so how does he feel about his chances?

‘At the Tour the two time-trials stand out and
are probably the ones that make the difference
from the 2015 parcours,’ he says. ‘Themountain
stages are also evenly spread out from start to
finish and you’ll have tomanage your forces very
well in order not to reach the final stages worn
out. Is it a Tour for climbers? Yes it is, although
last year’s Tour was evenmore so since it didn’t
have somany time-trials.’

Contador is renowned for his climbing
prowess – out of the saddle, hips rocking
from side to side – but the time-trial is also a
discipline in which he can take on the world’s
best. Last year’s Tour de France was virtually

devoid of individual time-trials, andwhen
Froome and Contador went head-to-head at
the previous year’s Vuelta a Espana it was the
Spaniard who proved the stronger in the 36.7km
time-trial, beating Froome by 53 seconds.

If Contador can TT his way to Tour victory,
he’ll line up at the Olympics in Brazil for his own
double. The 256.4km road race features 5,184m
of vertical ascent and 8km of cobbles. Themix
of short, sharp ascents and stretches of cobbles
have bookmakers leaning toward punchy riders
such as Alejandro Valverde, Peter Sagan and
Michal Kwiatkowski. The bookies currently
have Contador at 50/1 for the win, but despite
those long odds, Contador is confident he can
challenge in Rio.

‘I haven’t been to Rio yet to recce the
course but I knowmany riders who have,’
says Contador, alluding to teammate Peter
Sagan’s Rio reconnaissance after his season
opener at January’s Tour de San Luis. ‘I know
the profile of the parcours and I like it. We’ll
be there for a week or so before the race so
will have time to prepare properly.’

A natural talent
Meticulous preparation has been key to
Contador’s successes since discovering cycling
at the age of 14. Alberto Contador Velasco was
born on 6th December 1982 in Pinto, Madrid, the
third of four children. He has an older brother

‘It’s still
possible
that I’ll race
beyond2016.
Mymain
objectives
are theTour
deFranceand
theOlympics,
butwe’ll see
what happens
after that.
There is a
possibility…’
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and sister, and a younger brother who has
cerebral palsy. The young Alberto played football
and competed in athletics but was introduced to
cycling by his elder brother Francisco Javier.

A year later he began to race at amateur
level, joining the Real Velo Club. He soon
received the nickname Pantani for his
remarkable climbing skills, which he used to
secure numerous victories in 2000. In 2001 he
showed the versatility that wouldmake him a
GC contender, winning the under-23 National
Time-Trial Championships. In 2003 he signed
his first professional contract with ONCE-
Eroski, winning the eighth stage of the Tour
of Poland. But just around the corner in 2004
was an episode that nearly derailed his cycling
career before it had truly begun.

‘It wasmy second year as a professional. It
was the year that the teamwanted to go to the
Tour withme as lead rider. I was preparing for
France by racing the Vuelta a Asturia [a stage
race in southern Spain]. Before the race, I’d
started to experience severe headaches and
didn’t knowwhy. Still, I was obsessed with
racingmy first Tour so continued to train hard.
The first stage of Asturia went OK but I really
didn’t feel well the next day. In fact I don’t
remember anything about it.’

Contador had to ask his teammates what
happened next. Apparently, around 40km

‘Everyone thinks winning the Giro, Tour or
Vuelta would bemy proudest victory but it
was that stage win in Australia. There was
a lot of emotion around it.’

For an already highlymotivated individual,
Contador got his scarred head down and set
about finishing the job that he was looking
to begin in 2004 – namely winning the Tour.

Racing for Discovery Channel in 2007, he
won a stage at themountaintop finish of Plateau
de Beille to leave him second in the Tour GC to
Michael Rasmussen. Rasmussen thenwon Stage
16 to all but sew up victory, only for his team,
Rabobank, to remove him from the race that
evening after discovering Rasmussenwasn’t
where he’d said he’d been before the Tour. The
Dane eventually admitted doping for almost his
entire career. Contador assumed the overall lead
and cemented victory after amonumental effort
on Stage 19’s time-trial (see box overleaf).

Cloud of Fuentes
Contador won again two years later, in between
winning the 2008 Giro and Vuelta double. He
was establishing himself as one of the great
Grand Tour riders, but his critics argued that
he shouldn’t have even lined up for that first
Tour victory in 2007.

It was all down to Operación Puerto, one of
the highest-profile doping cases in the history

‘I rememberbefore the2009Tour
I did a test session that toldme Iwas
atmypeak. The test I did is similar
towhat I nowdoonanormal day’

The Spaniard believes
pro cycling is tougher
now than when he
started his career, and
not just because the
sport is more scientific
and professional:
‘Competition between
riders is even more
intense. There has
always been pressure
but it’s bigger now’

into the second stage, Contador lost position
in the pack, blacked out and began convulsing.

‘I was rushed to a hospital in Madrid where
the doctors discovered a blood clot of the
brain. But the doctors weren’t sure whether
it was caused by the crash or I’d had it before.’
The doctors sent Contador back to his nearby
parental home in Pinto. ‘Around 10 days after,
my parents discoveredme convulsing again.
Wewent back for more tests.’

That’s where themedics diagnosed Contador
with cerebral cavernoma, a congenital vascular
abnormality. The doctors told him it would be a
risky operation but, without it, his career would
be over. The operation went well, although
Contador still bears a scar that runs from ear
to ear over the crown of his head.

By November 2004, Contador was training
again and just six months after surgery he won
the queen stage of the 2005 Tour DownUnder.

of sport but worth recapping. In 2006, the
manager of Contador’s then-team Liberty
Seguros was arrested outside a Madrid clinic
while carrying a ‘significant amount of cash’.
It proved the catalyst for a series of events that
implicated Dr Eufemiano Fuentes as amajor
player in helping sportsmen dope.

Liberty Seguros and Contador were refused
entry to the 2006 Tour de France and soon
nine high-profile names were included on
a list associated with Dr Fuentes. They included
Jan Ullrich, Ivan Basso, Alejandro Valverde
and Contador himself. While Basso and
Valverde subsequently received two-year bans,
the UCI and a Spanish court cleared Contador
of anywrongdoing.

Then there was the contaminated steak affair.
In 2010 Contador won the Tour de France for
the third time, beating Luxembourg’s Andy
Schleck by just 39 seconds. But at the second
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rest day in Pau, Contador tested positive for the
banned substance clenbuterol. He denied taking
the banned drug, blaming it on a contaminated
piece of steak. (Clenbuterol is a hormone used in
some countries tomake cattle meat less fatty but
is banned in Europe and is on theWorld Anti-
Doping Agency’s banned list.) Despite Contador
being initially cleared by the Spanish cycling
federation, the Court of Arbitration for Sport
eventually confirmed a two-year ban, backdated
so that he was stripped of his 2010 Tour de
France win and 2011 Giro d’Italia title.

Contador is often accused of being selective
when reflecting on past controversies – even
more so when there’s a translator involved, as
there is now – but speaking about the clenbuterol
affair he recently told The Guardian, ‘For me, in
that moment, I cannot believe it. I never thought
this could happen tome. My parents taught me
to do things in a clean and honest way. I was soP
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frustrated [but] I don’t want to speakmore
about that now – it’s in the past.’

Whatever the truth, Contador now has seven
Grand Tour victories to his name, though he
would argue he has nine.What’s not disputed
is Contador’s desire to add a further Tour title
and Olympic goldmedal to his palmarès, which
would, he acknowledges, be a fitting way to
end a 13-year career during which he had to
adapt to the increasing demands of racing.

‘Professional cycling has changed a lot since I
started,’ he says. ‘It’s more professional now and
muchmore scientific. Everything is measured
and competition between riders is evenmore
intense. There has always been pressure but it’s
bigger now, especially as the strength in depth

in the peloton is growing. It’s mademe improve,
too. I remember before the 2009 Tour I did a test
session that toldme I was at my peak. The test
I did is similar to what I now do on a normal day.’

Whatever your opinion of El Pistolero, you
can’t argue with the positive work undertaken
by his foundation to promote cycling, and the
fact that, if he stays fit and strong, he could well
be Froome’s major rival at this year’s Tour de
France. Victorymight not silence the naysayers
but, for Contador, he’s simply grateful for a
career that he thought he’d lost 12 years ago.
Fundación Alberto Contador is a non-
profit organisation that promotes the
health benefits of cycling and raises
awareness to help prevent strokes

CLIMBSAND
PUNISHMENT
The highs and lows of Bertie’s
professional career

PUERTOAFFAIR,
2006
A summary document from theOperaćion
Puerto affair is released, and scribed on
it are the initials ‘AC’. They are linked to a
handwritten note saying, ‘Nada o igual a JJ’,
meaning ‘nothing or the same as JJ’. JJ is the
initials of Jorg Jaksche, who later admitted
to blood doping and being prepared by
the Spanish doctor Eufemiano Fuentes.
Amore thorough review revealed no
damning evidence that Contador had
workedwith Fuentes.

MAIDENTOUR
TRIUMPH, 2007
Contador headed into Stage 19 of the
2007 Tour de Francewith a lead of
1m50s over Cadel Evans. It seemed a
significant advantage but ahead lay a
55.5km individual time-trial fromCognac
to Angouleme. Although Contador had
TT pedigree, Evanswas on a different
planet andmany predicted Evans could
gain the 2s/kmneeded to overtake the
Spaniard. The Australian put it all on the
line, recording a superb 1h03m35s. It
meant Contador needed to cross the line
in 1h05m25s to keep the yellow jersey. It
was touch and go but amemorable effort
meant the Spaniard finished in 1h05m02s
to hold off Evans by amere 23s.

OVERCOMING
ABREAK, 2014
Contador entered the 2014 Tour de France
in strong form afterwinning both Tirreno-
Adriatico and the Tour of the Basque
Country that season. It was billed as a
three-way battle between Contador, Chris
Froome andNairo Quitana. But everything
unravelled on Stage 10when Contador
crashed. In the process, he broke his tibia.
Unbelievably, just sixweeks later, he
lined up in Jerez for the Vuelta’s opening
team time-trial. Contador gained form as
the race rolled on, taking the red jersey
on Stage 10, followed by twomountain
stagewins. Come the finish line inMadrid,
Contador had a 1m10s lead over Froome
to record one of the greatest comeback
wins in cycling history.
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The bike racks of the future
are here.

SeaSucker vacuummounted bike racks securely attach to any car in seconds.
Absolutely no bars or straps required.
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Once theedgeof theknownworld, theDinglePeninsula
in thesouthwestof Irelandservesupruggedriding,
crackingclimbsandaprodigiousnumberofpubs

Dingle
alltheway

Words JAMESSPENDER Photography JAMESOATEN
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Distance
113km

Elevation
1,630m

To download this route go to cyclist.co.uk/46dingle.
Headwest out of Dingle Town along themarina,
turning left at the roundabout by the stone bridge.
FollowSlea HeadDrive/R559 around the coast, then
back inland in a clockwise direction to Dingle Town.
Leave Dingle Town going northeast on the R559
signed Spa Road,which segues into the Conor Pass.
The road splits at the bottom of the descent at 52km.
Bear east to continue, or head north to Cloghane for
4km to visit O’Connor’s. Head onto the R560, through
Aughascasla, turning right at Knockglass and through
Camp. Tackle TheWall, descend to Aughills then turn
right onto the R561, continuing onto the N86 back
to Dingle (although amore circuitous, seaside route
can bewended below theN86).

Pedal the
peninsula
Take a spin aroundDingle
in trueCyclist fashion

Part of the 2,500km
Wild Atlantic Way trail
that hugs Ireland’s
west coast, the road
around Slea Head is as
stunning as it is quiet in
the early morning sun

here’s no doubt about it,
travelling by bicycle is the
best possible way to see the
world and, indeed, the best
possible excuse. Cycling is
at its very least a glorious

end in itself, where exertion
meets fatigue and turns to triumph, and at its
pinnacle is the ultimate expression of man,
machine and landscape.

I seem to have slipped into an internal
monologue of pseudo-poeticisms that would
put a GSCE student to shame, but I can put
the blame on the beauty and solitude of the
Dingle Peninsula in Ireland. This is Europe’s
most westerly point, fromwhere St Brendan is
reckoned to have sailed for Americamore than
700 years before Columbus, andwhile it doesn’t
count as part of the UK, I can’t imagine amore
stunning spot to host one of Cyclist’s UK Rides,
so it makes the cut regardless.

The Dingle Peninsula conjures an intangible
atmosphere, where the crashing of the Atlantic
Oceanmeets a sleepy pocket of the world all
but a lucky few have forgotten. There’s an air
of mystique, from the ancient ogham letters
inscribed inmillennium-old stonemonuments,
to the beehive-shaped stone dochans dotting
the hillsides, cells that 6th centurymonks called
home. And then there are the pubs, which
I’m reliably informed by our host, Caroline,P
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number 52 in Dingle Town so there is ‘one
for every week of the year’. I like those odds.

Sort of on porpoise
A jutting finger that stabs at the ocean, Dingle is
right in the thick of the Gulf Stream,meaning it
experiences far milder year-round temperatures
than other parts of Ireland, but also far more
rainfall. Nearby Valentia Island houses the
country’s wettest weather station that records
annual precipitation of 56 inches –twice that
of Dublin in the north west. Mercifully, the
morning skies are clear as my riding partner
for the day, Jackie, and I roll out of town. It is
rather crisp, though, so I’m surprised to see her
in bibshorts andmitts. It turns out she’s been
in Alaska for the last month, so ‘Dingle seems
positively balmy by comparison’. She does
concede that things can get a little wild in
these parts. ‘Just hopefully not today.’

If ever a townwarranted storybook status, it’s
Dingle. A warren of primary-coloured pubs and
restaurants overlooks the small harbour, once
home to Ireland’s second-largest fishing fleet
(after Dublin), but now the almost exclusive
residence of Fungie, a bottlenose dolphin that
the locals saymoved into the harbourmouth in
the early 1980s. It’s a story told with just a hint
of a bulging cheek, but nevertheless Fungie is
so important in these parts that a statue has
been erected in his honour. Less disputable
is the status Dingle once enjoyed as a hub of
international commerce, most notably the
booming linen trade of the 18th century, and
it’s this fact that gave rise to one of the quirkiest
aspects of the area – its pubs.

It’s said that with a population of fewer than
1,920, there aremore pubs per capita in Dingle
than anywhere else in Ireland, and they’re
something of a novelty. As one roving reporter
from theMontreal Gazette remarked upon a
visit just after the SecondWorldWar, ‘Dingle is
probably the only place in the civilised world
where aman canwalk up and down testing out a
new pair of shoes and not have his hand empty…’

As we head out of town towards the Atlantic
Ocean, Jackie delights in informingme that
the watering holes in the area sprang up as a
by-product of traders thrashing out their deals
in local emporiums. ‘They’d sit down to haggle
over the price of their hosieries, and it wouldn’t
be long before someone got a few drinks in.
After a time it became common for these shops
to sell beer to the traders while theymade their
deals, and that’s why you can go to DickMack’s
just up the hill there and buy a pair of brogues
with your Guinness, or Foxy John’s and pick
up a hammer with your whiskey.’

Anywhere else in the world I’d question the
safety of drinking in a pub that sells hammers,

The Slea Head road
cuts through a ford,
which today is running
mercifully low. It’s still
greasy over the exposed
cobbles, though

Below left: A giant
crucifix overlooks a
coastline that’s seen
everything from a Papal
invasion, courtesy of the
Spanish Armada in 1580,
to minke whales and
migrating orca
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You’d have to go a longway and expect to pay a
serious amountmore to find a better all-round race
bike than the TCR. The compact frame is exceptionally
stiff for theweight – 6.65kg off the peg, sizemedium.
Yet thanks to the long, thin seatpost, skinny seatstays
and squared-off down tube (where the underside is
flattened to increase vertical flex but inhibit torsional
flex), it’s a truly comfortable bike. Given the potential
for rain, I swapped out the nimble Giant SLR0 carbon
clinchers for alloy Hunt 4Season Aeroswith Schwalbe
ProOne tubeless tyres,which provided reliable braking
in thewet. The SLR0s are tubeless compatible, so I’d
urge anyone to ditch the Giant PSLR-1 tyres and look
to Schwalbe for some quality tubeless rubber.

The rider’s ride
Giant TCRAdvanced Pro 0, £3,799,
giant-bicycles.com
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but in Dingle Town I can’t imagine things
ever gettingmore exuberant than a traditional
Irish sing-song.Which, if themany proprietors’
window signs are anything to go by, happens
every night of the week.

The islanders
At around 70km in length and 16kmwide, the
Dingle Peninsula is pretty compact, but I’m still
surprised at how quickly we arrive at its most
westerly point, Slea Head. On other days this
stretch of coastline would be being battered by
wind and rain, the sea whipped up into a frenzy
of wild, white horses, but today it’s quiet and the
Atlantic Ocean is sparkling beyond the cliffs.

We stop to admire the view, and Caroline,
who is dutifully driving our support car, gets out
to draw our attention to a series of silhouettes
on the horizon known as the Blasket Islands.
Apparently, Great Blasket Island (the largest of
the six-strong archipelago) was until 1953 home
to a small community of fisherman and farmers.

The fishermenwould go across to themainland
andmarry, taking their women back to the
island, where theywould live out the rest of their
days. If that sounds bleak, spare a thought for
the donkeys that took the place of horses on the
farms. Onlymale donkeys were allowed because
the landwas so hazardously steep that the randy
fellows would inadvertently drive any female
donkeys into the sea duringmating season.

Back on our bikes and bearing inland, we’re
soon experiencing our own version of bleak
Ireland life. The wind has picked up cruelly and
the first dots of rain are spatteringmy face as
we approach the foot of the Conor Pass, a 5km
ascent that rises to 420m from nigh-on sea level.

I haven’t said anything, but over the last few
clicks a tickle of a cough from Jackie has turned
into some deep rasps, so I’m relieved when
she signals for us to pull over a few hundred
metres into the climb to declare that she’s going
to have to sit this one out. It means there’ll be
nowitnesses tomy ragged pedalling on this

If there’sanycompensationforthe
arduousnatureoftheConorPass
it’s theviewsthattrail initswake

The Conor Pass in
all its wild glory. It’s
a hard, lonely road for
Cyclist, but the scenery
makes up for every
one of its 420m of
vertical ascent

Below: And the
view from the top
isn’t bad either
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unrelenting road. The Gaelic phraseMall Go
is periodically written in big yellow letters on
the floor, which translates to ‘go slowly’. Fair
enough – that’s exactly how I intend to go.

If there’s any compensation for the arduous
nature of the Conor Pass it’s the views that trail
in its wake. There’s not a house nor car for miles
around, just rolling hillsides that look as though
a swathe of velvet has been draped over the rock.
It is untended grazing land for sheep, but if I
didn’t know better I’d say someone had actually
been out here with a lawnmower and a judge
from the Chelsea Flower Show in tow.

I’mmet at the layby at the top by Jackie and
Caroline, who have no doubt been up here for
some time but who graciously tell me they’ve
only just arrived. The rain has relented but the
tarmac is dark and slick, so before I push on
Caroline warnsme to keepmy speeds sensible.
Not too far down the descent is one of the
most notorious sections of road in these parts,

prefaced portentously by a warning sign in
three different languages that urges caution
and prohibits any vehicles other than small
cars andmotorbikes from proceeding.

The Conor Pass is known locally as the Penny
Road, because themenwho built it were paid a
penny a day for their labour. As I wendmyway
down it strikes me that the local authority might
have done well to pay them a little bit more.
Cut into the rock face, this side of the pass is a
triumph ofman’s determination to overcome
nature, but it’s clear those chaps didn’t want to
hang around chipping away at the slate for too
long. The road is so narrow that if I laid across
it I reckonmy feet would touch the cliff side
andmy headwould dangle over the edge.

Off course, but better for it
As the Irish say, sometimes you just do things for
the craic. So although time is getting on and it’s
a bit of a deviation from our route, we decide to
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pedal up to Jackie’s home village of Cloghane
to pop into her local, a cheerfully painted pub-
cum-guest house called O’Connor’s.

From the outset it’s an education, literally. In
front of the building is a large, rusting engine on
a plinth together with a plaque commemorating
four aircraft that crashed nearby during the
SecondWorldWar. Before I can determine
which one of the four this enginemight belong
to, I’m greeted with a big slap on the back by the
broadly smiling landlord, Michael O’Dowd.

To say the next hour is something of a blur
is an understatement, but suffice to say if you
want to have a few Guinnesses – or in our case,
coffees, honest – poured by one of themost
excitable and knowledgeable local historians
in Ireland then O’Connor’s is the place for
you. I did catch that the engine was from a
Luftwaffe Condor, which crashed into nearby
Mount Brandon, and that the six German crew
survived, were taken in by the locals and two
eventually married Irish girls. But beyond that?
You’ll have to go and see Michael yourself.

I’m not usually one for stoppingmid-ride,
andwhenwe resume our journeymy leaden legs
are lettingme know exactly why. Luckily the roll
around Brandon Bay – a popular windsurfing
spot that boasts the longest beach in Ireland (I’ve
retainedmore fromMichael than I first thought)
– is pretty flat. I’m onmy own again as Jackie is
back in the car, and givenwhat’s looming ahead,
I don’t blame her.While the Conor Pass is the
longest climb of the day, Bothar na gCloch (‘the
road of stones’) up ahead is set to be the hardest.

An inconspicuous right turn just before the
junction of the R560 and N86, this old boreen,
or country lane, bisects the peninsula, joining
Camp on the northern side to Aughills in the
south. A bit of speculative Strava’ing prior to
departure revealed a segment on it known as
‘TheWall’, and as I ride through Lower Camp to
Upper Camp, whose very prefixes should have
beenwarning enough, I quickly understand
that segment-maker’s inspiration.

I think one of the hardest rides I have ever had
themixture of pleasure and deep displeasure of
undertaking was the FredWhitton sportive in
the Lake District, and by the time I come out of
the closely knitted trees at Bothar na gCloch’s

I’vecomethisfarsothere’llbeno
relentingnow,despitealast,250m
longknee-grindthatpeaksat30%

‘TheWall’ ascent that
bisects the peninsula

finally peters out

Right: O’Connor’s
guesthouse in

Cloghane is the perfect
place to stop for a bite

to eat and some
considered wisdom
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Do it yourself
TRAVEL
Getting to Dingle couldn’t be easier.
Flights to Kerry Airport cost around £55
returnwith Ryanair (plus £60 bike carriage
eachway) and take just an hour and a half
from the UK. Renting a car is advisable, not
least as there’s some stunning driving to
be had, although localminibuses shuttle
back and forth for around £20 per person,
depending on group size.

ACCOMMODATION
There’s no shortage of hotels and B&Bs to
suit most budgets.We stayed in the rather
grand Dingle Skellig hotel (dingleskellig.
com), repletewith spa, swimming pool and
stunning views of the coast. Prices start
from around £85pppn including breakfast,
where the star of the show is undoubtedly
the automatic pancake-makingmachine.
But don’t bother asking the staff if you can
buy it – they’re not selling.

THANKS
A big thank you to Caroline Boland for her
superb advising, driving and general chat,
and to ride partner Jackie Griffin, who
fought her illness on the day valiantly,
and toMichael O’Dowd at O’Connor’s pub
and guest house (cloghane.com).What
Michael doesn’t know about the area isn’t
worth knowing. For some top travelling
tips check out dingle-peninsula.ie.

base to look upon the exposed hillside of The
Wall, I am revisited by a kind of post-traumatic
Whitton disorder. The devil is in the uphill.

Despite the scenery still being nothing short
of stunning, for amoment I can’t help hating it.
The tremendous rollingmountains that once
smiled back at me are now leering down from
the heavens, their shadows lengthening as the
sunmakes its lazy passage to bed. But I’ve come
this far so there’ll be no relenting now, despite
a last, 250m long knee-grind that peaks at 30%.
However, as acute as my suffering is, it’s only
moments before I’m swamped by an enormous
rush of wellbeing as I crest the ridge.

Cleaved between the rising peaks glows
a burning orange sky, gently fading into the
shimmering Atlantic below. The only other soul
up here is a happily grazing sheep, the only
sound the faintest babble of a stream, and the
only thing left for me to do is pedal lazily home.
It’s so perfect you almost couldn’t write it.
James Spender is staff writer with Cyclist and
is determined to visit the remaining 49 pubs
of Dingle at some time in the future

Acuteasmysufferingis, it’smoments
beforeI’mswampedbyanenormous
rushofwellbeingasIcresttheridge
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� A complete set of professional level tools, cutters and reamers, gauges, and accessories
� 11 new tools for 2016
� The perfect way to start or expand your workshop and create the ultimate repair centre
� All tools are covered by Park Tool’s legendary limited lifetime warranty

PARKTOOL.COM

The Master Mechanic
Tool Set (QKMK257). 257
professional quality tools.

The tool set
to end all tool sets



Italian
Passion

JustoutsideMilan,Passoni creates some
of themostdesirable–andexpensive–
bikes in theworld.Cyclist paysavisit to
findoutwhatgoes intoa£6,000 frame

WordsPETERSTUART
PhotographyFREDMACGREGOR
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A NEW ERA OF PERFORMANCE AND PROTECTION
The Synthe™ is the pinnacle of road helmet design, combining the performance gains of aero
efficiency and light weight with impressive cooling power and comfort. Now Synthe incorporates
the Multi-Directional Impact Protection System, which can provide more protection in certain
impacts. The best helmet in the peloton just got better. Learn more at Giro.com.

GIRO
SYNTHE
MIPS

HELMET
BMC RACING TEAM

GREG VAN AVERMAET
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‘H e built
bikes only
because of
his great
passion.
Since the

first day, that has never changed,’ says
Passoni’s owner, Silvia Gravi, of her
father-in-law Luciano Passoni.

Here in Vimercate, on an industrial
estate just beyond the boundaries of
glamorous Milan, in the shadow of
the peaks of the Eastern Alps, bespoke
framebuilding company Passoni goes
about its business just as it has done
for 30 years. The frames lovingly
crafted inside show no sign of being
trapped in the past, however.

‘To cut the tubes and TIG-weld the
frame takes Rubens eight hours – a
full day,’ says productionmanager
Lisa Rossi as she shows Cyclist around
the workshop.Welder Rubens Gori
is working on a Top Force titanium
frame. At this early stage he’s simply
‘tacking’ – welding just a few spots
to keep the tubes precisely in place.
The next step is TIG-welding in a
hermetically sealed chamber filled
with a special mixture of inert gas.
Gori’s dexterity attests to the decades
he has spent working with titanium.

‘It takes four hours to weld it
in the chamber,’ says Rossi. All
of Passoni’s bikes are handbuilt
by a small band of experienced
framebuilders, each specialising
in a small set of tasks. The welding
forms the core of the production
process, but every step before and
afterwards is done with the same
loving attention to detail.

Once upon a time in Italy
The Passoni brandwas inspired by
a chancemeeting on theMadonna del
Ghisallo climb near Lake Como,made
famous by the Giro di Lombardia pro
race. Midway up the ascent Luciano
Passoni, a keen amateur cyclist with a
successful electronics business, came
across another rider on an unusual-
looking frame. They got talking and
the rider, Amelio Riva, told Passoni
he’d built the frame himself out of
titanium – amaterial unheard of in
the bicycle world at the time.

Passoni’s curiosity was piqued and
he commissioned Riva to build him a
frame from this light and exotic metal.

Top: Passoni’s finishing
process is extensive
and, as with the whole
build, is done entirely
by hand in Italy

Upon delivery he was immediately
captivated by the potential of his new
frame and tried, unsuccessfully, to
persuade Riva to go into business
with him building frames.

Undeterred, Passoni went it alone,
the brandwas born andwithin a
few years Luciano and his son Luca
had schooled themselves in the finer
points of building titanium frames.

‘For the first seven or eight years,
the tubes were not circular,’ Gravi
tells us. ‘They were flat pieces of metal
that were bent into a tube shape and
welded along the seam. At that time
it was still a very niche product.’

Luca took over the company
in 1995 and, as the demand for
Passoni frames grew, he began to
buy pre-formed titanium tubes from
Reynolds in the UK. The tubes were
mitred, welded and finished on site,
and Passoni’s reputation quickly
grew prestigious enough that pros
were rumoured to ride them at Grand
Tours, rebadged as big-brand frames.

‘What has always separated Passoni
is perfection in welding,’ says Gravi.
‘It’s very particular because titanium
is a particular material. Our attention
is always onwhat newwelding
technology will allow us to do – the

‘What really separatesPassoni
is perfectioninwelding.Our
attention isalwaysonwhatnew
technologywill allowus todo’
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evolution of welding.’ While the
company is keen to embrace new
technologies, the core principles
of construction remain constant.

‘We produce 400 frames a year and
they are all bespoke – there’s nomass
production on site,’ says Passoni’s
Matteo Cavazzuti. ‘We have affiliated
fitters around the world, but it’s best
if you come here to bemeasured so we
can create your bike.’

Despite having its heart firmly set
in Italian tradition, Passoni hasn’t
shied away from expanding on its
titanium origins, with framesmade
from stainless steel and a combination
of carbon and titanium now also
constructed in-house.Whatever
material the customer chooses,
the final product is certain to
comewith a hefty price tag.

‘That’s worth £15,000,’ Rossi says,
pointing to the bike onwhich I am
casually slumped, leadingme to hastily
spring tomy feet. ‘Themost expensive
one we built this year was £16,000,’
she adds. ‘We built it with a THM
crankset, Fibula brakes and AX-
Lightness components, so it was very
light and looked pretty good too.’

If the bike fits
For clients with deep enough pockets,
the process of buying a Passoni bike
is as personal and immersive as you
could wish for.

‘Many clients come toMilan and
we pick them up and bring them
here,’ Cavazzuti says. ‘We go for a ride
with a test bike and get the riding
position as close as possible to what’s
needed.We then do a full fit andwork
on the numbers, during which time
we invite clients to relax in our sauna.’

Cavazzuti sees my slightly
baffled look andwanders over to an
industrial-looking door on the upper
floor of the building and pulls it open
to reveal a state-of-the-art sauna.

‘They stay here for one hour after
the ride and they come out happy,’ he
laughs. In themeantime another of
the Passoni team has gone to work.
Danilo Colombo is responsible for
specifying the geometry for the frame
so that it fits the client perfectly while
ensuring that the ride characteristics
of the bike remain optimum.

‘We have clear ideas on geometry,’
Colombo says. ‘If we have to achieve

one position at the handlebar and
another at the saddle, there aremany
different solutions between the two.’

Passoni doesn’t only rely on
its years of experience to achieve
the ideal geometry – it also uses
computer software to assess a frame’s
characteristics and hone rider fit.

‘It’s important to fully map out a
frame’s dimensions. Sometimes when
you lengthen tubes for flexibility, you
sacrifice stiffness. We have to juggle
handling with what’s required for fit.’

Colombo is also taskedwith
keeping the brand at the leading
edge of titanium technology, an area

in which Passoni has historically
proved very strong. ‘Wewere the first
titanium bike producer to really create
frames for racing,’ he says. ‘If you look
at most titanium producers, many
still use external cups, very thin tubes
and a really traditional retro style. As
far back as 2002 Passoni introduced
the oversize tube and the integrated
headset. Wewere looking at ways to
improve stiffness and reduce weight.’

Once Colombo has the design and
the sauna has done its work on the
client, the bike begins its journey to
completion. The tubes are ordered
from Reynolds – amixture of Grade 5

Top: The interior of
the bottom bracket is
machined after welding
to neaten the shell and
create the thread for
the BB cups

Above: The rear brake
bridge is etched with
Passoni’s logo, as are
most of the components

Right: The initial welds
serve to hold the tubes
in place before the final
welds are done in the
welding chamber,
which is filled with
inert argon gas
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XXTI£6,199 frame and fork

The carbon/titaniumXXTi tops the Passoni range.With
titanium fromReynolds and carbon fromDedacciai, the
XXTi is all put together under the Passoni roof.

THECOLLECTION
Re-mortgage the house and invest in
a Passoni. Your other half will love it…

TOP FORCE£5,799 frame and fork

The all-titanium flagship. Amix of Grade 9 and Grade 5
Reynolds ti tubing keeps the build light but stiff, while
a tapered head tube does a lot for the handling.

TOP EVOLUTION£5,299 frame and fork

While the Top Force is the racer, this is themore
forgiving endurance ride, separated from its sibling
mainly by thinner tubing and a straight 1⅛ in head tube.

LIGHTSTEEL£3,499 frame and fork

Using Columbus XCr stainless steel, the Lightsteel
offers the same customisation as its top titanium
frames, but in a slightly stiffer and racier package.

and Grade 9 titanium, both of which
are triple-butted to save weight. The
head tube has its own challenges,
as it’s put together from a conical
base and a straight upper piece to
achieve the desirable taper to enhance
handling. After cutting andmitring,
the first welds aremade to fix the
tubes in place. From here, the frame
goes into the arc-welding chamber.
‘Our gasmixture is a tightly guarded
secret,’ says Rossi.

When it comes out, the bike has
assumed a complete form, but the
product is far from finished. Polishing
might sound like a 10-minute job once

everything else is in place, but for a
product such as the Top Force, it’s a
big part of the production process.
‘It takes two full days to sand and
polish a frame,’ Rossi says.
Once the welds are sanded tomake a
seamless finish, the frame is polished
and tiny amounts of excess titanium
are removed. Then the frame is
wrapped in paper so the logo can be
sandblasted onto the down tube. It’s a
precise process, as anymistakes in the
wrapping will mean a ruined frame.

Once a frame is painted it’s time
for the full build. Half of the frames
are built up by Passoni and the other P
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fit process, and its own turbo trainer,
which – for reasons of style over
substance – is coated in gold.

The faces of Passoni
The Passoni brand is, sadly, missing
the father and sonwho founded the
company. ‘Unfortunately, in 2006
Luca died unexpectedly,’ Cavazzuti
tells us. It was then that Luca’s wife,
Silvia, resolutely took the reins.

‘I have developed a lot of passion
for mywork andmy product, and the
heritage behind it,’ Silvia Gravi tells
us. ‘I thinkwe need to look forward
too, and I hope we can continue to
produce new and special frames.’

While Gravi honed her skills at the
head of the company she inherited,
she unexpectedly found a business
partner in cyclist and banker Matteo
Cassina. He had dreamed of owning
a Passoni bike for years, andwhen he
visited Vimercate for his fitting the
pair got chatting. Before long he had
talked himself into a partnership.

‘Matteo came to us for a bike and
he left with part of the company,’
Gravi says. ‘He comes here every three
weeks or so. Every single second
he has free he dedicates to Passoni,
helping drive it in the right way.’

Gravi and Cassina strike a strange
sort of harmony. Cassina has cycling
in his blood and is a close friend of
Ivan Basso and Alberto Contador
thanks to some prior corporate
associations in pro cycling. Gravi
views things a little more objectively.

‘Normally I look for inspiration
asmuch from outside of cycling as
fromwithin it. I take inspiration
from fashion or luxury or style, but
obviously I keep a very close eye on
the cycling world.’ Perhaps that’s
why Passoni treads a line somewhere
between extravagant cycling jewellery
and cutting-edge racing technology. As
our time here comes to a close, I glance
back at Rubens Gori welding a frame
– amanwith 23 years of experience
standing in front of a huge picture
of a crystal-clear day on the snowy
Stelvio Pass. It’s a rare thing Passoni
has achieved: a delicate balance
between image, modernity and that
crucial core ingredient – passion.
Peter Stuart is staff writer for Cyclist
and is fuelled by amixture of passion
and Irn-Bru

half are sent to dealers to be built
up by a customer. The international
market for Italian-made titanium
bikes has boomed, and it’s nowonder
most foreign clients opt for the
finished product to be Italian from
top to bottom. ‘Our American and
Japanese clients almost always ask for
Campagnolo groupsets – we only offer
Record or Super Record [mechanical
or electronic] – and our components
are usually Italianmade too. Cinelli
finishing kit is standard.’

Usually, but not always. Despite the
traditional framematerial, Passoni
uses the latest andmost expensive
components. ‘Have you heard of
Gokiso hubs?’ Rossi asksme. I have,

but thought they existed only in the
vivid dreams of tech fantasists. ‘These
wheels are very expensive,’ she says,
picking up awheel with a bright
anodised hub. ‘For the public the cost
of a wheelset is £7,000, because the
hubs are developed from an aeronautic
project.They spinwithout friction.’

I domy own spinning wheel test
and lose patience before the wheels
show any sign of slowing. ‘You can
buy these wheels only from us,’ she
says. That’s no surprise, as few brands
boast the clientele that could conceive
of spending somuch on awheel.

Passoni also sells its own shoes,
with a focus on offering clients a
customised insole during the initial

Above: The sandblaster
is used to etch the
Passoni logo onto the
protected frame, along
with any personalised
touches specified by
the customer

Passoni sells a turbo trainer,
which–forreasonsofstyleover
substance– is coatedingold
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T
he Cime de la Bonette is home to
Europe’s highest paved road, and is…
what’s that you say? It’snot Europe’s
highest paved road? Thenwhy does
it have a sign at the top saying it is?

It’s one of life’s little mysteries. Officially
the Pico del Veleta in Spain’s Sierra Nevada
mountains is the highest ‘proper’ road, reaching
just over 3,300m. Still, the Cime de la Bonette
is at least France’s highest paved road, which
isn’t to be sniffed at.

However, if you’re talking about Europe’s
highest cols things get evenmore confusing,
because the Cime de la Bonette is not quite the
same as the Col de la Bonette. A ‘col’ is a pass – a
road that passes over the top of a climb en route
to a descent down the other side – whereas the
road around the Cime de la Bonette (‘the peak of
the Bonette’) is just an extra loop for sightseeing,
which bumps the altitude up to 2,802m, versus
the 2,715m of the Col de la Bonette. Three other
European cols beat that: the Col Agnel, which
straddles the French/Italian border, at 2,744m;
the Stelvio Pass at 2,758m in the Italian Alps;
and, beating them all, the Col de l’Iseran at
2,764m in the French Alps.

But let’s not get bogged down in details –
the Cime de la Bonette is a very high road, and
holds the record for the highest point the Tour
de France has ever reached.When the Tour
last visited it in 2008 on the 16th stage from
Cuneo to Jausiers, the first man over the top
was Barloworld rider John-Lee Augustyn, who
received the Henri Desgrange trophy – named

Cimede la
Bonette
It claims tobeEurope’shighest
roadandhasbeenthesceneof
someepicmoments in theTour
deFrance. In thefirstofanew
series lookingatprocycling’s
toughesthorscategorie
climbs,Cyclist celebrates
theotherworldlyCimede la
Bonette in theFrenchAlps
WordsELLISBACON
PhotographyGEORGEMARSHALL

From the air, the
Bonette may look
like perfection traced
in tarmac, but from
the saddle you may
have other ideas
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after the founder of the Tour, and awarded
each year to whoever reaches the race’s highest
point first. He also received a very-tidy-thank-
you-very-much prize purse of €5,000 (£3,800),
which probably went a small way tomaking up
for what happened next. Augustyn –whowould
go on to ride for Team Sky later in his career
– crashed rather dramatically on the descent
shortly after his moment of glory andwasn’t
able to contend for the stage win.

‘Yes, people will rememberme being first
over the Bonette, but I think they will remember
me falling off it more,’ the South African told
journalists at the end of the stage.

Anatomy of a crash
Almost eight years later, when Cyclist catches
upwith the now-retired rider to ask himmore
about the Bonette, and about that fateful day in
particular, he says his prediction was accurate.

‘A lot of people still recognise my name
and say, “Hey, aren’t you the guywho fell
down themountain?” so they immediately
associate mewith the crash,’ Augustyn laughs.
He had been part of a nine-man breakaway,

Onanalmost 90° bend,Augustyn
went straight on– andplungeddowna stony embankment

but pushed on alone inside the last two
kilometres of the 26km climb.

‘I went for it with about one-and-a-half
kilometres to go, but as I attacked it got so steep
and I remember thinking, “I can’t stop now –
the whole world’s watching!”’

From the southern side, climbing up from
the town of Saint-Etienne-de-Tinée as the Tour
did in 2008, riders face an average gradient of
6.5%, but with a leg-crunching 15%maximum
on the Cime de la Bonette loop, as Augustyn
was to discover. But it’s really the length of the
climb that makes the Bonette so challenging.

‘I remember how extremely long it was, but
during those long climbs you just have to try
to block it out as best you can, and I actually
remember feeling better and better as we
went along,’ he says.

After cresting the summit, Augustyn
decided to sit up and allow the remainder of
the breakaway to close the gap. ‘I was never
really that great a descender, so I waited for
the rest of the guys to catchme.’

What came next, however, shocked viewers
the world over. On an almost 90° right-hand

On the northern
slopes of the Bonette,
the road passes the
old Maginot Line
fort of Caserne de
Restefond about 3km
from the summit

BONNECHANCE
Where to find the Cime de la Bonette
– if you’re brave enough to tackle it
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P

Cime de la
Bonette
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FROMTHESOUTH
SAINT ETIENNE DE TINÉE

Height at summit: 2,802m
Altitude gain: 1,652m
Length: 25.8km
Average gradient: 6.4%

Maximumgradient: 15%
Times in the Tour de France: 2
(1962, 2008)

Most recent summit leader:
John-Lee Augustyn (2008)

Current best Strava time:
KoM (to Cime de la Bonette)
1h 18m47s, Ian Boswell, USA

QoM (to Cime de la Bonette)
1h 50m21s, Vale Boss, Italy
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2,802m
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Cruel 15%
incline during
last km

Testing steep
section from
km 11-15
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bend, Augustynwent straight on – and
plunged down a stony embankment.

‘I think I must have been so tired, and just
lost my concentration,’ he says. ‘At first
I thought it might be a sheer cliff, but then
I realised that it was a nice slope and I sort of
skied down onmy hands and knees. Then
I started thinking, “How am I going to get
back up?” In cycling shoes it wasn’t going to
be easy, but a spectator slipped down to help
me and he sort of pushedme back up.’

Augustyn’s bike had bounced someway
further down the slope and so he was left
standing at the side of the road until his team
car could provide himwith a replacement.
‘I eventually got a spare bike, and tookmy time
going the rest of the way down.’

He finishedmore than fiveminutes behind
winner Cyril Dessel and, happily uninjured,

Beyond the Col de la
Bonette, an additional
loop of tarmac allows

the Cime de la Bonette
to be the highest point

the Tour de France
has ever reached

FROMTHENORTH
JAUSIERS

Height at summit: 2,802m
Altitude gain: 1,582m
Length: 23.4km
Average gradient: 6.8%

Maximumgradient: 15%
Times in the Tour de France: 2
(1964, 1993)

Most recent summit leader:
Robert Millar (1993)

Current best Strava time:
KoM (to Col de la Bonette)
1h 9m 18s, Peter Pouly, France

QoM (to Col de la Bonette)
1h 18m35s, EmmaPooley, UK

‘At first, I
thought it
might be a sheer
cliff, but then I
realised itwas
anice slope’
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went on to finish a very respectable 48th
overall in Paris. Most importantly, though, what
became of Augustyn’s unfortunate Bianchi bike?
‘Themechanic actually went down to get it later,
and all it had wrongwith it was a little scrape on
the saddle!’ he says.

Return to the scene
In 2015 Augustyn returned to the Bonette while
working with a bike-tour company, this time
climbing it from Jausiers in the north. On this
occasion he could enjoy the experience a little
more. ‘It’s just an amazing climb – steeper
again from this side and almost as long [6.8%
and 23.4km],’ he says. ‘As you climb higher,
it becomesmore andmore like the surface of
themoon. It’s so green at the bottom, and then
there’s just nothing at the top at that altitude,
apart from this fresh, crisp air. When I got to the
top last year I thought, “I’m so in love with this
mountain.” It really is a very special climb.’

So special, in fact, that he decided to create
a cycling clothing line named La Bonette in its
honour. It’s a place, then, with both good and
badmemories for Augustyn, who has worked
as a coach since retiring in 2014.

‘I don’t feel too bad about what happened
on the Bonette,’ he says, having been left
thanking his lucky stars that he was still alive
rather than being bitter about what might have
been in terms of a Tour stage win. ‘I was very
blessed to have been able to walk away from
it with no injuries, and it was also nice to get
the Henri Desgrange trophy.’

‘I don’t feel too
bad aboutwhat
happenedon the
Bonette. Iwas
very blessed to
walk awaywith
no injuries’
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The Bonette has only been used by the
Tour on three other occasions. In 1962 (from
the south) and 1964 (from the north) Spanish
climber Federico Bahamontes was first across
it. Then in 1993, Robert Millar took the honours,
more than aminute ahead of a chasing group
led by Tony Rominger, whowent on to win
the stage, withMillar seventh.

So although it’s high time (pun verymuch
intended) that the Bonette featured on the Tour
route again, look out for it during this year’s Giro
d’Italia. On 28thMay during the penultimate
(20th) stage between Guillestre and Sant’Anna
di Vinadio, the Bonette will be climbed from the
northern Jausiers side, with the Giro peloton
passing over the col at 2,715m, rather than the
Cime. The riders will then descend to Saint-
Etienne-de-Tinée and then climb back into Italy
from France via the Colle della Lombarda.

Here’s to a safe descent for everyone.
Ellis Bacon is a journalist and co-author of
The Cycling Anthology (Yellow Jersey Press)

‘When I got to the top
last year, I thought,
“I’m so in lovewith
thismountain”’

Above: The Cime de
la Bonette – the loop
at the top of the col
– offers breathtaking
views from all sides
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O
n Friday 18th December 2015, the
organiser of the Tour de France,
Amaury Sport Organisation,
issued a press release that sent
shockwaves through the sport
of professional cycling. It read:

‘Amaury Sport Organisation
has informed this day Union Cycliste Internationale it
has opted for the registration of its events on theHors
Classe calendar for season 2017. UCI has actually recently
adopted, from season 2017, a Reform of theWorldTour
calendar characterised by a closed sport system. More
than ever, ASO remains committed to the Europeanmodel
and cannot compromise the values it represents: an open
system giving first priority to the sporting criterion. It
is therefore in this new context andwithin its historical
events that ASOwill continue to keep these values alive.’

For those unfamiliar with themachinations behind the
scenes of pro cycling, this statement won’t mean a lot, but
in short it was amessage from the organiser of the sport’s
biggest event to the sport’s governing body that it doesn’t
want to play by the UCI’s rules anymore. In theory, it could
mean the Tour de France, the jewel in cycling’s crown,might
be off-limits to the world’s best teams, including Team Sky.

The announcement resulted in a stream of ‘what if…?’
discussions in cycling’s corridors of power, so Cyclist
decided that the bubbling politics and ramifications
needed proper investigation.We set out to talk to the
protagonists… and came up against a wall of silence.

‘I’m sorry to tell you that there will be no comment from
our side on this topic,’ an ASO spokesman told us despite
having previously intimated otherwise. ‘We decided not
to answer as there’s so far nothingmore to say that we
didn’t mention in our December press release.’

Next wewent to the pro teams, who aremost likely
to feel the immediate effects of the power struggle, to
get their reaction to ASO’s announcement, but again
they were strangely reticent.

‘I’m sorry to do this to you,’ said one press officer
after agreeing to an interview, ‘but the teammanager has
already said a lot on this one, and as you know things are
pretty sensitive around the topic. In this case he’s going
to have to pass on talking about it further. I know it’s a
disappointment. Our team has burnt a fewmatches here
already though. Sorry.’

ASO’s press release had led to teams riding on eggshells,
but why?What are they afraid of?

ASO carte blanche
Let’s start by clarifying what ASO’s pronouncement
means before analysing those UCI reforms. As it stands,
all 18WorldTour teams receive automatic entry to the Tour
de France. Twenty-two teamsmake up the Tour, leaving
ASO carte blanche to pick four Pro Continental teams, of
which at least half are historically French. In 2015, ASO
had to pick five Pro Continental teams, and it selected

Procycling’s twobiggestplayers, theUCI
andASO,are inastruggle forcontrolof
thesport.Cyclist examines thestrategies
of eachside, and theprizeat stake

THE
GREAT
GAME
Words JAMESWITTS Illustrations STEVEMILLINGTON
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three French teams – Bretagne-Séché Environnement,
Cofidis and Europcar – plus Germany’s Bora-Argon 18
and Africa’s MTN-Qhubeka.

Bymaking the announcement that it is registering its
events in the UCI’sHors Classe calendar for 2017 – which
can’t feature a racing field of more than 70%WorldTour
teams – nomore than 15WorldTour teams can be invited
to the 2017 Tour, although the entire field is up to ASO’s
discretion. The same limited numbers of top pro teams
will be the case for ASO’s six other events: Paris-Nice,
Paris-Roubaix, La FlècheWallone, Liège-Bastogne-Liège,
Critérium du Dauphiné and Vuelta a Espana.What this
means is that at least threeWorldTour teamswill miss
out on next year’s Tour de France, although it could be
more should ASO be inclined.

Now let’s look at the reforms proposed by the UCI,
specifically the ‘closed system’mentioned in ASO’s press
release.We spoke to the UCI president, Brian Cookson.
‘The issue that ASO seem to be annoyed about is the fact
that we’re offeringWorldTour teams three-year licences
instead of the current one,’ he says. ‘ASOwant a promotion
and relegation system or what we call an “open system” like
in football. Effectively they’d like to see two teams going
up and two teams going down every year.’

Why does the UCI want to offer three-year licences? It’s
to do with helping teams to achieve financial stability. The
UCI has 18WorldTour places, but on occasion it can’t fill
them all. In 2015, for example, there were only 17 teams
in theWorldTour (hence ASO picking five Pro Continental
teams for the Tour). The reason for the shortfall, andwhy
teams such as Vacansoleil DCM and Euskaltel-Euskadi
have folded in the past few years, is down tomoney.

Sponsorship-heavymodel
Funding a professional cycling team is expensive. Team
Sky’s end-of-year accounts for 2014, for instance, saw
their operating costs come in at £24,424,000. Alongwith
Tinkoff-Sport and BMC Racing, Sky is one of themore
costly outfits on theWorldTour but they’re in the enviable
(or not, depending on how you look at it) position of being
bankrolled by Rupert Murdoch’s empire. However, as
Cannondale Pro Cycling’s CEO Jonathan Vaughters says,
‘Themedian team budget is $20million a year… and
the problemwith that is revenue from sponsorship
accounts for 75% to 95% of a team’s budget. There’s

a small amount frommerchandising and race fees from
the odd organiser, but this sponsorshipmodel is at the
heart of what’s wrongwith the sport.’

Cycling teams don’t own their own stadia, so there’s
no revenue from ticket sales. Because of that, teams have
become increasingly interested in receiving a share of TV
revenues, whichwe’ll come on to later. For those teams
without a sugar daddy (Oleg Tinkov, Andy Rihs at BMC)
or government funding (Astana), funding comesmainly
from sponsorship. The importance of sponsors can’t
be understated. In 2002, the US Postal team’s accounts
showed total revenue of $10.24million with sponsorship
accounting for $9.90million, or 98% of income. The
same 98% figure can be seen in RadioShack-Nissan’s
2012 accounts, while for Team Sky in 2013 it was 93%.

And this is where the Tour is so important for the teams.
‘For many teams, the Tour is credited for 70% of their
annual media coverage,’ Vacansoleil-DCM’s former general
manager Daan Luijkx says, before rather profoundly adding,
‘It’s whymany teams are reticent to openly talk about a
different future direction. They don’t want to upset ASO.’

Expanding sponsorship opportunities for teams is
why the UCI wants to offerWorldTour teams three-year

‘ASOwant apromotionand
relegation systemorwhat
wecall an “opensystem”
like in football,’ saysUCI
presidentBrianCookson

AIOCC
The Association Internationale
des Organisateurs de Courses
Cyclistes is, as youmight have
guessed, the association of
race organisers. The group
of race promoters voted 77
to six to reject the UCI’s
reforms. AIOCC is headed
by ASO director Christian
Prudhomme.

WHO’SWHO?
Pro cycling is awashwith initials. Here are the
letters thatmatter in the sport’s latest dispute

UCI
The Union Cycliste
Internationale is theworld
governing body for cycling.
The UCI issues race licences
to riders and teams, aswell
asmanaging classification of
races and the points rankings.

ASO
Amaury Sport Organisation
is part of the Frenchmedia
group EPA (Éditions Philippe
Amaury), whose publications
include l’Équipe andVélo
magazine. Aswell as owning
the Tour de France and other
cycle races, ASO organises the
ParisMarathon and Paris-
Dakar Rally.

VELON
Velon is a joint business
venture of 11 UCIWorldTour
teams, set up to provide ‘a
better economic future for
the sport’. So far it has played
a pivotal role in bringing new
technology into the peloton
such as on-bike cameras.

AIGCP
The Association Internationale
des Groupes Cyclistes
Professionnels is essentially
the professional riders’ union,
though its exact role has
become blurred somewhat
with the rise of Velon.
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licences andwhy it’s against the ‘open’ model touted
by ASO. ‘Our view, and that of the teams, is that for many,
relegation wouldmean a team disbanding,’ says Cookson.
‘The Tour holds such a strong appeal for sponsors that
without that guarantee, they’ll withdraw. Three-year
contracts will give teamsmore leverage to bring in
bigger, blue-chip sponsors.’

It’s a convincing argument. After all, which other
sport would see the world’s number one ranked team
fold through lack of sponsorship, as happened to HTC-
Highroad in 2011? According to website Business Insider,
an ASO source counters this, saying: ‘We understand the
argument of people saying it will secure the sponsors,
but for ASO, it’s better to allow teams to upgrade [to be
promoted]. If there’s no possibility to upgrade, there won’t
be any sponsors at all for teams on level two or level three.’

A system similar to the one in NBA basketball would
certainly create a target for ambitious Pro Continental
teams such as Drapac and One Pro Cycling, who have both
made public their desire to race atWorldTour level. How
would their respective bike sponsors – SwiftCarbon and
Factor – react to remaining in division twowith almost no
chance of racing in the global arena that is the Tour?

‘If we had 10 ProContinental teams pushing to go up,
it might be a different matter, but we don’t,’ says Cookson.
‘In effect, wewant to give the teams the same stability as
many of the organisers. ASO hold a different view.’

What about the workers?
Many of those teams have gone public with supporting
UCI reforms through Velon, a body set up in 2014 ‘to create
a new economic future for the sport’. Eleven professional
teams signed up, including Team Sky and BMC Racing.
Notably, French teams Ag2r LaMondiale and FDJ didn’t,
leadingmany to suggest they didn’t want to upset ASO.
Cyclist asked Velon for its views on the UCI/ASO stand-off.
A spokesman says, ‘From a Velon perspective I’d reiterate
that the AIGCP [another group representing professional
riders] represents the teams in the reform, all stakeholders
were consulted, AIGCP backed reform and Velon teams
back AIGCP. As regards race classification, that’s a decision
for the race organiser and, ultimately, the UCI.’

It’s a pragmatic answer, so wewent to amanwe knew
would have no problem speaking his mind: Oleg Tinkov,
owner of Tinkoff Sport pro team. ‘The announcement by
ASO to withdraw its races from theWorldTour in 2017
validates what I’ve been saying during the last three
years. The sport of cycling is in a dire situation and this
development will onlymakematters worse,’ he says.

Tinkov has long argued that the sport lacksmoney and
is dangerously unstable, telling Cyclist two years ago, ‘ASO
need to share TV rights with the teams. It’s crazy that the
riders, who are themain actors in the theatre, don’t get
paid. They basically perform for free. I think it’s bullshit.’

While the latest football Premiership TV deal will rake
in £5.136 billion between 2016-2019, much of that flowing
into the clubs’ bank accounts, revenue from cycling’s TV
rights goes straight into the organiser’s pockets. According
to ASO’s website, more than 100 TV channels in 190
countries now broadcast the Tour de France with global
broadcasting rights for the Tour estimated at around €50
million (£39million) a year. Data from Bloomberg has
ASO’s reported revenue in 2013 as €179.9million and
a profit of €36.1 million.
Though Cookson tells us the reformswon’t threaten TV
rights, are ASO threatened by Velon’s increasing power?
In 2015, Velon ‘secured the first collective race deal of its
kind in cycling in the form of the three-year Abu Dhabi

Tinkovhasnoproblem
speakinghismind: ‘The
sport is in adire situation
and this developmentwill
onlymakemattersworse’

OPENORCLOSED:
THEBIGDEBATE
Different sports are run on different lines.
Which direction should cycling take?

America’smajor sports
include American football,
basketball, ice hockey and
baseball. Each of them
operates a ‘closed league’. This
means, bankruptcy aside, it’s
impossible to be promoted or
relegated. Instead, the same
teams play each other year
in, year out.

Take the National Football
League (NFL), recentlywon
by PeytonManning’s Denver
Broncos. The NFL is split into
eight leagues of four teams
(32 teams), depending on
their geographical position.
All four teams play the other
teams in their league home
and away, plus another 10
games against teams from the
other leagues. It’s complicated
exactlywhom they play, but
ultimately the 16-game league
format is followed by a 12-
team knockout format that
ends in the Superbowl.
And from there?

Well, not a lot. Like all
major American sports, their
number only increases in a
process called ‘expansion’,
guided not by performance
butmoneymaking potential.
(That’s alsowhy American
sport runs a franchisemodel,
andwhy the St Louis Rams
will become the LA Rams
for the 2016/17 season.)

Whereas American sport
is based on expansion and
relocation, European sport
tends to favour the ‘open
system’ of promotion and
relegation. For instance,
in English football, the
Championship and League
One promotes the top two
teams (plus onemore via
a play-off).

Similarly, a basic ‘open
system’ of two up from
ProConti level and two down
fromWorldTour level, based on
ranking points throughout the
season, is what ASO is after. P
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Tour partnership. The partnership includes a revenue
sharing joint interest in the race, delivering a significant
step change for the economics of the sport.’ The UCI has
made it clear that they’d like to open up the sport to new
markets, like the subcontinents. ‘We also have existing
races like the Tour of Turkey and Strade Bianche knocking
on the door to be aWorldTour race [both are currently
Hors Classe],’ says Cookson.

Is ASO concerned that an increase inWorldTour events
will seemore deals like Abu Dhabi, which could threaten
attendance of the best riders at ASO events, especially the
likes of Paris-Nice and the Dauphine, which clash with
Tirreno-Adriatico and Tour Suisse? Or is it that ASO is once
again wielding its power in a public show of strength?

‘Anyonewho’s been around in cycling for a long time
knows that disputes between certain race organisers
and the UCI are nothing new,’ says 36-year-old Tinkoff
rider Michael Rogers.

Past stand-offs
You only need to look back a decade for a flavour of what
Rogers is talking about. In 2005, after several incarnations
of a premier road-race series, the UCI decided to remodel
the existingWorld Cup into the ProTour. Then-president
Hein Verbruggen aimed to forge a league systemwhere the
top teamswould race all the top events. Unlike theWorld
Cup it replaced, which comprised key one-day races, the
new ProTour would also incorporate multi-stage events
including the three Grand Tours. This presented an issue
for the three organisers of these events whowanted total
control over who competed in their events.

Things reached a head in 2007 when ASO banned
ProTour newcomers Unibet.com from its races,
claiming that French gambling legislation blocked their
participation. The UCI, however, had already happily
accepted Unibet.com’s $23,985 ProTour registration
fee. A hastily agreed arrangement sawUnibet.com take
part in the first ASO race of the season – Paris-Nice – but
12months later Grand Tour organisers ASO, RCS and
Unipublic withdrew their races from the ProTour, meaning
the ProTour line-up reduced from 27 to just 16 races.

The Tour de France was held under the auspices of
the French Cycling Federation as a national event and
cracked down on teamswho’d tainted the sport. Hence,
ASO refused entry in 2008 to Astana because of Alexander
Vinokourov’s expulsion on the second day of the 2007
Tour for blood doping. It meant defending champion
Alberto Contador couldn’t defend his title. Eventually,
the dust settled, deals weremade and the current
WorldTour was created.

Withmuch pontificating between the UCI and ASO
– past, present and, we’re sure, in the future – it’s easy
to ignore what themain commodities, namely the
riders, think about the dispute.

‘It’s not healthy for the sport. I really hope that these
two big organisations sort a solution as it’s all about
cycling. Otherwise I see the future as a little bit dark,’
Etixx-Quick-Step’s TonyMartin tells us.

BMC’s Rohan Dennis says, ‘If the TdF is going HC
then the Giro shouldmove to July. It will possibly see
amassive growth in interest from riders…’

Michael Rogers has his own take on the battles raging
between organisers, riders and administrators: ‘I’m not
saying we all have to hold hands along the way – some
disagreement is good – but we have to get back to creating
opportunities and giving everyone a fair slice of the cake.
If the fight goes on and isn’t resolved, strikes will happen.

‘Ultimately, ASOwill probably have the biggest slice
of the cake and that’s right as they created the events. But
for anything to stay viable, everyonemust be able to cover
their costs and have a slice of the action.’

Cookson is at pains to point out that ASO shouldn’t
feel threatened, and even highlights how the recent
reformswill suit it more than the original proposals back
in 2013: ‘They came out around the time I was elected and
said that we should reduce the amount of racing days. That
would havemeant the Vuelta going down to twoweeks.
But after speaking to teams and organisers, there will
bemore racing days.’

Extra racing daysmeans extra costs, whichmeans
extra reason to increase the chances of teams gaining blue-
chip sponsors. But, as ASOwould argue, is this befitting
the open values of sport, where performance should be
rewarded? As it stands, ASO could feasibly turn against
all 11 teams of Velonwho support the reforms, refusing
to invite them to the 2017 Tour. But would it really not
invite the global broadcasters Sky or teams like Trek-
Segafredo and Etixx-Quick-Step, whose fanbases are
huge? If it doesn’t, it might at least increase the chances
of a Frenchwinner for the first time in 32 years.

So what happens next? Back to Cookson: ‘Our position
is clear andwe’ll talk to ASOwhenwe’re good and ready.
Clearly we havemonths ahead to discuss and debate.
Wewouldn’t want to go into 2017 without a solution
and there won’t be a war but wewon’t put a deadline
on it.’ Watch this space.
JamesWitts is currently in a power struggle with
his kids over priority use of the bathroom

‘I’mnot sayingweall have
toholdhandsalong the
way, butwehave toget
back togivingeveryone
a fair sliceof the cake’
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IMAGINE
THAT…
Theyofferanexcitingglimpse intoafantasticalcyclingfuture
–butconceptbikeshaveamorepracticalpurposethansimply
lettingdesignersrealise theirdreams

WordsSTUBOWERS IllustrationROBMILTON

T
ap ‘concept bikes cycling’ into Google and you
will be presentedwith a colourful patchwork
of extravagant designs, some of which are
barely recognisable as bicycles. The result of
unleashed creativity and futuristic materials,
they promise unparalleled levels of speed,

comfort and versatility. But in reality few of these projects
ever get further than the prototype stage, andmany of
the examples that adorn plinths at bike shows aren’t even
workingmodels. So, youmight ask,what’s the point? Aren’t
companies wasting a lot of time andmoney producing
something that no one will ever ride, never mind buy?

Canyon, however, is one brand that strongly believes in
themerits of its concept bikes, having developed several
highly innovative examples over the past 12 years. ‘In
normal circumstances our engineers are working at full
capacity on up to six projects at a time, and that leaves
little or no time to think out of the box for the future,’ says
Sebastian Jadczak, Canyon’s director of road development.
‘Making concept bikes opens up the time and resources to
work specifically on new ideas.’

Cannondale’s senior engineer, Chris Dodman, agrees:
‘While our daily jobs do involve thinking outside the box,
working on long-term projects such as concept bikes
pushes you to open the imaginationmuch further and
let go of many preconceptions.’

Most recently Dodmanwas working on
Cannondale’s CERV concept bike, which can
alter its geometry as you ride according to
whether you are climbing or descending. It’s
something he suggests is maybe 10 years away
from actual production.

‘This type of project is very stimulating
and releases many new ideas that often trickle
down to other products,’ Dodman says. ‘You
may not recognise the direct connection but
there is a good chance you are already riding
technologies that five or 10 years ago were
shown as concepts. Of course it takes discipline
to distil such radical thinking into a concept bike
that is stimulating to the rest of the world and
actually executable, and on top of that it has to
look stunning’

The trickle-down effect is a big part of the
justification for concept bike projects, and all of
the engineers and designers we spoke to agree
that if youwant a sneaky peak into the future,
then concept bikes hold a number of clues.

Future directions
‘For the Projekt MRSC Connected Concept road
bike in 2014, we collaborated with a GermanP



BMC IMPEC
Entirelymade in BMC’s Swiss lab, the
Impec’s bars, stem and saddle have been
completely integrated into its entirely
carbon,mostly single-sided structure,
whichwe’dwagerwould be incredibly
light and stiff (if it was actually rideable).
Electronic integration is a key aspect of the
design, with a smartphone dock in the bars
waiting to keep track of all your ride data.

Concept bikes b Tech

CANNONDALECERV
Cannondale’s Continuously Ergonomic
Race Vehicle (CERV) has single-sided
swing-arms for both front and rearwheels,
plus an entirely enclosed shaft-driven
transmission, but itsmain party piece is
less obvious to the eye. It has the capacity
to alter its geometry so the bar position
lowers andextends forward to give the rider
an aggressive aero tuck for descending, and
rises and comes back towards the rider for
amore powerful positionwith increased
leverage for the climbs.





While concept bikes
don’t tend to enter
production, many of the
ideas they throw up do.
‘More integration of
disc brakes into aero
frames is very likely,’
says BMC’s Thomas
McDaniel. ‘Long-term
the concept bike
definitely pays off’
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telecoms company for smartphone connectivity
andworked on an integrated electronically controlled
suspension solution,’ says Canyon’s Jadczak. ‘Currently we
don’t see things like this in the industry but I think it gives
the cycling public a useful insight into what could be in the
pipeline in the next five or six years.’

If youwant some proof just look back to 2006when
Canyon’s full-suspension concept road bike was themain
attention grabber at that year’s Eurobike trade show. The
following year in 2007 it was Canyon’s Speedmax aero
concept bike that was the sensation. Jadczak reminds
us that many of the features we saw on both of those
concept models are now used on production bikes.

BMC’s Impec concept bike, unveiled in 2014, also gave
the world a preview of some forward-thinking solutions
for integration of electronic components, as well as
aerodynamic solutions for an enclosed drivetrain and
disc brakes on a road bike. ‘The Impec concept bike

was there to address the direction we see things going
in,’ says BMC product manager ThomasMcDaniel. ‘When
we’re less concernedwith function thanwe are with form,
the designers get a bit more freedom to play with ideas.
Whenwe don’t have to worry about meeting the Shimano
brakemount standard or drivetrain standards, it allows
creative freedom. I think it’s energising to see what can
happenwhen you throw the rules out and let designers
and engineers really push the limits. It serves a really
cool purpose because this often leads to some of the
innovation we ride now. The point is to push the limits
of the industry, and that’s surely a good thing? People
forget that concept bikes are not about practicality, or
whether it’s rideable, or if it would work or not – that
defeats the whole purpose of it.

‘The Impec concept bike wasmeant to stretch the
imagination but there is also no reasonwhywewouldn’t
possibly see a bike like this in two to three years,’ he adds.
‘You go from toying aroundwith ideas on paper to rapid
prototyping and realising it three dimensionally, and that
really helps to progress things. The concept bike has done
that for us. Integration of electrification is something we
are seriously looking at today. So while it was a concept
bike and it looked and felt really futuristic, if you look at
each characteristic on its ownmerit you could possibly
see some of this in production in the next couple of years.
More integration of disc brakes into aero frames is very
likely. Long-term the concept bike definitely pays off.’

Over at Specialized, Robert Egger is officially creative
director, but his business card simply bears the title
‘Trouble Maker’. It’s indicative of his determination

‘It’s energising to see
what canhappen
whenyou throw
the rulesout and
let designers really
push the limits’
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to challenge the norms of the bike industry, which
he believes are too conservative. It could explain why he
decided to name his concept bike the Specialized fUCI.

‘It was an opportunity to poke some fun at the UCI,’
he tells Cyclist. ‘Not in amalicious way – it’s all in good
fun – but I wanted to light that fire under the industry
and say, “Hey, what if bikes looked like this, andwhat if
it did this?”We are all way too conservative. There are
lots of people that want to ride bikes who don’t follow
pro racing and don’t know anything about the UCI
rulebook, so wewanted to show them how great bikes
could be, andwe threw this out there to see what the
feedbackwas. Andwe have had somuch interest.
I believe that’s because it’s different.’

Egger also suggests the importance of this kind of
project for the development of the bikes you and I will
end up riding in the future, saying, ‘I’mworking on a bike
right now that is pulling a lot of those ideas out. For sure
it won’t be as radical as the fUCI bike, but I can take a lot
of the DNA from that bike and present something really
exciting. So the concept bikemay never see the light of

day in production, but pieces of those bikes, whether it’s
a frame shape or even just a colour or graphic, can be
elements that actually improve the production bikes.’

Like Canyon’s Jadczak, Egger also hints at integration
with ourmobile phones as a likely new direction: ‘Some
of the things you see on the concept bikes will come to
fruition. The big issue I see now is the integration of things
like your phone, with training andmapping plus other
apps and smart technology.We can possibly find ways
to get cyclists to better communicate with cars on the
road tomake them safer on a busy street. There are so
many new avenues that the cycling industry has never
let itself think about.’

Drawing the line
With the usual restrictions lifted, engineers could
be tempted to go wild with really outrageous designs,
but some constraints are still needed to give these
projects validity. Whenwe ask Cannondale’s Dodman
if ideas often get dismissed for being too crazy, he is
unequivocal: ‘Oh yes! Usually a couple a week in our

office. Ultimately what wemake has to be relevant
to our customers and provide real benefits.’

McDaniel points out that plans tomake the BMC
Impec single-sided – wheels and drivetrain attached to
just one side of the frame –were thrown out for being
too impractical. ‘That was just toomuch of a stretch of
the imagination,’ he says. ‘Some of the early sketches
were really radical, but you don’t want it to be too crazy.
Youwant people to be like, “Yeah, that’s an interesting
approach,” and not just dismiss it.’

Specialized’s Egger says, ‘When I do something
conceptually I want people to believe it. I want people
tomake that jump to be able to say, “Wow, that could
happen, right?” If I do something that people can’t
believe to be true, then that’s hard to digest so I try not
to leap too far, just far enough tomake them ponder on
it. It’s a fine line of course between something that’s
intriguing and still believable.

‘I was working onways to have the bike completely
illuminated,’ he adds. ‘People have started riding with
lights during the day tomake themselves more visible,
so I thought about making the whole frame light up. But
there wasn’t time to do that on the fUCI bike. In another
year or two I will be somewhere completely different.
Things are changing so fast.’

Join the club
If the benefits of concept bikes are so apparent, why are
there not manymore of them springing up? Dodman
is succinct: ‘They require significant resources and
a company committed to innovation at its core.’

Jadczak suggests it’s more amanpower issue, saying,
‘Concept cars are common in themotoring industry
because those companies often have big teams of
engineers and hugemarketing departments, but in
the bicycle industry it’s not the same. Quite often bike
brands are limited to only a single person inmarketing
and only a handful of engineers. But I do thinkwewill
start to seemanymore concept bikes in the future,
especially from the big brands.’

‘It’s not an easy thing to do,’ Egger adds. ‘Several
things have to fall into place. You need a leader in the
companywho is open to this kind of thing, but you also
need the facilities tomake it, and to get materials that
are not available to everybody, and of course you need an
engineer that wants to do it. You need some luck that the
idea you have is going to be fruitful. But it’s also having
an opportunity tomakemistakes. I have a whole shed
full of mistakes, but you have to try things. Sometimes
concept bikes work and sometimes they don’t.’

The ideas that work could very well find their way
onto the bike that will be sitting in your garage in five
years’ time. As for the ideas that don’t work?Well, they
still look amazing sitting on a plinth at bike shows.
Stu Bowers is creator of the ‘concept article’, full of
words that may find their way into themagazine
articles of the future

‘Thereare lots of
peoplewhodon’t
knowanythingabout
theUCI rulebook, so
wewanted to show
themhowgreat
bikes couldbe’
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CANYONECOSPEED
Canyon’s EcoSpeed, as the name suggests,
is all about going fast forminimal effort.
It’s aero in the extremewith system
integration at the heart of the project.
There’s barely a single fixture visible, giving
the impression it’s structure is created
almost as a single piece. It looks so sleek
in appearance it’s hardly noticeable that it
has front and rear suspension built in, plus
stashed away in the lower section is an
electricmotor powered by a hydrogen fuel
cell, with the possibility of around 500W
on tap to assist your pedalling efforts.

SPECIALIZED FUCI
Visually the Specialized fUCImakes
its design aims absolutely apparent:
speed and aerodynamic efficiency. The
motorcycle-style fairings and addition of
a concealedmotor (it was created as an
e-bike) are nods towards designer Robert
Egger’s passion for anything on two
wheels. Conventional wheel sizes have
been ditched in favour of a huge 33.3-inch
(84.5cm) rearwheel, and Egger claims
this bikewould cover 160km in three hours
(with a little help from themotor).

Concept bikes b Tech



Primavera
The first Monument of the year is also the
longest – a gruelling 296km fromMilan to
San Remo.Cyclist joins the sportive that puts
riders through the same pain as the pros
WordsCOLINO’BRIEN PhotographyHARRYENGELSLa
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car park on the periphery of
Milan isn’t themost impressive
location for the departure of
a bike race, but no one is too
bothered by the surroundings.
There’s a tense excitement in
the air andwe’re all on edge,
huddled onto a small starting
grid, squeezing brake levers
and trying not to look nervous,
wondering if we’ve brought
enough kit, if the weather will

be cruel or kind, and if we could possibly
have stuffed another snack or two into our
bulging jersey pockets.

The concern is not unwarranted, nor is the
eagerness to get going and escape the city. We
are, after all, staring down the barrel of a 296km
day and everyone present knows exactly what
they’re in for. The route is one of the best known
in cycling and the longest that the pro peloton
faces each season. It’s Milan-San Remo, La

Primavera, the Monument that trumpets the
arrival of spring each year. This is the racemost
coveted by sprinters and the one that the Italians
call La Classicissima, the Classic of Classics.

Originally conceived as a car race in 1906,
Milan-San Remo (or more correctly Milano-
Sanremo) was the perfect promotional exercise
for Eugenio Camillo Costamagna, the owner
of the new La Gazzetta dello Sport newspaper.
Colourful, dramatic events were a great way
to sell papers and so – like his counterparts
in France and Belgium – the buddingmedia
magnate dreamt up races such as the Giro
di Lombardia, the Giro d’Italia andMilan-
San Remo to give his journalists something
exciting to write about.

The first, motorised edition was a total
fiasco and only two cars made the distance. The
paper still needed publicity, however, and San
Remo, at the time one of continental Europe’s
most luxurious resort towns, was desperate to
grab the limelight in whatever way possible.

The pace is furious
from the start, although
the field starts to
spread out when the
road goes upwards
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So themayor and Costamagna conspired to
invent a bicycle race, inviting the best riders
from over the border in France, thus ensuring
some international exposure, creatingmore
enthusiasm among sports fans for the paper
and almost certainly promising an increase
in Gallic visitors for the seaside destination.

Lucien Petit-Breton pocketed a vast sum
for his victory in 1907. Through prizemoney
and a sponsor’s bonus from bikemanufacturer
Bianchi, the Frenchman earnedmore than 4,500
lire, at a timewhen two loaves of bread cost less
than one lire. Even after sharing his winnings
with his teammate Giovanni Gerbi – who
became known in Italy as the Red Devil after
he shoved the challenging Frenchman Gustave
Garrigou off his bike just before the finish – it
was still a fortune. Garrigou’s post-race protests
were ignored, mainly because the controversy
was good forGazzetta sales and the local fans
loved the fact that Gerbi was so devious.

The 11-hour battle fromMilan was a huge
success, both for the paper and the tourist board
in San Remo, which had been heavily publicised
in France thanks to the fact that one of their own
hadwon. AMonument was born.

The longest day
Even today, on a precision-engineered,
lightweight, aerodynamically profiled bike,
riding from the Lombardian capital to the
Ligurian coast is no easy task, but a century
ago it must have been torture. Despite this,
Costamagna had no problem finding willing
entrants. For the riders, often from dirt-
poor towns where the winner’s purse from a
professional bike race would equate to several
years’ hard labour, it was an easy choice to
make. Faced with hunger and destitution, a
gruelling slog on a bike probably didn’t sound
so bad considering youwere fed andwatered
andmight go homewith a small fortune.

What GranfondoMilan-San Remo
WhereMilan, Italy
Distance 296km
Elevation 2,038m
Next one 5th June 2016
Price from€60 (£45)
More informationmilano-sanremo.org

The details
How to ride a Classic

Theroute isoneof
thebestknownin
cyclingandthe
longest that the
propeloton faces
eachseason
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A lot has changed since the first race was
organised back in 1907, but it’s still intriguing
to think that today we’re doing it for fun.
Ordinarily this granfondo is organised later
in the season, avoiding the unpredictable
weather that so often afflicts the professional
event. Not today.

To allow for the summermadness of the
2015 Expo inMilan, when youwon’t be able
to get a hotel room for love normoney, this
edition has beenmoved to April. It’s a mixed
blessing.We’ve avoided the summer heat but
submitted ourselves to a day in the rain.

Luckily the pack of cyclists provides a
natural barrier to the weather. The fastest
riders sit on the front and drive our peloton
at impressive speed towards themountains
on the horizon, along the wide, fast roads
that cover the pan-flat plain of the Po Valley.
Granfondos in Italy are officially sanctioned
amateur races and as such are contested fiercely
by those fit enough. The frontrunners won’t
slow for the rest stops because they’ve all come
with their own support cars, so I won’t be able
to stay with them for long, but for now they’re
an invaluable asset. The first 100km passes in
what seems like an instant.

Milan-San Remo is regarded as a sprinter’s
race, but the route’s profile is nowhere near as
featureless as somewould have you believe.
Once we pass Alessandria, there’s a tangible
change in topography and the road begins to
work its way upwards towards the infamous
Passo del Turchino.

At only 591m at its tip, Turchino isn’t
anywhere near Italy’s great mountain passes in
terms of altitude or difficulty, but after 150km
of riding, andwith the same still to go, I feel its
bite. Only twice (in 2001 and 2002) has it been
left off the route for the pro race, so it will be a
familiar climb to racing fans. It’s no longer
as pivotal as it once was – until themid-20th
century, more than a third of the winners had
also been the first men over themountain – but
in the rain it’s still a challenge.

The temperature drops and the deluge
increases as we climb, and some huddle for
shelter at bus stops or in tunnels, hoping for

On such a long ride it’s
no surprise that the
weather is variable,
but the backdrop is

consistently picturesque

Someriders
huddleat
busstopsor
in tunnels,
hoping for
respite
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respite. On this side of the pass it’s unlikely
to come, so the smarter riders – those better
dressed for the conditions – push on.

In 1910, there was somuch snow that only
four of the 63 riders who began the race finished
it, and those whomade it only did so bywalking
with their bikes in hand. The winner, Eugène
Christophe, needed 12 and a half hours tomake
it to San Remo andmore than two years to
recover fully from the frostbite.

The ghost of that frozen Frenchman
disappears as we crest the route’s biggest climb
and begin the descent to Voltri. With the clouds
now at our backs, we plunge into the sunshine,
heading towards the coast and the boundless
blue canvas of the Ligurian Sea.

Heading west, this is perhaps the highlight
of the day. The weather is warming and the
landscape and seaside towns have taken on a
more summery feeling. Rolling along the cliff-
lined shore, our kit dries quickly. Armwarmers
andwind jackets come off andmost riders allow
themselves a smile. There’s still a long way to

ThePoggio
comesafter
nearly300km
ofracing. It is
for this reason
that theclimb
isboth famous
andfeared

go, but the worst is over. La Cittá dei Fiori
– the city of flowers, as San Remo is known
– doesn’t seem so far.

Getting lumpy
Rolling along the Italian Riviera, the LaManie
climb comes quickly before the Tre Capi (three
peaks) of CapoMele, Capo Cervo and Capo
Berta – and the coastal city of Imperia. Warm,
dry and almost utterly exhausted we reach the
Cipressa, one of the key climbs in the pro race.
At just shy of 6kmwith an average gradient of 4%
andmaximum of around 7%, the climb is not a
significant challenge to those of us able to tackle
it at a gentle pace, but for the pros this is where
the weak are separated from the strong and
many a rider’s race is decided.

The descent is a quick one and there’s little
time to admire the views, even thoughwe are
now surrounded by glistening sea and verdant
hills dotted by picturesque villages and the vast,
luminescent glass houses that are so important
tomuch of the local economy.
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What comes next needs little introduction.
Poggio is a small townwith a big reputation.
The eponymous climb is often the denouement
of Milan-San Remo, but by the timemost
amateurs reach its base there’s little spark
left for fireworks.

Taken out of context, the gentle slopes are
nothing to write home about, but as the final
bump on the parcours of one of our sport’s
truly great races it canmean everything. And
climbing it withmore than 280km in your legs,
rounding each familiar corner, forcing your way
up every sudden ramp, with all thememories
and history that the location evokes, is an
experience that every fan of professional road
racing should savour at least once in their lives.

When the pros are in town, the roadside is
lined with screaming fans, camper vans and
barbecues. There’s less enthusiasm for the
strung-out amateurs, but some friends and
family have turned out to cheer their own on and
as we climb there’s even a van ahead of us on the
road, filled with smiling supporters being led in

Previously rotten
weather improves as
we reach the coast,

which presents a new
problem: the heat

chants by a particularly eager – almost certainly
inebriated – chapwith a loud speaker hanging
out the window and shouting in Italian.

‘Come on! You’re nearly there! The others
can’t match you – this will be your greatest
achievement! You’re a hero!’ One of the Italian
riders in our little group shakes his head before
looking aroundwith an apologetic smile.

Added to the route in 1960 to providemore
excitement, the Poggio has been a star feature
of Milan-San Remo ever since. Compared to the
punishingmountain passes that epitomise the
Giro d’Italia, the Via Duca d’Aosta isn’t exactly
daunting. Averaging around a 4% gradient
compared to, say, Monte Zoncolan, which is
more like 12%, the Poggio is neither as steep as
many of Italy’s roads nor as rough and remote.
The nature of its challenge lies primarily in the
not-insignificant fact that it comes after almost
300km of racing. It is for this that the Poggio is
both famous and feared.

A ramp off themain road into the town
signals the beginning of the end, and leads us up
and over the race’s final obstacle. The pros hit
the ascent at full speed, and it usually looks as if
they don’t slow down until finish line. Probably
because they don’t. We ascend at a gentler pace
to a soundtrack of groans and heavy breathing.
It’s been a long day, but we’re almost there.

The final push
The gentle, narrow climb up the Poggio is the
perfect end to a granfondo – hard enough to test
my limits after somany kilometres, but easy
enough compared to what’s gone before that
I can feel my confidence rising.We’re now
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close enough to the end to ensure that even
themost overcooked rider can hang on for the
finish line. Tackling it at pace requires rhythm
and good racing lines, and seeing up close the
speedwith which the pro peloton climbs it every
March beggars belief, but we can –must – take
it easier, savour the final stretch, reflect on an
enormous day in the saddle, recall favourite
moments of races past, indulge in a daydream.

Thoughts turn to Gianni Bugno, the quickest-
ever winner, and to Sean Kelly, whose victory
in 1992 was surely themost exciting. I now
havemore sympathy for the riders of old, such
as Luigi Ganna in 1910, who hitchhikedwhen
it snowed. And I wonder in disbelief at the fact
that Costante Girardengo and EddyMerckx both
won somany times, 13 between them, coming
back each year for more punishment.

There’s an undeniable sense of
accomplishment cresting the Poggio, turning
past the Monte Calvo cafe and into the tight
corkscrew bend that marks the beginning of
the end, launchingme into the lightening-
quick downhill dash towards the centre of San
Remo, with its Belle Époque villas, whitewashed
casino and palm-tree lined thoroughfares.

It’s not a ride I’d want to do every day, but
it is something that every rider should do at
some point in their life.
Colin O’Brien is a freelance journalist who is
now thankful to have theMilan-San Remo
ticked off his bucket list

We’renowcloseenoughto theendto
ensure thateventhemostovercooked
ridercanhangonfor thefinish line

Howwedid it
TRAVEL
The granfondo starts inMilan in northern
Italy, which is easily accessible from all
major UK airports. MilanMalpensa or
Linate airports both offer easy access,
and Bergamo airport is serviceable, but
is amuch longer trip into the city. From
San Remo, the nearest airport is Nice,
over the border in France.

TRANSFERS
Of course, after the event youwill find
yourself rather a longway fromyour
starting point, so youwill need to arrange
a transfer for your luggage. NyalaWonder
Travel (nyalatravel.com )will arrange
a package that takes care of luggage
transportation to San Remo or return
travel toMilan after the event, and this
is available as part of the package sold
by organisers. Formore details see
milano-sanremo.org.

ENTRY
Entrants of all abilities arewelcome at
the GranfondoMilan-San Remo but, as
an official amateur race, riderswill need a
federation licence or a recent competitive
sportsmedical certificate (plus a fee of
€20) to obtain a day pass. Entry costs
between €60 and €70, depending on
grid position.

]

Is that a grimace or
a smile? Either way
Milan-San Remo is
a tough yet hugely

satisfying granfondo
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Each a little bit out of the ordinary

W
hen it comes
to bicycles,
many people
stick to
convention,

favouring themassmarket over
the unique and quirky. Perhaps,
though, we’re poorer for it.

For instance, if modern
carbon is ‘best’ it would be easy
to overlook the ColnagoMaster
X-Light with its crimped steel
tubes, sumptuous paint and
decades of history. Equally, if you
focus only on the big brands, you
might miss out on the elaborate
design and thrilling ride of the
custom Italian Formigli. And a
stoic allegiance to tarmac would
mean a rider might pass up the
opportunity to explore new
territory on a bike such as
the Cannondale Slate.

So for a slightly different
perspective on road bikes,
read on…
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Colnago
MasterX-Light
It’s been a classic ever since it arrived in the 1980s, and the
Master can still hold its ownagainst the flashynewcomers

Words JORDANGIBBONS

etween them, EddyMerckx and Giuseppe
Saronni won 719 races from 1965 to 1988, and
the bulk of those victories were aboard a steel
Colnago. Ernesto Colnago first designed the

Master frame in 1982 as a replacement for the Mexico,
whichwas named after EddyMerckx’s successful Hour
record inMexico city. Over the course of 17 years in the
pro peloton, the Master was ridden to hundreds of wins,
and there are few bikes that have such a palmarès.

TheMaster frame is most famous for its crimped
tubeset, although its introduction was less than
straightforward. Early Colnagos had regular round
tubing but some of the professional riders complained
it was not stiff enough, so Ernesto Colnago set about
designing a new, stiffer tubeset with the help of Italian
steel masters Columbus.

‘Making the first Master was a nervousmoment,’
says Colnago. ‘We took the same tubes wewere using
for the Mexico and crimped them.’

Antonio Colombo, son of Angelo who founded the
Italian tubing company, wanted nothing to dowith
the crimping, as he was concerned it may compromise
the integrity of his round tubing, so Colnago went to
Antonio’s brother Gilberto instead. The crimping was
a success and the innovation has carried on throughout
the Colnago range, right up to the current carbon C60.

With the introduction of aluminium frames, the steel
Master disappeared from the peloton, but it has remained
a constant in the Colnago catalogue ever since. Despite
staying true to the spirit of the original design, the Master
frame has been steadily upgraded over the years – the
latest big revision being themove to Deda DT15V steel
when it officially became theMaster X-Light in 2000.

Old dog, new tricks
The ColnagoMaster first arrived in the Cyclist office
on the holiest of days – the day we go to press. On ‘press
day’ every second is precious, but nevertheless all work

BTHE SPEC
Model
Colnago Master X-Light

Groupset
Campagnolo Super Record

Deviations None

Wheels
Handbuilt Ambrosio
Excellence ‘China Blue’ rims
on Campagnolo Record hubs

Finishing kit
Ritchey Classic bars,
Ritchey Classic C220 stem,
Ritchey Classic seatpost,
Selle San Marco Concor
Light saddle

Weight
8.10kg (size 53cm)

Price
£1,799 frameset, £4,358
approx complete build

Contact
windwave.co.uk
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CRIMPED TUBES
The Master’s crimped tubes
were inspired by a piece
of architecture Ernesto
Colnago saw at theWaldorf
Astoria hotel in New York.
The crimping process
reduces the internal
diameter, so the tubing
has grown in size over
the years to increase
the stiffness.
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Underneath the
prettypaint and

shimmering
chrome lives a

true racingbike

came to a halt while the framewas removed from its
box and gently released from its bubble wrapping.We all
gazed in peaceful wonder at its elegant beauty. Then the
arguments started: how do you best build up a bike that
is both brand new and yet nearly 40 years old?

It had to be Campagnolo, that was obvious (anything
else would likely be an affront to its Italian heritage), but
which groupset exactly? A traditional nine-speed Record
perhaps? No, the frame is brand new, not vintage, so it
needs a brand new groupset. Athena then, which is a
modern groupset but comes with a retro-polished alloy
finish? Not that either. TheMaster is a top-tier frame,
so it needs a top-tier groupset. After a heated debate
we settled on Super Record. The finishing kit had to
be polishedmetal but modern, whichmeant Ritchey
Classic was the obvious option. It’s worth noting that
the Master still uses a 1-inch unthreaded steerer, so
anymodern stems have to be shimmed to fit.

When it came to choosing wheels, Ambrosio recently
reissued its China Blue Excellence rims from the same
period as the original Master, so we built those onto
Record hubs to finish the bike. Andwhat a beauty it is.
It may sound daft to spend somuch time considering
each individual component, but that is part of the
pleasure of a frame like this. With all the effort that has
gone into refining it over the years, knocking it together
with any old parts would be an insult.

TheMaster is still handmade in Italy and the
quality really shines through. The lug work is
absolutely immaculate and the art decor scheme is
truly something to behold. I don’t think I will ever

WHEEL RIMS
Ambrosio has been
producing rims in Italy
since 1932 and the ‘China
Blue’ has been reissued
in celebration of this.
The Excellence rim has
a counterweight fitted
at the valve hole to offset
the weight of the rim’s
welded join opposite.

tire of seeing the hand-painted rider on the top tube,
and it seems nor will anyone else.

I have the pleasure of riding around on nice bikes a
lot, but I’ve only been asked about what I’m riding twice.
I was stopped four times on the first ride of the Master
andmobbed onmy regular cafe ride.

It could be said that the cafe ride is the Master’s
true stomping ground. However, it would be amistake
to dismiss the Master as just a posing tool, because
underneath the pretty paint and shimmering chrome
lives a true racing bike. The geometry is classic Italian
(73° head tube, 74° seat tube), so it rides and descends
without any stumbles, hiccups or quirks. The handling
is textbook in almost every way. The surefooted ride these
bikes are famous for is a feeling that manymanufacturers
have sought to replicate withmodern carbon frames.P
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Aword of warning about the frame sizing, though
– theMaster is a traditional frame, so unlike amodern
compact frame the top tube is long and the head tube
is tiny (just 108mm on this 53cmmodel). Combined
with the relatively deep drop and traditional bend of the
Ritchey handlebars, the position is decidedly long
and low, and certainly won’t suit everyone.

Considering its skinny tubing, the bike is surprisingly
stiff. It’s not close to an oversized carbon frame but I
never felt like I was riding a soggy noodle either. It might
shed the oddwatt compared to amodern carbon frame,
but it makes up for it tenfold in souplesse, and provides
an easy excuse when you’re last to the top of a hill.

TheMaster is also light for a steel bike. The 53cm frame
weighs 1.6kg,which sounds a lot by today’s standards, but
the full build here is only 8.1kg. Opting for themodern
Master rather than an original also saves any headaches
aroundwheel spacing as it can comfortably accommodate
modern 130mm axle wheels and 25mm tyres.

For me, the starkest difference in performance
compared to amodern bike came from the wheels,
which don’t accelerate anywhere near as a quickly as
lightweight carbonwheels. Once up to speed, though,
they hold it well, with the Cult ceramic bearings in
the Record hubs spinning alongwillingly. I never felt like
I was sacrificing the ride performance just for looks.

If you’re considering a classic bike like the Master,
youmay be thinking about saving it for the finest days.
Perhaps youwould display it above the fireplace and
rarely risk soiling its pristine looks, but to do so would
miss out on one of the best things about it – the uplifting
feeling you get when you swing a leg over the top tube.

Despite themiserable, drab, grey winter surrounding
mewhen I was on theMaster, going out for a ride was
never a chore because wherever I went there was always
a beautiful view. It was right there beneathme.

When the Master was first launched most
bikes had five-speed groupsets and the
hubs were narrower. Those groupsets
were not indexed either, so cable routing
on old frames can be troublesomewhen
used with modern equipment. The Master
X-Light has been updated to meet the latest
standards, which means it’s compatible
with all the latest groupsets – making it
perfect for those who yearn for something
classic but without the associated
mechanical headaches.

The detailP
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HEAD TUBE
Colnago has decided to
continue with a slim head
tube to maintain the classic
aesthetics. This leads to the
fork being something of an
oddity – neither threaded
(as was the standard in
the 1980s) nor 1 1/8-inch
(the current standard).

It’s surprisingly light
for a steel bike. The
53cmframeweighs
1.6kg, but the full
build is only8.1kg
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Cannondale
Slate
TheSlate created quite a stormwhen the first
pictures of itwere leaked, butwhat’s it for?

WordsSTUBOWERS

ver the years, Cannondale has takenmore
of a lead-not-follow approach to its designs.
As a result it now has technology at its
disposal, such as its single-legged Lefty

suspension fork, that it can use on interesting projects
such as the Slate. It’s certainly distinctive, whichmakes
it difficult to categorise. Is it a road bike, a mountain
bike, or is it that latest of cycling trends – a gravel bike?

Influenced heavily by the USmarket, the concept of
the ‘gravel bike’ arrived in the UK recently, and brands
have scrambled to add one to their portfolio. Opinions on
this classification remain divided. In a country such as
the United States where dirt roads are common, there’s a
justifiable need for a road-style bike that has capabilities
beyond tarmac. In the UK, and indeedmuch of Europe,
the need is far less. Furthermore, the clear similarities
between these gravel machines and cyclocross bikes have
many people scratching their heads about whether the
small differences warrant a separate class.

Cannondale’s David Devine, a key engineer working
on the Slate project, says, ‘Our industry does like its
segmentation, but with the Slate I definitely would not
say we set out tomake a gravel bike.

‘We set out tomake a road bike that was just more
fun,’ he adds. ‘If wemade a gravel bike, its geometry
wouldmost likely be less aggressive, with a taller front
end and shorter reach. But what you really want is a bike
that rides like a road bikemost of the time, but can also
handle itself off road and in the gravel. That’s what the
Slate is about. It might have a suspension fork andwide
tyres but it is a road bike at heart.’

Identity crisis
In response to the countless questions I received
from curious companions while out riding the Slate:
it’s not a gravel bike. Nor a cyclocross bike. Neither is
it a road bike built for the cobblestones of the Spring
Classics (so don’t expect to see it used by race teams

OTHE SPEC
Model
Cannondale Slate

Groupset
Shimano Ultegra

Deviations
Shimano R685 shifters
and BR805/785 hydraulic
disc callipers, Cannondale
Hollowgram Si cranks
with SpideRing

Wheels
Slate 650b alloy disc

Finishing kit
Cannondale C2 alloy
bars, Cannondale C1 alloy
stem, Cannondale C1 alloy
seatpost, Fabric Scoop
Radius saddle

Weight 9.6kg (large)

Price £2,800

Contact
cyclingsportsgroup.co.uk
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HEAD TUBE
The industrial-looking
mounting for the Lefty fork
gives the Slate’s head tube
an unmistakable aesthetic
and is a far cry from road
bikes as we currently
know them.

CANNONDALE bBikes
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there). Instead, think of the Slate more as a road bike
that you can take practically anywhere.

That’s exactly thementality I set out with to test the
Slate, and it’s fair to say I had a lot of fun. I had rather
more punctures than I would have liked (the fault of
flimsy tyres), but I always came home grinning.

I’d be the first to agree that the Slate does look a
little more like an off-roadmachine than a road bike
at first glance, and it’s a boldmove by Cannondale to
try to combine these twoworlds. But look beyond any
preconceptions caused by its wide tyres and Lefty, single-
sided suspension fork, and you’ll find geometry that’s
surprisingly road bike-esque.

Compared to Cannondale’s own pro-level race
bike, the SuperSix Evo, only a slacker head tube angle
(1.5° less) and the resultingmarginally increased
wheelbase stand out. It also has a slightly higher bottom
bracket, to give you a bit more pedal clearance on the
rough stuff. Otherwise it’s very similar, and the result
is that it feels and reacts more like a road bike than
expected. Its weight of 9.6kgmeans it doesn’t have the

pick-up of a race-level road bike, but once up to speed
the 650bwheels roll well. Theymay be slightly smaller
than normal, but paired with a bulbous set of 42mm
tyres the overall circumference works out practically the
same as a standard 700c wheel with 23mm tyres. It just
takes a little more effort than usual to get them going.

The bigger tyres emit a constant hum, suggesting
further speed-sapping drag, but despite that I was
pleasantly surprised by howmuch like a road bike the
Slate felt. I was still able to achieve a decent road position,
and I certainly didn’t feel out of place in the chaingang
line. Its portliness holds it back on the climbs, but the
trade-off is on downhills, where it displays superbly
assured handling.

Go anywhere
I found tomy further surprise I was able to ride for the
majority of the timewith the front suspension setting
on ‘active’, as the Lefty fork has zero sag. That is, the
fork doesn’t compress into its travel when you sit on
the bike, as amountain bike suspension systemwould,

P

Its portlinessholds it backon
the climbs, but the trade-off
is downhill,where it displays
superbly assuredhandling

SINGLE SIDED FORK
Intuitively, two fork legs
might seem better than
one, but Cannondale’s
Lefty single-sided fork
has more than proved its
worth in its mountain bike
range and has been raced
at the highest level.
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so it doesn’t bob andwallow as you ride out of the
saddle, or dive under braking. It seems Cannondale has
struck a good balance here to soften the blows of rough
terrain without any discernable loss of performance.
Only during full-on sprinting or steep climbing was it
preferable to flick the fork back to ‘locked’, achieved by
a simple press of the knurled top cap. I was impressed
by howwell just 30mm of suspension travel helped
to soften the ride when heading off the beaten track
or hitting potholes.

I would say the Slate seems prone to catching a bit
more crosswind than a standard road bike, but not
enough to be of any real consequence. A bigger concern

was that onmore than one occasion while standing to
tackle a steep gradient I clippedmy knee on the back
of the topmount of the Lefty with enough force to
nudge the steering and swerve a little. I foundmyself
consciously making a slight adjustment tomy riding
style when I knew there was a risk of ‘knee-strike’.
Once I had the hang of it, it ceased to be a problem.

One of the great things about riding the Slate was
having the opportunity to link up road sections with
bridleways and gravel paths, of which there aremany
inmy home region near the New Forest. Which brings
me back to that question of ‘What’s it for?’ I’d say it’s
best to ignore fixed ideas of cycling categories, and
just remember the reasons whywe love to ride bikes
in the first place: the simple enjoyment of getting
into the great outdoors and riding wherever you
like, just because you can.

If that’s the way you think about cycling, then
maybe the Slate is the right bike for you.

The detail

P
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The knurled, anodised cap sitting on top
of the Lefty fork controls the rebound
damping of the suspension with a simple
twist of its outer dial. It also allows the
rider to completely lock the fork out. The
dial is positioned close to the bars within
easy reach of your fingertips, meaning the
modes can be switched in a second. A simple
press is all it takes to activate the 30mm
of available suspension travel, or to switch
back to lock-out mode. Just be aware of
the intrusion of the fork into a space that
your left knee maywish to occupy on the
odd occasion when you’re climbing a steep
gradient out of the saddle.

Ignorefixed ideas of cycling
categories and rememberwhy
weridebikes in thefirst place

DISC BRAKES
The flat-mount design
allows the rear Shimano
disc brake calliper to almost
disappear from view, tucked
neatly in the rear triangle.
The 140mm rotor also helps
to keep the disc brake less
visually intrusive than
standard 160mm rotors.
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Bianchi collaborated with Materials Sciences Corporation to develop our innovative and exclusive
application of the patented Countervail® integrated vibration cancelling system for cycling. The
result is the new Bianchi Infinito CV. Scientific studies prove that long term exposure to vibration,
typically absorbed by the rider, causes muscle fatigue and discomfort, resulting in reduced
performance.

BIANCHI’S INVENTION TO CANCEL VIBRATION

Traditional passive damping of the frame using superficial rubber inserts and isolators are only
marginally effective compared to the integrated carbon Countervail® system developed by Bianchi
and proven in the extreme conditions of NASA aerospace operations.With its patented carbon fiber
architecture and viscoelastic material, Countervail® carbon material, embedded within our unique
Infinito CV carbon lay-up, immediately cancels vibration while increasing the stiffness and strength
of the entire frame.

INTEGRATED SYSTEM PROVEN IN NASA
AEROSPACE OPERATIONS
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BIANCHI FRAME WITH COUNTERVAIL®
IMMEDIATELY CANCELS VIBRATION 80%

INCREASED
VIBRATION

CANCELLING
CAPACITY

Maximized ride control and handling under normal to extreme vibration loads
Reduced muscle fatigue and increased energy savings in distance rides
Increased rigidity and peak power output over long distances

ADVANTAGES



FormigliOne
TheOnepushes the boundaries of
taste asmuch as it does performance

Words JAMESSPENDER

ccording tomy once lorry-driving uncle
(who used to deliver everything fromwater
purifiers to Romanian orphanages, to
knickers to Ukrainian ladies) there’s a saying

among long-haul drivers: ‘I’d rather be homeless than
chromeless’. In other words, truckers would gladly forgo
a roof over their heads if it meant having a sparkling,
chromed truck cab. It’s a phrase you’ll hear in the
motorbike world as well, and now one that I think
is applicable in the land of bicycles thanks to the
gleaming, horrendously expensive Formigli One.

Make nomistake, the One is made from carbon not
metal, but the paint effect is mock-chromewith orange
fluoro flashes that would put the 2012 McLarenMP4-27
F1 car to shame. But unlike that car, which Jenson Button
described as the worst McLaren he’d ever driven, this
beast from Formigli is every bit as formidable as it
looks. Even if those looks aremore polarising than
an ice-skating walrus.

Renzo Formigli (pronounced form-ee-lee) has been
building frames since the early 1990s, having been
tutored by Cino Cinelli, he of the ground-breaking Cinelli
Laser and perennially popular Mash track bike. Formigli
produced his first steel frame at just 21, but now in his
late forties he has fully embraced carbon fibre, albeit in a
doggedly patriotic fashion as behoves any Italianmaster.

Fully formed
‘All my frames are custom fit andmade by us in Italy,’
Formigli says. ‘In the early years of carbon fibre I would
buy the tubes, but in recent years I have transitioned to
designing our tubes with CAD, producingmoulds and
making our own tubes. I confess that makesme proud.’

Formigli and his four employees produce just 300
frames a year from their workshop in Florence. ‘Less
thanmanymass-manufacturers produce in a day,’ he
says. On the one hand this artisan approach is a familiar
one, but tomy knowledge there are not many Italian

ATHE SPEC
Model
Formigli The One

Groupset
Campagnolo Super Record

Deviations
None

Wheels
Vittoria Qurano 46 tubular

Finishing Kit
Deda 35 carbon bars/alloy
stem, Formigli carbon
seatpost, Fizik Airone
CX carbon saddle

Weight
7.32kg (56cm)

Price
£4,400 frameset only
in custom silver, approx
£8,500 as tested

Contact
lebeauvelo.co.uk
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SEAT TUBE
Whatever you think about
the One, you can’t deny
it won’t turn a few heads,
and the ‘aero’ scoop on the
seat tube is the epitome of
that flamboyance: huge,
outlandishly curvy, signed
by its maker, and not,
perhaps, as necessary
as you might think.

FORMIGLI bBikes
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craftsmenwho design and tool their ownmoulds
to create carbon fibre tubing in-house. Cipollini, also
operating out of Florence, is one, and so too Sarto, in
Venice, but these companies are producing bikes in
their thousands, not hundreds. Undoubtedly Formigli’s
low-output approach has higher overheads than an Asian
factory producing hundreds of thousands of bikes per
year. The cost of creating amould for a single tube runs
into thousands of pounds, withmaterials and labour on
top of that, which helps to explain the cost of the One.

However, as a consumer there’s little solace in
knowingwhat you’re buying is incredibly expensive
just because of a chosen business model. How a bicycle
rides – and looks – is surely the definition of value, so at
£4,000 for a ‘standard’ painted frame (this chrome effect
adds another £400), the One had better be good. And it is.

Damn good
A cursory glance over the One’s framewill tell you it’s
stiff. The bottom bracket junction is oversized to the
power of gargantuan, while Michelangelo could paint
a fresco on the side of the head tube, which houses a
1.25in top bearing and 1.5in bottom (as opposed the
more common 1.125in top and 1.25in bottom). Add to
that the compact rear triangle, and the One is a veritable
cathedral to stiffness. And that’s even before you hear
Formigli’s philosophy: ‘A racer drives a lot of power
into the frame, so we knowmany racing frames are not
light because theymust possess qualities of torsional
rigidity. Every frame I build was born to race.’

In other words, light weight is secondary to stiffness
in the One, which explains why a framewill weigh
around 1.1kg depending on size, andwhy this build is
7.32kg despite featuring a Super Record groupset, which
is the second lightest in class after Sram Red, and Vittoria
Qurano 46 tubular wheels, weighing a claimed 1,298g.

For those who expect an £8,500 bike to at least hit
the UCI limit of 6.8kg, that will be half a kilo toomuch,
but I couldn’t have cared less. The One flew. And
it did so in an exceptionally comfortable fashion.

According to Formigli, the physics is simple:more
carbon fibremeansmore ‘stuff’ to disperse road
vibrations, dissipating shocks before they reach the rider.
Put that extra carbon fibre in areaswhere it’s needed for
rigidity and you end upwith not only a stiffer frame but

P

amore comfortable one, too.Whether or not this holds
up in theory, in practice theOnewas bewitching.

Owing to its cavernous tubes the One produces a
deep-throated rumble along all but the smoothest of
roads, a sound that creates the sensation of speed and
performance. This meant that even before I wound it up
I was expecting big things, and I was royally satisfied.
It requiredminimal effort to chuck the One from side-
to-side during accelerations, and the time it took to
turn those accelerations into all-out sprints was short,
testament to how stiff the frame is. But it’s not too stiff.

An excess of stiffness in a frame can result in a skittish
feel and nervy cornering. The reason being, as I was
recently told by an eminent framebuilder from Seven
Cycles, is that you need some flex, both vertically and
torsionally, to help keepwheels in contact with the road.
Vertical givemeans that not only will a bike bemore

SPACE SAVER
The seat tube is so wide that
Formigli has had to sculpt
it back to accommodate
the front mech. It’s a neat
enough solution, and
probably the only time
you’ll see a Super Record
front mech presented as
though it’s an exhibit in
a tiny carbon museum.

Evenbefore Iwound it up
Iwas expectingbig things,
and Iwas royally satisfied
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comfortable but it will roll quicker, as the flex helps
prevent energy loss through deflection (the bike going
up and down as well as forwards). Likewise, some flex
in the diagonal plane allows the wheels tomakeminute
up and downmovements to track the roadwhen the
bike is leant over in corners, making for more stable,
accurate handling. The One, then, dealt a perfect hand
in this department, stiff enough to channel watts
efficiently, compliant enough to keep the bike smooth.

Hey, good lookin’
If the One has a chink in its armour, it’s how it looks.
Despite that big scoop in the seat tube shielding the
rear wheel, ‘it is not correct to attribute aerodynamic
qualities to a frame,’ Formigli says. ‘Almost all drag
is caused by the rider and the wheels and tyres. The
many so-called aero tests are for marketing purposes.’
Which is interesting, because I think the back end of
the bike gives the One its divisive aesthetic quality, and
yet Formigli suggests it doesn’t need to be like that.

Then there are the logos, which one colleague on
Cyclist delightedly points out come in four different
typefaces. However, I still find something alluring about
the One’s appearance. I could never call it beautiful, but
its ostentatious naturemakes it enjoyable to look at.

Maybe that says more about my lack of taste but, just
like a Pagani Zonda versus an AstonMartin DB10, the
One’s looksmark it out from the crowd in a way that
certain well-heeled customers desire. But theymay
only be a select few, which is why, besides themoney,
the One is not going to be the bike for everyone. And
that’s a shame, because if you could only ride it, not see
it, I’d bet there’s not a cyclist alive that wouldn’t give
their back cassette teeth to own one.

‘Every Formigli frame is built from the fork
first,’ says Renzo Formigli. ‘By building
the frame starting from the fork, I give
my frames ideal stability and correct
weight distribution.’

Now, that might sound a bit woolly,
but what Formigli is getting at is howmuch
a fork and its angle and rake, which leads
to trail, affects handling. Less trail creates
snappier handling and a shorter wheelbase,
ideal for crits but less so for long days in the
saddle or descending. A longer trail does
the opposite, providing less responsive
handling that becomes more predictable at
speed, together with a longer, more stable
wheelbase. Formigli has built the One to
be a racer’s bike, and in doing so has erred
towards quick but not snappy handling
paired with all-round stability, particularly
in corners. A very happy blend indeed.

The detail
P

BOTTOM BRACKET
The tubing on the One
is sized to the maximum,
making even the oversized
PF86.5mm bottom bracket
and chunky Super Record
crank look diminutive. But
it turns this to its favour
– the One is stiff, yet also
surprisingly comfortable.
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rends in wheels are a little like trends in
fashion – sooner or later everyone ends
up doing the same thing. At themoment,
tubeless-ready rims are a hot topic, andmany

brands are opting for the blunt U-shaped rim profile
championed by the likes of Zipp and Enve.With that in
mind, the Hunt 55 Carbons are no doubt trendy, but look
closer and these wheels boast some serious innovation.

‘Pretty much all mountain bike carbonwheels are
hookless,’ says Hunt founder TomMarchment. ‘It’s the
accepted way you do it, and I think the waywe think
about it for road will change over time.’

A hookless design is one where the lip of the rimwall
has no inward hook to hold the bead of the tyre, instead
being completely flat. What’s more, the lip is shorter
than youwould expect to see with clincher wheels. This
means it’s easier for a punctured tyre to be changed, but
alsomeans there is less material securing it in place. It
inevitably leads to anxiety over the tyre coming off the
rim, but Hunt insists there is nothing to worry about.

‘We test this stuff pretty comprehensively andwe push
the wheels pretty hard,’ Marchment says. ‘I descended
the hairpins of the Lacets de Montvernier [the incredibly
twisty road that featured in last year’s Tour de France]
on these wheels, and I’m currently the fourth fastest
on Strava, so they can take a hard corner.’

Hunt55
Carbon
WideAero
Hunt’s latest carbon clinchers are
not just tubeless, they’re hookless

T

THE DETAILS
Weight
1,540g (700g front,
840g rear)

Rim depth
55mm

Rimwidth
External 26mm

Spoke count
20 front, 24 rear

Price
£1,099

Contact
huntbikewheels.com

WordsPETERSTUART
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As for weight, at 1,540g for the pair they fall almost
exactly between the Bontrager Aeolus 5 and the Zipp 404.
In terms of stiffness, they proved to be both responsive
and direct in transferring power, and the rear wheel
showedminimal flex while sprinting.

Then there’s themain attraction – tubeless tyre
compatibility. Beyond all the puncture-resistive benefits
of the tyres, which can self-seal small punctures, the
main appeal of tubeless tyres for me is the ride quality.
With no inner tube, the tyres feel more supple and
responsive. They ridemore like tubular tyres, creating
an almost gliding sensation.

Schwalbe claims it’s a measurable five watts less effort
to turn the wheels at 30kmh than the standard clincher
alternative. Hunt, with its wide rim design, promises
further gains by creating a wider contact patch – the
wide basemeans the Schwalbe Pro One Tubeless tyres
that comewith the wheels actually measure 29mmwide
despite having a claimed profile of only 25mm.

At £1,099 for the pair, I think these wheels represent
impressive value when compared tomany other brands
at the same level, especially as included in that price are
tubeless tyres, a cassette spacer for 10-speed cassettes,
spare spokes, brake pads and a handsome set of quick-
release skewers.

Many names appear and disappear in the wheel
market, often struggling to compete with the giants of
the industry. Yet Hunt, despite its relatively tiny scale,
has produced a wheel that not only punches well above
its weight, but could prove to be a trendsetter.

In terms of more empirical safety standards, Hunt has
pumped the tyres with high-pressure water to test the
point at which the tyre is forced off the rim. ‘We inflate
the tyre with water up to very high pressures to see if we
can unseat the tyre. I thinkwe got to 220psi and then
actually what happens is that the tyres fail, not the rim.’

While the lack of a bead hookmay seem unsettling,
the benefits are substantial. Changing tyres on tubeless
rims is notoriously difficult, and Hunt’s lower-profile
rimwall makes this much easier. It also saves a small
amount of weight, but most importantly it actually
makes the rimmore resistant to heavy braking forces.

Steady as they roll
Having a shorter lip on the rimwall means the braking
surface sits at the same level as the rim bed. So when the
brake pads push against the rim, the forces are resisted by
a horizontal section of carbon rather than a potentially
flimsy clincher rimwall. In an attempt to further improve
braking, Hunt has produced its own brake pads.

‘You’re always braking on resin, not carbon, so it’s
important to have the right compound in the brake pad
to create the friction,’ Marchment says. Hence Hunt
has developed its own compound in conjunction with
padmanufacturer Brakco. In practice, the pads bite
purposefully, and although the 55 Carbons don’t brake
with the power of an aluminium rim or disc brake,
there’s plenty of control andmodulation on offer.

These wheels aren’t only notable for their ability
to stop – they’re pretty goodwhen they get going too.
Aerodynamically they aren’t class-leading because
Hunt doesn’t have resources for extensive wind-tunnel
testing, but when I tested the 55 Carbons on a Cervélo S5,
I felt they were not significantly slower than the Zipp or
Bontrager alternatives of a similar depth, although they
do suffer a little more in strong crosswinds.

PROTECTION
The 55 Carbon wheels

have numerous innovative
details in the design, one of
which is a steel spline insert
to prevent the freehub body

from being chewed up by
the cassette – a disturbingly

common occurrence with
lightweight aluminium

freehub bodies.

RIMWALLS
The 55 Carbon rims are

unique in that the rimwalls
don’t have a hook to hold

the tyre bead in place. Also,
the rimwall is shallower
than with a normal rim,

meaning that the braking
surface sits lower in
relation to the tyre.

P
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A shorter lip on the
rimwallmeans the
braking surface sits
at the same level
as the rim bed
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t was only with the advent of Di2 in 2009 that
Shimano finally persuaded the cycling public
to adopt electronic gear shifting. Since then,
Di2 has enjoyed such success that there is now

talk of it filtering down to themid-level 105 groupset.
Campagnolo followed suit with the launch of its EPS
electronic system in 2012, which rather left the other
big name in groupsets, Sram, out in the cold. But the
American company has at last released its much-
anticipated eTapWireless system, and the question
has to be asked: was it worth the wait?

On the pulse
Realising the industry didn’t really need a ‘me too’,
Sram set about upping the ante by going wireless. This
immediately threw up a number of potential problems.
What if the signal between shifter and derailleur gets
interrupted? Could it be ‘hacked’ by rivals? Could
multiple bikes running the same system interfere with
each other?Would phone signals cause problems?

Having suffered the financial and reputational
consequences of a recall on its hydraulic brake systems
in 2013, Sram knew it couldn’t afford to get this one
wrong, and so it went to extreme lengths to ensure
everything worked flawlessly on the new eTap groupset.
It will be a while before we can categorically say it has

SrameTap
Wireless
groupset
With itswireless shifting, Sram
has created a true gamechanger
in the groupsetmarket

I

THE DETAILS
Total cost of eTap parts
£1,180

Mechanical parts to
complete groupset
£879

Total price
£2,059

Total weight
(BB30, 11-25 cassette)
1,978g

Contact
sram.com

WordsSTUBOWERS
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rechargeable batteries that are small and light. The life
expectancy of these is about 1,000km or 60 hours of use.

Themech batteries are also interchangeable, so in
the event that your rear one runs flat, you can switch
it with the front mech battery to get you home. Being
removable alsomeans you don’t need to park your
bike next to a power source to charge them up.

Slick and precise
Intuitively the right-hand lever button shifts the rear
mech down the cassette; the left shifts it up; press them
together to switch chainrings. I was amazed at how
quickly I got used to the system, and the shifting was
precise. During testing it nevermissed a beat, evenwhen
it was covered inmuck, on amagnetic resistance turbo,
close to phonemasts, or any other situationwhere it
might be foundwanting. Personally I’d like the shift
speed to be a smidgen faster, especially duringmultiple
down shifts. Arguablymost riders would never even
question it, but in direct comparison to Shimano’s Di2,
eTap’s shift response just feels a fraction slower. Perhaps
an optional firmware update could be offered to allow
riders to fine tune this aspect.

Also, with the eTap I needed to ease off the pedal
pressure to ensure smooth front shiftingmore so than
with Di2. But again, it’s onlymarginal.

Overall, what Sram has achieved with eTap is highly
impressive, especially as it has resisted the temptation
to give it a sky-high pricetag. Once framemanufacturers
get on board, I don’t think it will be too long before
we see wireless-specific frames, whichwill remove
the need for holes or cable ports that ruin looks
and compromise tube strength. The eTap represents
a real step forward, and it will be interesting to see
how Sram’s big rivals respond.

succeeded, but at the time of writing I am firmly
convinced Sram’s new system is not only problem-free
but is potentially the new benchmark for all electronic
groupsets to come.

I was fortunate enough to be at the official launch of
Sram eTap in Schweinfurt, Germany, late last summer,
andwas immediately impressed by how easy it was to set
up. It took all of fiveminutes to take the parts from their
box, attach them to the bike and complete the wireless
‘pairing’ procedure, where normally I’d still be grappling
with cable cutters as the sun goes down. I’m also suremost
mechanicswill be overjoyed that this systemnegates the
need to feed cables through tiny holes in bike frames.

All that’s required is to bolt on the four individual parts
– two shift levers, front derailleur and rear derailleur – and
‘pair’ themwith the push of a button on the rear mech,
followed by a single press of the individual buttons on
each component. Setting the limit screws on themechs
wasmildlymore complex, but straightforward enough
formost people to grasp. Fitting themwas easy-peasy.

Wireless technology requires that each component
has its own power source, unlike the single battery used
by Shimano and Campagnolo, but this actually brings
a number of benefits.

Firstly, there’s no hiding lumpy batteries inside
seatposts or frame tubes. The batteries in the eTap
shift levers are simple coin cells that are available in
any supermarket, with an expected lifespan of around
two years. Themechs use clip-on lithium polymer

I was amazed at
howquickly I got
used to the system,
and the shifting
was precise

HOODS
Sram’s eTap lever hood is a
very agreeable shape – slim
and well contoured with a
soft, tactile rubber cover to
help you maintain your grip.
The single paddle shifting

is a breeze, and quickly
becomes second nature.
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Stockists
Wheretofindthestuffyou’veseeninthis issue

Bikesp139
COLNAGO

KaskProtonehelmet,£195
velobrands.co.uk

Oakley Jawbreakersunglasses,£169.99
uk.oakley.com

CaféduCyclisteFrancoise jersey,£145
cafeducycliste.com

GiroBlazegloves,£29.99
zyro.co.uk

CaféduCyclisteMartinbibtights,£162
cafeducycliste.com

CaféduCyclisteStripedsocks,£14
cafeducycliste.com

BontVayporSshoes,£270
bontcycling.com

Castelli ToeThingy toewarmers,£15
saddleback.co.uk

SLATE

CannondaleCypherhelmet,£109.99
cyclingsportsgroup.co.uk

POCDoBladesunglasses,£195
2pure.co.uk

Castelli ‘CrossSanremospeedsuit, £190
saddleback.co.uk

PrologoEnduroCPCgloves,£69.99
i-ride.co.uk

CastelliNanoflexkneewarmers,£35
saddleback.co.uk

GiroHRcTeamsocks,£16.99
zyro.co.uk

ShimanoR321shoes,£249.99
madison.co.uk

FORMIGLI

LazerZ1helmet,£199.99
madison.co.uk

AdidasEvil EyeProsunglasses,£169.99
adidas.com

RiveloGarsdale jacket,£215
rivelo.cc

Sportful Fiandregloves,£69.99
c3products.com

RiveloWinnatsbibtights,£130
rivelo.cc

Vittoria Ikonshoes,£255.99
chickencycles.co.uk

LazerZ1helmet,£199.99
madison.co.uk

OakleyRadarlockXLsunglasses,£195
uk.oakley.com

MadisonRoadRaceApex jacket,£99.99
madison.co.uk

MadisonAddict gloves,£24.99
madison.co.uk

MadisonRoadRaceOptimusbibshorts,
£99.99
madison.co.uk

CastelliVelocissimo6socks,£14
saddleback.co.uk

Vittoria Ikonshoes,£255.99
chickencycles.co.uk

Dingle all thewayp80

KaskMojitohelmet,£100
velobrands.co.uk

OakleyRadarlockEdge
sunglasses,£185
uk.oakley.com

Castelli Chpt. III 1.61Rocka jersey,£260
saddleback.co.uk

Castelli Chpt. III 1.1 bibshorts,£190
saddleback.co.uk

Castelli Chpt. III 1.51 socks,£15
saddleback.co.uk

SpecializedS-Worksshoes,£259.99
specialized.com

Youngatheartp46

LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM

LaFlammeRougeRetroStribebase layer,
DKK349(approx£35)
laflammerouge.dk

LeColUndervestbase layer,£30
lecol.net

SantiniCamobase layer,£49.99
fisheroutdoor.co.uk

HackneyGTStars&Stripesbase layer,£39
hackneygt.com

Castelli Chpt. III 1.81base layer,£75
saddleback.co.uk

RaphaProTeamDataPrint base layer,£50
rapha.cc

CraftActiveExtreme2.0base layer,£36
craftsportswear.com

NorthwaveBodyFit base layer,£44.99
i-ride.co.uk

MorveloMelonFarmerbase layer,£35
morvelo.com

ChapeauMerinobase layer,£49.99
chapeau.cc

HellyHansenWoolGraphicbase layer,£65
hellyhansen.com

It’s all about
that basep30
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What’s in
a name?

You haven’t really made it as a pro until you have good
nickname. Eurosport’s Felix Lowe looks at some of the best

Apparently new Cannondale signing
Pierre Rolland became known as
Tequila at the team’s pre-season

training camp. Quite why, we can only guess,
but theremust be a good story behind it.

Manymonikers are spawned this way.
Michael Matthews earned the name Bling
after turning up to work in gold chains;
Hugo Koblet was the Pédaleur de Charme
because he carried both comb and cologne
in his pocket; Charly Gaul pioneered the art
of peeing in the saddle after a call of nature
cost him the 1957 Giro, hence Monsieur Pipi.
It’s not to be confused with Poupou, the
nickname of Raymond Poulidor, which as
slang for ‘underdog’ was appropriate for a
rider who never won the Tour de France but
came second three times and third five times.

Famously, Joaquim Rodriguez is known
as Purito – not somuch because of his
cleanliness but thanks to an episode that
saw him smoke a cigar in front of his team
manager after a practical joke backfired.

Animals are behindmany names, too.
André Greipel is The Gorilla, Oscar Freire was
Il Gato (the cat) and, owing to his hunchback
style, Tony Rominger became The Camel.

Really special riders get an added place name
too: Vincenzo Nibali is The Shark of Messina,
Federico Bahamontes The Eagle of Toledo
and JohanMuseeuw The Lion of Flanders.

Through the ages inspiration has also
come from authority (Francesco ‘The
Sheriff’ Moser), religion (Antonin ‘The
Monk’ Magne), food (‘Baby Blel’ Kadri),
armoured vehicles (Tony ‘Panzerwagen’
Martin), Disney films (Mario ‘The Lion
King’ Cipollini) and even dubious training
methods (Bjarne ‘Mr 60%’ Riis).

If you’re really cool, you get a heroic name
–whowouldn’t want to be Spartacus (Fabian
Cancellara) or The God of Thunder (Thor
Hushovd)? Not everyone can command such
exaltedmonikers, however. Maurice Garin,
the Tour’s first winner, was The Chimney
Sweep, a reference to his previous job.

Physical attributes have a part to play.
Rangy climber Robert Gesink is The Condor,
while Pierrick Fedrigo’s prodigious proboscis
is behind his Nose of Marmandemoniker.
Meanwhile, French Tour winner Laurent
Fignon’s short-sightedness was responsible
for himwearing round-rimmed spectacles
that contributed to him being The Professor.

Canny are those who havemanaged to
turn a nickname into both a celebration
and a logo: Alberto ‘El Pistolero’ Contador
fires an imaginary gun over the line, while
Juan Antonio Flecha played on his surname
(‘arrow’ in Spanish) to cultivate a Robin
Hood persona that made housewives quiver.

Of all nicknames, those owned by Eddy
Merckx (Cannibal), Bernard Hinault (Badger)
andMarco Pantani (Pirate) are themost
celebrated – although Lance Armstrong
took umbrage with Pantani’s, preferring
to call him the derogatory Elefantino.

‘I can’t just saymy name’s Big Tex,’
Armstrong said after the pair came to blows
atopMont Ventoux in 2000. But say it he did,
and it stuck: a Nike advert would portray
‘Big Tex’ Armstrong as amarauding boxer.

Did Lance knowingly bring about his
nicknamewhile chastising someone for
doing the same? Surely not. But let’s give
him his dues for two of his better nicknames:
Mellow Johnny (a pun onmaillot jaune)
and Juan Pelota (a ‘one ball’ reference to his
cancer). Armstrong approved somuch he
named his bike shop and cafe after them.

Cyclist’s personal favourite? It has to be
the title bemused journalists gave Jean Robic
years before the tiny Frenchman overcame
his stunted frame and jug ears by winning
the 1947 Tour: the Hobgoblin of Brittany
Moor. Anyone whose nickname sounds
like a Sherlock Holmesmystery deserves
special recognition.
Henceforth Felix ‘Big F’ Lowewants to
be known as the Alpaca of Tisbury Glen Ill
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Last gasp bFelix Lowe






